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Cognitive maps have emerged as an important tool in modeling and decision making. 
In a nutshell they are signed di-graphs that capture the cause/effect relationships that 
subject matter experts believe exist in a problem space under consideration. Each node in 
the map represents some variable concept. These generally fall into one of several “hard” 
categories: physical attributes of the environment, characteristics of artifacts embedded in 
the problem space, or one of several “soft” areas: decisions being made, social, psychological 
or cultural characteristics of the decision makers, intentions, etc. Part of the value of 
cognitive maps is that these hard and soft concepts can be seamlessly mixed in them to build 
a more robust model of the problem. 
Edges in the map connect nodes for which a causal relationship is believed to exist. The 
edge is directed from the causal node to the effect node. In a general cognitive map, the 
edges have integer strengths of 1, indicating direct causality, -1, indicating inverse causality, 
and 0, indicating no causal link. A special type of cognitive maps, a fuzzy cognitive map, 
allows fuzziness in the modeling of the edge strengths. Unlike nodes that have crisp values, 
edge strengths can have any fractional value on the interval [-1,1], with fractional values 
indicating partial causality. Thus, relationships such as A somewhat affects B, or A really 
causes B can be captured and incorporated in the map. The ability to model partial causality 
in the map gives this technique great value in problem spaces that have complex 
interactions between the physical environment, man-made machines and decisions by 
human operators.  
The map is a true model in the sense that it has predictive capabilities. In a typical 
situation, a set of nodes with known values are designated inputs. These values are applied 
to the map and held constant at their known values. In much the same way that voltage or 
current sources are sources of energy in an electrical circuit, these input nodes represent 
sources of causality in the map. These input values are then propagated through the map, 
using a user defined thresholding function at each node to map its inputs to one of the 
permissible nodal values. The process is repeated multiple times for all nodes in the map 
until one of two meta-situations develops. Either the map will reach equilibrium in the sense 
that the nodal values remain constant, or it will reach a limit cycle, an oscillatory condition 
where a group of nodes change back and forth between two more sets of values.  
Unlike a state machine, the actual sequence that the causal values work through the 
map are generally unimportant. The map itself represents a systems-level model. As such 
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behavior. Thus, system behavior is indicated by the totality of nodal values present after the 
input values have been applied and propagated through it to equilibrium. 
Cognitive maps have several distinct advantages over other decision making tools like 
decision trees or Petri nets. First, because states of nodes are compared to states of nodes, a 
common numeric metric is not necessary for all values. Instead changes in the underlying 
concepts of nodes are compared to changes to the underlying concepts in other nodes. Thus, 
cognitive maps truly allow apples to be compared to oranges. Second, feedback is allowed 
in the map. With feedback, effects can be mitigated (negative feedback) or reinforced 
(positive feedback) by certain causes. Finally, the map can be pieced together from many 
smaller maps through common nodes. Subject matter experts can then provide a model 
within their domain of expertise, without the need to understand to any great detail the 
relevant concepts from other areas of interest. Each subject matter expert can then focus on 
what they know best contributing to the development of a robust systems model. 
Interestingly, feedback and feedforward loops often appear when the individual maps are 
pieced together that are not present individually. This may explain why “unseen” problems 
can develop in a system even though each subsystem is thoroughly tested and validated. 
Completed cognitive maps are be used in two general ways: decision assessment and 
system diagnosis. In decision assessment a set of known values are applied to input nodes 
in the map and allowed to propagate to equilibrium with an eye to the nodal values that 
result. The goal with this process is to assess what changes in the state of the system can be 
expected given a set of initial conditions. Part of the value of this technique is that the input 
nodes are not fixed. They can change depending on the context and the available 
information.  
In system diagnosis, one is more interested in what inputs give rise to a system state of 
interest. The map affords ways to make this determination. Since they can be become very 
complex quickly as nodes are added, the topology of the model itself can be used as a 
diagnostic tool. Using basic matrix techniques nodes and combinations of nodes can be 
identified that are linked to the output nodes of interest through some, possibly lengthy, 
chain of cause-effect relationships in the map. By identifying sets of these causal nodes, 
input values can then be applied to them to see if the system state under examination 
results. 
The chapters in this book cover a spectrum of insights into the development, use and 
applications of cognitive mapping and fuzzy cognitive mapping techniques. 
Editor 
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Topic Maps as Indexing Tools in the 
Educational Sphere: Theoretical Foundations,
Review of Empirical Research 
and Future Challenges




Topic Maps (International Organization of Standardization [ISO 13250], 1999; 2002) are a 
form of indexing that describe the relationships between concepts within a domain of
knowledge and link these concepts to descriptive resources. Topic maps are malleable – the
concept and relationship creation process is dynamic and user-driven. In addition, topic
maps are scalable and can hence be conjoined and merged. Perhaps, most impressively, 
topic maps provide a distinct separation between resources and concepts, thereby 
facilitating migration of the data models therein (Garshol, 2004).  
Topic map technologies are extensively employed to navigate databases of information in 
the fields of medicine, military, and corporations. Many of these proprietary topic maps are
machine-generated through the use of context-specific algorithms which read a corpus of
text, and automatically produce a set of topics along with the relationships among them.
However, there has been little, if any, research on how to use cognitive notions of mental
models, knowledge representation and decision-making processes employed in problem-
solving situations as a basis for the design of ontologies for topic maps.  
This chapter will first outline the theoretical foundations in educational psychology and
cognitive information retrieval that should underlie the development of ontologies that 
describe topic maps. The conjectural analyses presented will reveal how various modes of 
online interaction between key stakeholders (e.g., instructors, learners, content and
graphical user interfaces), as well as the classic information processing model, mental 
models and related research on problem representation must be integrated into our current 
understanding of how the design of topic maps can better reflect the relationships between
concepts in any given domain. Next, the chapter outlines a selective review of empirical 
research conducted on the use of topic maps in educational contexts, with a focus on learner 
perceptions and cognitions. Finally, the chapter provides comments on what the future 
holds for researchers who are committed to the development, implementation, and
evaluation of topic map indexes in educational contexts.  
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2. Topic maps: A primer 
Topic maps separate the inter-related topics in a given body of knowledge from the actual 
resources that describe these topics. They provide context-based searches that can match 
context-specific search criteria entered by the user (Pepper, 2002; Garshol, 2004). As a 
search-and-retrieval technology, topic maps provide a method to code content in terms of 
topics, the relationships between these topics, and any additional informational resources 
associated with the target subject matter. This allows for greater flexibility in searching 
because the user not only gains access to information directly associated with a topic but 
also gets information regarding related topics. Results are returned not by keyword “hits” 
but rather by the concepts or ideas present in a corpus. A search will return fewer, more 
relevant “hits” matching the key word with the appropriate semantic context (Rath, 2000). 
Given their capability, topic maps can support learning within an online learning 
environment (OLE) in that content across functions can be integrated through search 
functionality triggered by a learner’s query. Topic maps can help to provide the learner with 
a uniquely individualized tool that customizes how content is accessed and potentially 
organized. 
Pepper (2002) refers to the elements of a topic map using the acronym TAO – Topics, 
Associations, and Occurrences. Let us consider a simple example of a topic map created to 
describe the body of knowledge related to e-learning. Topics pertinent to the subject matter 
of e-learning could include, for example, software platforms, learning management systems, 
learning content management systems, learning objects, industry standards, and 
interoperability, among others. Associations draw out the relationships between topics. For 
example, consider the following statement where the underlined portion details an 
association linking the topic “Interoperability Standards” to the topic “Metadata Schemes”: 
“Interoperability standards are used in evaluating Metadata Schemes”; note also that this 
association is bi-directional, and hence, logically leads to the following statement: “Metadata 
Schemes are evaluated by Interoperability Standards”. Occurrences point the user to 
resources that provide information about the topics themselves. An occurrence dedicated to 
the topic “Metadata Schemes” could be a pointer to an online article comparing the various 
metadata standards used in the industry. Topic maps also allow multiple naming 
conventions, which allow topics to be described in a variety of languages or by different 
titles according to user preference. Topic maps permit the assignment of metadata to 
information resources, similar to resources that possess XML tagging. Topics within a topic 
map can also be assigned a scope within which they are considered valid, thereby avoiding 
problems arising from the use of a topic in multiple contexts.  
Arguably, the quality of the search results obtained through using a topic map depends 
largely on the topic map developer’s ability to extract stakeholders’ representations of the 
domain of knowledge being mapped. Proponents of the cognitive information processing 
(CIP) theory, proposed by Waugh and Norman (1965) and Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968), 
have explored the role of representations of ill-structured problems (Reitman, 1965) in 
various contexts (Voss, 1998; Voss & Post, 1988). Research has also shown that differences in 
problem solving ability between novices and experts can be partially attributed to their 
different problem representations (e.g., Voss et al., 1998; Torney-Purta, 1992). Taking this 
research into account, our development of topic maps is grounded in one or more expert’s 
cognitive representations of the domain, and an analysis of the tasks to be performed by 
end-users who will be navigating the domain using the topic map.  
Topic Maps as Indexing Tools in the Educational Sphere:  
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Taxonomies, as a classification scheme or hierarchy of terms for cataloguing content can 
form the basis of a system for managing large, complex collections of information. While 
taxonomies and ontologies are terms that are used interchangeably, ontologies tend to 
include instantiations, constraints, and an extra element of theory – a notion that the 
structure actually describes reality, not just a method of organizing data (Kabel, deHoog, 
Wielinga & Anjewierden, 2004). As such, ontologies perhaps come closer to mental models 
of intellectual content. McGuiness (2001) contends that ontologies must exhibit certain 
required properties, namely, a finite controlled vocabulary, unambiguous interpretations of 
classes and term relationships, as well as strict hierarchical subclass relationships. In 
addition they may possess typical non-mandatory properties, such as value-restriction and 
specifications of arbitrary logical relationships between terms. Generally, these properties 
permit the construction of complex knowledge structures which give ontologies a significant 
advantage over other forms of organization. Following from our leanings toward a theory of 
CIP, we propose constructing a topic map for a given domain on a set of validated 
taxonomies and/or ontologies that emerge from an experts’ view of that domain, including 
its topics, associations and occurrences.  
3. Theoretical foundations 
Information processing and its related theories should be instrumental in providing a 
framework for the design of ontologies that describe topic maps. In addition, investigating 
learning and its related processes in OLEs must take into account how learners regulate 
cognitions and metacognitions with respect to academic tasks, as well as how information 
retrieval is closely tied to elements of academic self-regulation. The following theoretical 
dissection of how specific elements of educational psychology-based literature intersect with 
those of the library sciences will illuminate the necessity of bridging the gap between these 
two seemingly disparate fields. 
3.1 Theories of self-regulated learning 
Academic self-regulation involves the strategic application and adaptation of learners’ 
cognitive and metacognitive thought processes in influencing their own behaviour while 
tackling academic tasks (Pintrich, 2000; Zimmerman, 2000; Winne & Hadwin, 1998), taking 
into account their emotions (McCombs & Marzano, 1990) as well as motivational states 
(Pintrich, 2000; Pintrich & De Groot, 1991; Winne & Hadwin, 1998) within a specific learning 
context or environment (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Some models of self-regulated learning 
(SRL) acknowledge the need for regulating all the five elements of cognition, affect, 
motivation, behaviour and context in explaining individual self-regulating processes. Most 
models of SRL promote goal-setting, strategic planning and execution of plans, reflection, 
self-monitoring, self-efficacy, and self-evaluation as essential skills to be developed by 
learners who engage with complex tasks requiring resource management skills, individual 
and group analyses of problem situations, as well as strategic use of feedback and 
contextually available resources. A critical, but under-researched concept subsumed within 
the notion of SRL is task understanding, which is considered to be a frontline phase of SRL 
(Venkatesh, 2008; Venkatesh & Shaikh, 2008).  
Self-regulated learners apply both cognitive and metacognitive strategies, such as reflection 
and performance calibration, when completing academic tasks, taking into account 
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contextual and task-specific conditions (Venkatesh, 2008; Venkatesh & Shaikh, 2008; Winne 
& Hadwin, 1998). While much is known about how to build self-regulatory competencies 
using sound instructional design principles, educational psychologists still struggle to 
understand and describe the interactions between the various individual components of 
self-regulated learning (SRL). Perhaps this is an artifact of classic conceptions of SRL as a 
complex, process-oriented theoretical construct; such an epistemological assumption makes 
it difficult to tease apart how learners think about the rationale for completing an academic 
task as well as how well they monitor their performance relative to the instructor’s 
assessment criteria.  
3.2 Ontological Levels of Learner Perceptions 
 
  
Fig. 1. Ontological levels of learner perceptions (OLLP) 
To better understand the implications of theories of SRL in the cognitive realm of 
information retrieval and use, we pose the following question: How is task understanding 
developed and affected by other self-regulatory processes that learners engage with while 
performing academic tasks? In proposing hierarchical and ontological levels of learner 
perceptions of feedback (Shaikh, 2008, provides the empirical evidence upon which the 
model is based) we attempt to shed new light on the effect of credibility, respect, 
trustworthiness, status and myriad of other factors as an influence on how students 
interpret feedback from certain instructors and their conception of ‘self-as-learner’. When 
tackling a task for the first time, there is a hierarchical view to how students perceive the 
provider (i.e., the instructor) and the receiver (i.e., themselves) of feedback. For example, 
self-perceptions, such as confidence and motivational levels, take a back seat to how the 
provider of feedback is perceived by the learner, the student body as a whole and the 
educational environment. The learner bases feedback internalization on a multi-faceted 
system using the following hierarchical taxonomy: 
• Tier 1 – Perception of Provider: Instructor must be seen as a viable source of 
information. If not, feedback is disregarded 
PI: Perception of Instructor 
PS: Perception of Self 
PT: Perception of Task 
AF: Affective Factors 
TU: Task Understanding 
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• Tier 2 – Self-Perceptions: Learners’ perception of self-worth, esteem, confidence and 
ability 
• Tier 3 – Perception of Task: Inherent worth of the task and transferability to other 
scenarios 
Further iterations or subsequent attempts of a given task are accompanied by other 
connections. Temporal effects of instructor feedback on learners’ self-regulation while 
engaging in an academic task contends that learners prioritize a triad of perceptions in an 
ontological scheme, viz., the instructor, self-as-learner and task. Over time and through 
experience in a learning environment, learners choose which of these three perceptions take 
precedence, thereby influencing to varying degrees, how cognitions are employed to 
successfully meet the criteria for completion of a task.  
For example, the perception of the provider can become dependent upon context and 
therefore it will be demoted from top tier status. Experiential factors, such as previous 
interaction with instructors, peer reviews or perceived expectations, play an extensive role 
in how a learner perceives their interactions and proficiency within a setting and therefore 
reliance upon instructor support and acknowledgement may decrease. With respect to 
extraneous variables (for example, context, experience, understanding of task and self, ego, 
previous interactions and respect) a hierarchical approach may not be all encompassing and 
an ontological description may prove worthwhile for further investigation. The ontological 
levels of learner perception (Figure 1) can serve as a framework for how students and 
instructors monitor progress and performance on academic tasks as well as possibly 
characterize the nature of the feedback internalization process, especially as learners 
navigate resources using an intuitively designed indexing mechanism such as a topic map. 
Boiled to its essence, these levels of perception provide a cognitive framework to investigate 
temporal and perspective-dependent aspects of task understanding. 
3.3 Theories of Cognitive Information Retrieval (CIR) 
The cognitive approach to information sciences began with De Mey’s (1982) theories which 
were centred on the interaction between the user and the intermediary (human or 
computer). To this theory, Ingwersen (2000) adds the notion of the cognitive structures 
framed by the individual user, which are dependent on collective experiences, education, 
training and other individual and social cognitive factors. It is important to note that the 
cognitive psychological view of learning (as represented by the theory of SRL) would 
recommend that users’ perceptions, epistemological beliefs as well as value frameworks 
influence and are, in turn, influenced by the cognitive structures that an individual brings to 
the information retrieval task. Ingwersen’s view on the CIR theory, therefore, already 
attempts to bridge the gap between psychological theories of learning and the more human-
computer interaction oriented theories of information science.  
Ingwersen (2000) lays out the five major elements of the CIR theory. The first players are the 
information objects or knowledge sources as entities themselves, including their 
representations. These representations originate from the author(s) of the sources and 
necessarily depend on the representation(s) imposed by the indexer (human or machine) of 
the sources. The second set of players is the system structures, such as the retrieval 
algorithms, which are normally generated by the designers of an Information Retrieval (IR) 
system. These system structures depend on the indexer(s) of the sources as well. The third 
component refers to the interface functionalities of the IR system. These are created by 
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system designers and may consist of cognitive structures imposed by human intermediaries 
in the IR process. The fourth element refers to the users’ cognitive space, which consists of 
the perceptions about the work task and the situational perceptions surrounding the task. 
The cognitive space of the user also includes representations of the current state of 
knowledge, problem and uncertainty states. We would also venture to suggest that the CIR 
theory would accept that these cognitive spaces also subsume the cognitive and 
metacognitive strategies that the user has learnt in the past, and is able to draw upon to 
conduct, for example, means-ends analysis in problem-solving situations. The fifth and final 
piece of the CIR theory refers to the socio-organizational environments, including 
situational contexts, domain structures, the work tasks themselves, as well as access to 
strategies to solve problems. 
3.4 Intersection between self-regulated learning and cognitive information retrieval 
The description of CIR theory alludes to the concept of temporality in the IR process. This 
means that users of an IR system are necessarily bound by a time frame, which could 
provide a useful framework to understand how elements of the users’ cognitive space 
interact with the other four elements of CIR theory. Similarly, cognitive assumptions about 
SRL also delineate a time-based perspective on how learners tackle academic tasks. 
However, in our opinion, theories of SRL fall short in focusing on what elements of task 
understanding one should devote attention to, in terms of measuring and promoting, in 
specific learning contexts. Additionally, keeping with the discussion of time frames, the 
issue that begs to be addressed is – at what point during an instructional event should a 
researcher expect to encounter changes in task understanding. Researchers of SRL have 
adopted a wide range of units of analyses, from individual students to timed classroom 
events, depending on which qualitative methodology is being used to investigate the 
phenomenon in question. CIR theory provides an excellent platform from which to test 
domain-specific theories of task understanding as a temporal phenomenon.  
3.5 Task understanding 
It remains now to uncover how task understanding is best served by viewing it under the 
lenses of both the theories of SRL and CIR. According to currently held theories of SRL, task 
understanding draws on two distinct, but interacting elements; these include individuals’ 
perceptions of the academic task, as well as of themselves as a learner within a particular 
academic context. Learners’ perceptions of the academic task include both the nature of the 
task, and the assessment criteria associated with the task. Learners reflect on their perceptions 
of the nature of the task, including: (a) the rationale for performing the task; (b) the procedures 
that need to be undertaken to perform the task and the required outputs; (c) the materials that 
are available to perform the task; as well as (d) the contextual conditions under which the task 
has to be performed. Learners also need to grapple with the assessment criteria that the 
instructor uses to judge their performance on the task. It is therefore clear that task 
understanding involves a close interaction between learners’ perceptions and the instructor’s 
perceptions of the academic task (Venkatesh & Shaikh, in press).  
In addition to the task-associated elements, task understanding is influenced by the learner’s 
knowledge of “self-as-learner”. Such knowledge includes preferred learning styles and 
learning needs, prior content and task-specific knowledge, current motivational and 
emotional levels of anxiety and efficacy, as well as motivational and emotional levels 
associated with a specific type of task environment.  
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Ingwersen’s (2000) model emphasizes a constant interaction between the cognitive space of 
the user and the socio-contextualized environment; these interactions influence human 
behavior during the IR event within the system. Moreover, dynamic interactions and 
interpretations change the information need and influence, in turn cognition and learning. 
As Ingwersen (2000, p.10) exhorts: “... it is essential to uncover the kind of cognitive factors 
or structures that triggers users' information needs and problem statements, for example, 
the reasons for users (mis)conceptions of classification structures or icons in systems. The 
cognitive nature of representative structures of information objects or knowledge sources 
are thus of interest directly”. Ingwersen’s conceptualization of CIR theory places great 
importance on elements of task understanding illuminated by current SRL theorists. 
According to CIR theory, the task and its perception by a user is considered just as valuable 
as the information need. In fact, Ingwersen also points out that the perception about the 
work task leads to the perceived information need. In a cognitive sense, the user's 
perception of a work task is more likely to be stable over the IR session time than the 
corresponding dynamic information need. Perception of work task is important, then, to 
provide the context necessary for the system to retrieve relevant information. However, 
initial empirical evidence reported in Venkatesh and Shaikh (2008) suggests that learners’ 
information needs fluctuate as their task understanding improves. While these findings 
stand in contrast to Ingwersen’s (2000) conjectures, it remains to be seen how future research 
formalizes the temporal aspects of task understanding in IR environments.  
4. Review of empirical research on learners’ cognitions while using topic 
maps 
There exists a large community of practitioners and researchers who present and publish 
technically oriented work related to the development and implementation of topic maps 
(e.g., the annual Topic Map Research and Applications Conference [TMRA] in Leipzig, 
Germany). The purpose of our review of research is to provide an illustration of the 
cognitive orientation of researchers who assess learners’ use of topic maps. Hence, this 
section will provide a selective review of empirical research conducted on the use of topic 
maps in educational contexts and its effects on learner cognitions.  
Databases that were consulted for the purpose of this review include Association for 
Computing Machinery (ACM), Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), 
Explore, Education and Information Technology Digital Library ([EdITLib], hosted by the 
Association for the Advancement of Computing in Education [AACE]) as well as Education 
Information Resources Centre (ERIC). Searches focused on keywords of topic maps, 
extensible markup language topic maps (xtm) and its variations. Articles were selected 
based on whether they addressed educational applications of topic maps and provided 
evidence of learners’ use of topic maps, whether from a usability or psychological 
standpoint. While reports of technology-related developments of topic map-based electronic 
learning environments (e.g., Dicheva & Dichev, 2004; 2006) and ontology construction (e.g., 
Dicheva & Dichev, 2005; Lenne, Cissé & Abel, 2005) were captured in our searches, the lack 
of empirical evidence about learning processes rendered these pieces ineligible for our 
review. The relevant articles include those conducted by Lavik and Nordeng (2004) as part 
of the Brainbank project, Oh and Park (2007) who conducted an experimental comparison of 
a topic map-enabled retrieval system versus a hierarchical browsing system, and Shih, Shih 
and Chen (2007) who built and evaluated a self-organizing (SOM) topic map. Also relevant 
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is the body of work by Venkatesh and his colleagues which includes an experimental 
comparison of university learners’ use of topic maps versus their use of search engines 
while completing academic tasks (Venkatesh et al., 2007), a mixed-method investigation of 
improvements in academic performance and self-regulatory mechanisms in graduate 
learners (Venkatesh, 2008) and finally, a qualitative analysis of how graduate learners’ task 
understandings and monitoring of performance develop as they use topic maps to navigate 
text-based repositories while solving ill-structured writing tasks (Venkatesh & Shaikh, 2008). 
While it is still too early to discern how task understanding, metacognition and other self-
regulatory processes unfold in information retrieval environments, the multi-method 
investigations presented in this section provide rich fodder to implement topic maps in 
educational contexts. 
4.1 Lavik and Nordeng’s Brainbank project 
In a fascinating case study, Lavik and Nordeng (2004) outline how eighth grade pupils in 
Norway use a topic map-enabled suite of tools called Brainbank Learning (BBL) to enable 
cross-disciplinary learning. Lavik and Nordeng contend that through the use of the 
associative features of topic maps, the subjects taught to these eighth graders can be linked 
across the curriculum to develop competencies that span the contents (e.g., mathematics, 
physical/natural/social sciences, etc.). Lavik and Nordeng report on how learners become 
more aware of their learning processes and how these learners developed motivations to 
continue working with the BBL suite. In fact, the results point to learners improving their 
self-regulatory mechanisms, becoming more metacognitively cognizant of how to interact 
with the information retrieval systems they were engaging over the course of their study. 
Further research must be accomplished from a longitudinal standpoint to observe evidence 
of learning-based outcomes for technological advancements such as the BBL suite. 
4.2 Oh and Park’s experimental comparison of topic maps versus hierarchical 
organizers 
In an experimental study, Oh and Park (2007) report on 20 learners’ experiences in using 
topic map technologies versus an existing hierarchical classification system on a series of 
information retrieval tasks, ranging from simple to complex associative and cross-
referencing tasks. Results of a counter-balanced experimental design revealed that learners 
using the topic map generally showed improved measures of completeness, ease of use, 
efficiency, appropriateness and satisfaction on tasks that were complex (associative and/or 
cross-referencing), but not on tasks that were simple or generated by the learners’ own 
queries. However, the data do not reveal any information about the extent to which the 
topic map influenced learner cognitions.  
4.3 Shih, Shih and Chen’s investigation of self-organizing topic map 
Shih, Shih and Chen (2007) present the results of a usability and instructional evaluation of a 
self-organizing topic map which indexed the content related to Chinese herbal medications. 
Data was collected in the form of surveys to 126 undergraduate learners enrolled in a course 
on Chinese herbs, as well as follow-up focus groups with a theoretical sample of learners. In 
general, data from the survey revealed that learners had positive perceptions towards the 
functional utility of the topic map. However, no data was collected with respect to 
cognitions or evidence of learning. 
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4.4 Venkatesh and Colleagues’ implementations on topic maps in higher education  
Following from the proposed theoretical bridge between academic self-regulation and 
cognitive information retrieval, Venkatesh and his colleagues have published a series of 
studies on the application of topic maps in a higher education context. First, Venkatesh et al. 
(2007) demonstrated improved performance on an ill-structured writing task for 18 learners 
in a topic map condition as opposed to 16 others in a keyword search condition. In a 
separate study, Venkatesh (2008) explored the development of task understanding in 38 
graduate learners using topic maps to help complete an essay-writing assignment. A mixed-
method procedure, which included multivariate repeated measures as well as inductive 
content analysis, yielded evidence of not only performance improvement, but also better 
task understanding. In a follow-up investigation, Venkatesh and Shaikh (2008), have 
conducted an in-depth qualitative analysis on 12 of these 38 learners, and uncovered how 
individual elements of task understanding, namely, perceptions for the rationale for 
completing the task, self-perceptions, and perceptions about the instructor engage in a tug-
of-war while aiding learners to traverse the topic map with the objective of writing their 
essays.  
5. Educational significance 
Keeping the above theoretical discussions and review of empirical evidence regarding the 
conceptualization of learner cognitions in IR contexts, our goal now remains to provide 
synopses focusing on the significance of the educational implications and applications of 
topic maps. Within educational realms, the map itself can be considered a beneficial learning 
resource which supports learner concept acquisition regarding the classification and 
organization of a particular domain, the connections/relationships amongst concepts, the 
usefulness of the domain-based information and supporting terminology. Once created, 
completed and validated by subject matter experts, a topic map has the potential to provide 
learners with a domain-centric model, specifically a visual representation. 
When users begin to browse a topic map, they can view resources that are linked to concepts 
that have inherent semantic relationships. One of the primary differences between 
conventional searches and topic map searches is that users can navigate a complex web of 
relationships. That being said, users can stumble upon relevant information which they may 
not have encountered using full-text or keyword searches. Topic maps, when integrated 
within the context of an OLE, can therefore provide the possibility for contextualized, 
discovery-based experiences for learners (Shaw & Venkatesh, 2005).    
Topic maps have the ability to offer solutions to the ever-growing problem of using multiple 
or different terms and languages to describe a single over-arching concept. In content 
management and information science circles, the issues which arise from attempts to 
constrain users to describe content using a limited set of terms and to use these terms  
effectively and consistently are well known. One advantage of using topic map technology 
is that users and/or user groups can introduce and share their preferred terminology, 
keywords and labels for a particular subject. With appropriately designed topic map 
development tools, learners who are accessing courses in an OLE potentially can generate 
and use their own topic maps to help them navigate the information contained in the 
courses. Learners who are accessing courses in an OLE and are using appropriately 
designed topic map development tools will have the opportunity to conceptualize, generate 
and then use their self-generated topic maps that can help them navigate information and 
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4.4 Venkatesh and Colleagues’ implementations on topic maps in higher education  
Following from the proposed theoretical bridge between academic self-regulation and 
cognitive information retrieval, Venkatesh and his colleagues have published a series of 
studies on the application of topic maps in a higher education context. First, Venkatesh et al. 
(2007) demonstrated improved performance on an ill-structured writing task for 18 learners 
in a topic map condition as opposed to 16 others in a keyword search condition. In a 
separate study, Venkatesh (2008) explored the development of task understanding in 38 
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method procedure, which included multivariate repeated measures as well as inductive 
content analysis, yielded evidence of not only performance improvement, but also better 
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of-war while aiding learners to traverse the topic map with the objective of writing their 
essays.  
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usefulness of the domain-based information and supporting terminology. Once created, 
completed and validated by subject matter experts, a topic map has the potential to provide 
learners with a domain-centric model, specifically a visual representation. 
When users begin to browse a topic map, they can view resources that are linked to concepts 
that have inherent semantic relationships. One of the primary differences between 
conventional searches and topic map searches is that users can navigate a complex web of 
relationships. That being said, users can stumble upon relevant information which they may 
not have encountered using full-text or keyword searches. Topic maps, when integrated 
within the context of an OLE, can therefore provide the possibility for contextualized, 
discovery-based experiences for learners (Shaw & Venkatesh, 2005).    
Topic maps have the ability to offer solutions to the ever-growing problem of using multiple 
or different terms and languages to describe a single over-arching concept. In content 
management and information science circles, the issues which arise from attempts to 
constrain users to describe content using a limited set of terms and to use these terms  
effectively and consistently are well known. One advantage of using topic map technology 
is that users and/or user groups can introduce and share their preferred terminology, 
keywords and labels for a particular subject. With appropriately designed topic map 
development tools, learners who are accessing courses in an OLE potentially can generate 
and use their own topic maps to help them navigate the information contained in the 
courses. Learners who are accessing courses in an OLE and are using appropriately 
designed topic map development tools will have the opportunity to conceptualize, generate 
and then use their self-generated topic maps that can help them navigate information and 
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knowledge contained in the courses. The merging facility provided through topic maps 
allows learners to view similar content through multiple perspectives. Topic maps, being 
extensible, offer greater ease when compared with traditional approaches of integrating new 
insights. For example, in seasoned approaches new content classification requires that new 
meta-data fields be defined and populated, or consensus upon new keywords and their 
applications. Given the large body of research on potential automation of indexing and 
keyword extraction through the use of, for example, machine translation and natural 
language processing (where more research has been done), it would be assumed that its 
implementation within topic-map based environments is feasible, however they have been 
limited in their success. Topic maps operate at a level or levels of abstraction above regular 
meta-data, therefore, they may offer sophisticated means to develop indices that do not 
necessarily require that each resource be manually indexed. The simplification of updating 
and extending the relationships seen in topic maps, without the need to alter the 
information resources themselves, eases administration of courses in OLEs. When course 
material in topic map based OLEs is updated, existing topics and associations can be freely 
edited and new topics can be added to the existing ontological structure.       
5.1 Practical implications 
While it has been established in cognitive psychological terms that learners’ task 
understandings are a crucial component of academic self-regulatory activities, the review of 
research offers specific suggestions on how individual components of task understanding 
can be ameliorated while learners are tackling ill-structured writing tasks using online 
repositories of information. We recommend using topic maps to provide opportunities for 
learners to view assessment criteria through multiple perspectives and various interactions 
(e.g., learner-learner, learner-instructor, learner-content).  
Learners should be allowed to control their navigation in these online repositories by 
harnessing the associative powers of indexing technologies like topic maps. Individual 
preferences, such as browsing by subject, author, essay or grade could be better facilitated 
by allowing users to create their own topic-centric associations, thereby personalizing their 
route through the complex webs of information in online repositories. Note, however, that 
Venkatesh et al. (2007) have warned that user-generated indexes must undergo strict content 
validation, without which the domains represented by technologies such as topic maps are 
rendered useless due to the specious nature of the content therein. 
Finally, how context and/or learner dependent is information need? We can partially 
answer this question by taking the easy route and pointing to individual differences and 
preferences. However, that would belie the complex dance that task understanding and 
information need engage in when learners’ cognitions are commissioned in the context of 
online retrieval of information. While we are aware that information needs morph as the 
process of improvement of task understanding is undertaken by learners, future research 
should explore specific conditions which might govern how, when and why these needs 
must react to changes in learners’ cognitions. 
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1. Introduction 
Cognition is a process, which includes perceiving, storing, remembering, re-calling, and 
using the senses. In other words, cognition consists of the physical and mental activities of 
understanding, commenting on, and learning to perception of our world. The term cognitive 
approach comes from the behavioral science of psychology.  
It was challenged around the beginning of the 1980s by the concept of cognitive ergonomics 
that mental work (thinking) is far more important than manual work (doing) (Hollnagel, 
2001). Cognitive systems mean that the analysis cannot be based on a structural 
decomposition of human-machine systems, but have to be referred to the notion of acting 
system which means that humans and machines are seen together (Lang et al., 2000; Morray, 
1998). 
As computer-based systems (modern manufacturing systems) become more complex, 
performance of the human in such systems become more critical due to the assignment of 
cognitive and decision making tasks to the jobshop. The rapid development of manufacturing 
technology requires operators to learn new skills continuously. Since humans play a critical 
role, the interaction between tasks and human skills must be thoroughly understood so that 
corporations can adapt efficiently to new technologies (Brezocnik et al., 2003; Suwingnto et al., 
2000). Besides, the classical performance measurement systems are insufficient to measure 
human and system performance factors. 
Manufacturers face an increasingly uncertain external environment as the rate of the change 
in customer expectations, global competition and technology accelerates, hence 
manufacturing flexibility has become a critical dimension. A Flexible Manufacturing System 
(FMS) combines NC and CNC machines, a material handling system (MHS), and a 
computer system to control the work. These systems are appropriate for mid-volume and 
mid-variety manufacturing. The components of the systems are: (1) NC and CNC machines 
(2) Robots and (3) Direct control unit for material handling system and CNC machines 
(DNC) (Zhang et al., 2003). 
A hierarchy is an efficient way to organize a complex system, as it is efficient structurally 
when representing the system and when controlling and passing information down the 
system. However, many decision-making problems like cognitive performance evaluation 
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2000). Besides, the classical performance measurement systems are insufficient to measure 
human and system performance factors. 
Manufacturers face an increasingly uncertain external environment as the rate of the change 
in customer expectations, global competition and technology accelerates, hence 
manufacturing flexibility has become a critical dimension. A Flexible Manufacturing System 
(FMS) combines NC and CNC machines, a material handling system (MHS), and a 
computer system to control the work. These systems are appropriate for mid-volume and 
mid-variety manufacturing. The components of the systems are: (1) NC and CNC machines 
(2) Robots and (3) Direct control unit for material handling system and CNC machines 
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A hierarchy is an efficient way to organize a complex system, as it is efficient structurally 
when representing the system and when controlling and passing information down the 
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cannot be structured hierarchically because they involve the interaction and dependence 
between levels on the constructed cognitive maps. Structuring a problem involving 
functional dependence allows for feedback among clusters. These systems can be analyzed 
with a network structure like using cognitive maps. Besides, cognitive maps are expressed 
the positive and negative dependences (relationships) among factors together. The Multi-
Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) methods are easy way to organize these systems.  
The studies on the cognitive maps have begun several years ago, and ever increasingly 
continued in the last years. Cognitive maps have been used in several areas. Behavioral and 
neurosciences are the primary fields (Sato & Yamaguchi, 2009) and medicine, biology (Byrne 
et al., 2009; Gras et al., 2009), zoology, advanced manufacturing systems, risks and 
performances of projects, computers and artificial intelligence, fuzzy systems (Gras et al., 
2009; Kim et al., 2008; Fekri et al., 2009), e-business (Xirogiannis & Glykas, 2007; Lee & Ahn, 
2009), and education (Hossain & Brooks, 2008) can be given working areas as example. 
Nowadays, the studies on the advance manufacturing systems and performance of the 
models have been performed widely in the recent literature (Eraslan & Kurt, 2007; Kim et 
al., 2008; Kim et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Fekri et al., 2009) but the combination of the 
MCDM methods and cognitive maps have not. 
In this study, one of the biggest molding factories of Europe is selected and the cognitive 
maps which are specific to the FMS system performance structure are established. 
Developing quantitative models for determination of cognitive performance factors is 
studied using the combination of cognitive mapping technique and the MCDM methods 
which are Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Analytical Network Process (ANP) to 
identify these factors, express, prioritize and classify them quantitatively. The factors and 
subfactors affecting the system performance of Flexible Manufacturing Systems are 
prioritized and comparatively analyzed. 
In the next section, the MCDM methods used in this study are briefly explained. In the third 
section, the application steps are stated and the prioritization with MCDM methods is 
performed. Finally, the research results and conclusion remarks are summarized in the 
conclusion and discussion section. 
2. The Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) methods 
In this section, the multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods which are used in this 
study are briefly explained.  
2.1 Analytical Hierarchy Process method (AHP) 
The initial study identified the multi-criteria decision technique known as the Analytic 
Hierarchy Process (AHP) to be most appropriate for solving complicated problems. AHP 
was first introduced by Saaty and used in different decision-making process related to 
production (Bozdag et al., 2003; Buyukozkan et al., 2004), energy (Xiaohua & Zhenmin, 
2002), investment (Suresh & Kaparthi, 1992), and location (Badri, 1999; Kuo et al., 2002). 
AHP is a comprehensive framework that is designed to cope with the intuitive, the rational, 
and the irrational when we make multi-objective, multi-criterion, and multi-actor decisions, 
with or without certainty for any number of alternatives. An advantage of the AHP over 
other MCDMs is that AHP is designed to incorporate tangible as well as intangible criteria 
especially where the subjective judgments of different individuals constitute an important 
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part of the decision process. The basic assumptions of AHP are that it can be used in 
functional independence of an upper part or cluster of the hierarchy from all its lower parts 
and the criteria or items in each level. AHP uses the Saaty’s 1-9 scale as shown in Table 1 
(Saaty, 1996). 
 
1 Equal (low low) 
2 Between (medium low) Low 
3 Moderate (high low) 
4 Between (low medium) 
5 Strong (medium medium) Medium 
6 Between (high medium) 
7 Very strong (low high) 
8 Between (medium high) High 
9 Extreme (high high) 
Table 1. Fundamental scale of absolute numbers for pairwise comparisons 
2.2. Analytical Network Process method (ANP) 
Many decision-making problems cannot be structured hierarchically because they involve 
the interaction and dependence of higher level elements on lower level elements (Saaty, 
1986; Saaty, 1996). Structuring a problem involving functional dependence allows for 
feedback among clusters. This is a network system. Saaty suggested the use of AHP to solve 
the problem of independence on alternatives or criteria, and the use of ANP to solve the 
problem of dependence among alternatives or criteria.  
The ANP, also introduced by Saaty, is a generalization of the AHP (Saaty, 1996). Whereas 
AHP represents a framework with a uni-directional hierarchical AHP relationship, ANP 
allows for complex interrelationships among decision levels and attributes. The ANP 
feedback approach replaces hierarchies with networks in which the relationships between 
levels are not easily represented as higher or lower, dominant or subordinate, direct or 
indirect (Meade & Sarkis, 1999). For instance, not only does the importance of the criteria 
determine the importance of the alternatives, as in a hierarchy, but also the importance of 
the alternatives may have impact on the importance of the criteria. Therefore, a hierarchical 
structure with a linear top-to-bottom form is not suitable for a complex system. 
The ANP is a coupling of two parts. The first consist of a control hierarchy or network of 
criteria and subcriteria that control the interactions in the system. The second is a network of 
influences among the elements and clusters. The network varies from criterion to criterion 
and a supermatrix of limiting influence is computed for each control criterion. Supermatrix 
is a two-dimensional matrix of elements by elements. The priority vectors from the paired 
comparisons are placed in the appropriate column of the supermatrix. As the supermatrix is 
built in this way, the sum of each column corresponds to the number of comparison sets. 
Finally, each of these supermatrices is weighted by the priority of its control criterion and the 
results are synthesized through addition for all the control criteria. In addition, a problem is 
often studied through a control hierarchy or system of benefits, a second for costs, a third for 
opportunities, and a fourth for risks. The synthesized results of four control systems are 
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combined by taking quotient of the benefits times the opportunities to the costs times the risks 
to determine the best outcome. The process of ANP comprises of four major steps:  
1. Model construction and problem structuring,  
2. Pairwise comparisons matrices and priority vectors,  
3. Supermatrix formation and determining limit supermatrix,  
4. Synthesize the results.  
Over the years, ANP, a comprehensive multi-purpose decision method, has been widely 
used in solving many complicated decision-making problems. Meade and Sarkis (1999) used 
ANP in a methodology they developed to evaluate logistic strategies and to improve 
production speed. Also in a separate study performed by Lee and Kim (2001), ANP is used 
in the interdependent information system project selection process. In addition to these 
studies Sarkis (2002), in a model he developed for the purpose of strategic supplier selection; 
Mikhailov and Singh (2003), in the development process of a decision support system; 
Yurdakul (2003), in a model he built in order to evaluate long term performances of 
production systems; Momoh and Zhu (2003), in specifying optimal production schedules; 
Niemira and Saaty (2004), in financial crisis forecasting, used ANP method. 
3. Prioritization of the cognitive factors utilizing MCDM methods for FMS 
system performance 
In this section, AHP and ANP models are developed to prioritize of the performance 
measurement factors. At the beginning, a systematic way must be put forward to consider, 
determine and calculate the cognitive performance factors. The hierarchical structures could 
be established via cognitive maps’ specifications, and the factors of cognitive performance 
for the FMS system could be designated. In this study, the steps stated below are followed 
and each step is explained briefly in the following sections: 
i. Determine the cognitive performance factors for the FMS system and their importance 
levels via brainstorming with system experts and managers. 
ii. Establish the hierarchy levels for individual and system performance using the factors’ 
importance and experts’ view. 
iii. Determine the effects of dependences among factors, i.e., the interrelations among the 
factors using cognitive maps. 
iv. Examine the vertical relations with AHP method i.e., establish the cognitive performance 
decision matrices (CPDM) via pairwise comparisons and calculate the weights. 
v. Determine the dependences of the factors for each level and examine the new effects 
with ANP method. 
vi. Calculate the global weights with both MCDM methods, compare each other, and 
analyze the differences. 
3.1 Determination of the cognitive system performance factors 
The criteria in the developed model are determined with an expert team including the 
participations of related department managers, production chiefs, and the authors of this 
study. Firstly, the team members propose criteria to use in the performance model. Later, 
the proposed criteria are evaluated together and the final criteria to put into model are 
determined. Totally 22 factors and subfactors are determined. The structure of the model 
about decision problem is stated, and adding the connections between the factors and the 
Cognitive Map (network model) was developed (Eraslan&Kurt, 2007).  
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3.2 Establishing the hierarchy of the factors using cognitive maps 
The developed model consists of four main criteria and 18 subfactors in 3 levels which are 
shown in Fig. 1. At the top of the hierarchy, there exists the goal of the problem which 
determines the prioritization of cognitive factors affects FMS system performance. Expert 
team decides that flexibility (FLEX), production speed (PS), product variety (PV), and 
customer satisfaction (CS) have some importance levels for the determined goal in the first 
level. Material (MF), operation (OF), material handling (MHF), and rotating flexibilities (RF) 
are the subfactors of the flexibility; flow rate (FR) and the buffers (BU) are the subfactors of 
the production speed; product quality (PQ) and total cost (TC) are the subfactors of the 
customer satisfaction in the second level. The subfactors of material handling are robots 
(RO), AS/RS Systems (ASRS), and Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV); the subfactors of 
flow rate are NC (NC), CNC (CNC), and DNC (DNC); and finally the subfactors of total cost 
are setup cost (SC), purchasing cost (PC), labor cost (LC), and production volume (VO) 




Fig. 1. The Cognitive Map of FMS System Factors 
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3.3 Prioritization of the performance factors with AHP method 
After setting up the cognitive map and required connections, pairwise comparisons are 
performed. In order to do the pairwise comparisons, a questionnaire is designed and the 
views of expert team members are taken therein. While taking the judgment for each 
individual in expert team, interviews were made separately each other by using 
questionnaire technique. The scale that takes integer values between 1 and 9 were used in 
the recommended technique (Saaty, 1996). The valuation scales in the pairwise comparisons 
are those, where 1 is equal importance, 3 is moderate importance, 5 is strong importance, 7 
is very strong or demonstrated importance, and 9 is extreme importance. Even numbered 
values will fall in between importance levels as shown in Table 1. 
Pairwise comparisons were based on upper level main criteria. Weights of the criteria must 
be determined first. For this reason, the expert team made their pairwise comparisons about 
strategic criteria and notified their judgments according to overall goal. As a result, pairwise 
comparison matrix is obtained to determine the criteria priorities. The pairwise comparison 
matrices are obtained for second and third level in the hierarchy without taking into 
consideration the relationships among factors. Then, overall weights are calculated as 
shown in Table 2. 
 
Factors FLEX PS CS PV Level 
1 Weights 0.526 0.249 0.085 0.141 
Subfactors MF OF MHF RF 
Weights 0.070 0.508 0.193 0.229 
Subfactors FR BU PQ TC 
Level 
2 
Weights 0.667 0.333 0.750 0.250 
Subfactors RO ASRS AGV  
Weights 0.633 0.106 0.260  
Subfactors NC CNC DNC  
Weights 0.074 0.283 0.643  
Subfactors SC PC LC VO 
Level 
3 
Weights 0.079 0.151 0.254 0.516 
Table 2. Overall weights of the main criteria and the subfactors 
3.4 Prioritization of the performance factors with ANP method using the dependences 
among factors  
This network consists of four kinds of subnetworks: flexibility (FLEX), production speed 
(PS), product variety (PV), and customer satisfaction (CS) each of which represents the 
relationship of its own clusters and elements as shown in Fig. 2. 
On the basis of the dependences shown in Fig. 2., dependence matrix is organized utilizing 
pairwise comparison matrices. The dependent weights (CPDMGOAL) are obtained multiplying 
with the first weights of the factors and pairwise comparison matrix given in Table 2.  
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Fig. 2. Dependences (interrelations) among main factors in the first level (main criteria: 
GOAL). 
It is shown that a significant difference is appeared when compare with the weights without 
using dependences (AHP) more particularly for FLEX and PV. 
In the next step, the dependences among the subfactors in the second level of the cognitive 
map are analyzed. These dependences are viewed in the Fig. 3. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Dependences among subfactors in the second level (FLEX, CS). 
Using the dependences of Fig. 3, the dependence matrices are obtained for both groups with 
pairwise comparison matrices. Then, dependent weights of subfactors are calculated 
multiplying the first weights of subfactors. These calculations are given below (CPDMFLEX, 
CPDMCS):  
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After the calculations of CPDMFLEX, CPDMCS matrices, it is shown that the weights of the 
subfactors of MF and OF are remained same expectedly in the FLEX group but the weights 
of MHF and RF is significantly changed. In the CS group, the weight of the subfactor PQ is 
increased but the TC is decreased. 
In the third step, the dependences of the subfactors in the third level of the cognitive map 
are determined and analyzed. The interrelations of the subfactors are shown in Fig. 4. 
On the basis of Fig. 4, the dependence matrices are constituted for three groups utilizing 
pairwise comparison matrices. Multiplying the first weights of subfactors and dependence 
matrices, dependent weights of subfactors are calculated. These calculations are given below 
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Depend on the interrelations of the third level, some particular changes of the subfactors are 
observed. The significant changes are calculated for subfactor ASRS in MHF group; for 
subfactors CNC and DNC in FR group; and for subfactor VO in TC group.   
3.5 Comparison of the results 
First, the global weights of factors/subfactors are calculated with AHP method accepting 
that the subfactors are independent each other or in the same level. Then, the interrelations 
among factors/subfactors are considered using the feature of the ANP method.  
Thus, the new and more sensitive weights are calculated and more accurate results are 
obtained. These results are comparatively analyzed (Saaty, 2006) and given in the Table 3. 
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Table 3. The comparison the weights of factors/subfactors for AHP and ANP Methods 
4. Conclusion and discussion 
In this study, a cognitive approach for the factors effecting performance of FMS system have 
been developed and explained using cognitive maps. The benefits of this approach show 
four new improvements: 
• The complex structure of cognitive performance is established for a specific FMS system 
by cognitive mapping technique.  
• The MCDM methods i.e., AHP and ANP have been applied to the dynamic structure of 
the system and the decisions of the production managers and related stuffs are included 
in decision processes. The results are comparatively analyzed; more sensitive results are 
obtained utilizing interrelations for factors and subfactors. 
• The dynamic nature of the internal and external environments of jobshop has been 
included to the performance measurement system.  
• The factors that affect performance can be identified; their effects can be quantified 
effectively by this approach. 
According to the results, comparing the AHP and ANP matrices, the 17 of the global 
weights of the cognitive performance factors/subfactors are changed, 5 of them are 
remained stable. 
The proposed model can help managers to evaluate the levels of the impact to each factor 
and make the interrelations clearly on overall performance. Therefore this model can be 
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regarded as a detailed Decision Support System (DSS) to monitoring and determine the 
cognitive problems in workplace for modern manufacturing systems in future studies.  
The overall effect of factors can be designed a investigating system by using performance 
charts to follow the dynamic behavior of cognitive systems in certain periods, since they 
have to be monitored frequently or occasionally and do not remains stable. 
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System Diagnosis Using Fuzzy Cognitive Maps 
Karl Perusich, Ph.D. 
Purdue University 
USA 
1.  Introduction 
Fuzzy cognitive maps are an ideal tool for modeling multi-attribute systems, especially 
when they must incorporate such “soft” parameters as human factors, operator 
characteristics or societal concepts. Part of the utility of using a fuzzy cognitive map as the 
primary model of the system under consideration is that it can be constructed by merging 
submaps, with each submap prepared by a subject matter expert in the topic relevant to it. 
Piecing these submaps together to generate a complete map of the system often results in 
unexpected inferences because feedback can become present. Through feedback certain 
effects may get magnified or mitigated through causal chains that would not exist until the 
submaps are merged.  
A fuzzy cognitive map is a signed digraph that captures the essential cause/effect  
relationships in a system. (Zhou et al., 2006) The dynamics of the system are captured in the 
map by its nodal values and the web of directed edges in it indicating a cause/effect 
relationship. Nodes in the map represent attributes in a system that a subject matter expert 
believes important in understanding its changes. These nodes must represent changeable 
quantities, i.e. a characteristic of the attribute that can increase or decrease because the map 
is primarily a tool for understanding the changes that occur when inputs are perturbed. 
Nodes are normally assigned numeric values of +1, indicating an increase in the underlying 
concept, -1 indicating a decrease  and 0, indicating no change. Note that the nodal values are 
crisp in the sense that there is no fuzziness associated with the change in value or its 
interpretation of the concept represented by it. (Kosko, 1992) 
Fuzziness enters the map through the value of the edge strengths. Nodes in the map are 
connected by a directed edge to indicate that the author of the map believes a causal 
relationship exists between the two nodes. The edge starts on the causal node and ends on 
the effect node, with an arrow used to identify the relationship. The edge strengths can be 
positive or negative. A positive value shows direct causality: an increase in Node A causes 
(results in) an increase in Node B. On the other hand, a negative value indicates inverse 
causality: an increase in Node A causes (results in) a decrease in Node B. The absence of an 
edge indicates that no causal relationship is thought to exist. (Kosko, 1987) 
Rather than assigning these edge strengths crisp values of +1 (direct causality) or -1 (inverse 
causality), they are given values on the interval [-1,1] to capture subtleties in the relationships 
that might exist. Thus, instead of A causes B, degrees of causality can be incorporated in the 
model that capture partial or imperfect relationships: A somewhat causes B, or A really causes 
B. As long as a consistent numeric scale is used for the adverbial modifiers, fuzziness in edge 
strength values can be incorporated. (Perusich & McNeese, 1997) 
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positive or negative. A positive value shows direct causality: an increase in Node A causes 
(results in) an increase in Node B. On the other hand, a negative value indicates inverse 
causality: an increase in Node A causes (results in) a decrease in Node B. The absence of an 
edge indicates that no causal relationship is thought to exist. (Kosko, 1987) 
Rather than assigning these edge strengths crisp values of +1 (direct causality) or -1 (inverse 
causality), they are given values on the interval [-1,1] to capture subtleties in the relationships 
that might exist. Thus, instead of A causes B, degrees of causality can be incorporated in the 
model that capture partial or imperfect relationships: A somewhat causes B, or A really causes 
B. As long as a consistent numeric scale is used for the adverbial modifiers, fuzziness in edge 
strength values can be incorporated. (Perusich & McNeese, 1997) 
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A fuzzy cognitive map is a true model in the sense that it has predictive capabilities. Sets of 
nodes can be identified as inputs and act as sources of causality much in the same way a 
voltage source acts as a source of energy in an electric circuit. These nodal values are 
applied to the map and allowed to propagate through it until one of two types of 
equilibrium is reached. In the first, nodes reach steady state values. In the second, termed a 
limit cycle, sets of nodal values oscillate between two or more values. The process of 
updating individual nodes is fairly straightforward. The causal values weighted by its 
corresponding edge strengths are summed and then mapped to the crisp nodal values of +1, 
0 and -1 using an appropriate thresholding function. This process is repeated for individual 
nodes until equilibrium is reached. 
Unlike a state machine, it must be remembered that the sequencing through individual values 
that a node will go through in a fuzzy cognitive map is unimportant. Only the final set of 
values reached by the map has meaning. The map is meant to model an entire system, with 
each node representing some control, decision, aspect, condition, or state of that system. It  is 
designed to understand how changes in parts of it affect other parts, with the overall state of 
the system represented by the complete set of nodal values reached at equilibrium. 
Just as with any system model, the attributes that capture its behavior can be grouped into 
three categories: inputs, internal nodes and outputs. Inputs are typically thought of as 
attributes that are under the control of the user or exist initially when the analysis is 
conducted. Outputs are usually considered to be attributes and characteristics that result 
from the environment the system is embedded in, the decisions the user makes and the 
mechanics of how the system operates. Another important characteristic of both inputs and 
outputs is that they are externally measurable or controllable from the system. The third 
attribute, internal nodes, represent the inner workings of the system. These nodes are 
generally unmeasurable by the user but are useful for developing the model of the system. 
They provide a structure for the subject matter expert to expound the relationships between 
the inputs and the outputs.  
Fuzzy cognitive maps have two key features that make them ideal for modeling systems 
that incorporate attributes with multiples characteristics. First a map compares changes of 
state in attributes to changes of state in attributes so no common numeric scale is necessary 
in designing it. Because temperature and attitude of an operator, for example, are 
incorporated in the map by their relative changes, a common scale for measuring them is 
not necessary. Second, the map, as stated previously, can be constructed from smaller, 
partial maps through common nodes. These smaller maps are pieced together through the 
nodes that they share. In this way multiple experts can be used to construct a system map, 
where each individual expert can put together a submap specific to their domain of expert 
obviating the need for command language among experts. 
Although there are generally a natural set of nodes that can be thought of as inputs, in 
theory, any set of nodes in the map can be used as such. This gives this technique great 
flexibility in looking at the system under various conditions. Given this it is often desirable 
to identify what nodal combinations yield a particular state of the system, i.e. a particular set 
of output nodal values, i.e. in diagnosing a problem. 
2. System diagnosis 
System diagnosis is the process of identifying the root causes of a particular effect. In the 
case of the fuzzy cognitive map this involves identifying which combinations of input nodes 
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can cause (result in) in the outputs under investigation. Diagnosis can be broken in two 
separate parts. (Tanteno et al., 2006; Perusich, 2007;Kramer & Palowitch, 1987) In the first it 
is sufficient to identify whether a node or combination of nodes can in fact produce the 
effect being examined. In complicated maps with potentially hundreds of nodes and 
thousands of edge connections, this involves identifying whether causal links from input 
nodes to the output nodes exist. Note that this analysis can be done independent of the 
values of the nodes and, to some extent, edge strength values. The fact that a link exists is 
sufficient and will be the subject of this chapter. In the next level of analysis, linked nodes 
are identified but the strengths of the edges and values of the nodes are used in the 
diagnosis to give a more thorough understanding of the cause/effect relationships. This 
type of analysis will be left for future research. (Lee et al., 2003;Pelaez & Bowles, 1995;Pelaez 
& Bowles, 1996) 
The basic process of diagnosis in a fuzzy cognitive map is to produce and manipulate the 
reachability matrix for the map. (Ndousse & Okuda, 1996) The reachability matrix is built 
from the adjacency matrix for the map, J, which captures the cause/effect relationships in the 
map. Each row in the adjacency matrix represents a causal node with each column 
representing an effect node. The adjacency matrix will be NxN, if there are N nodes in the 
map since each node could in fact be a cause of every other node in it. The value of the 
element Jik in the adjacency matrix represents the strength of the causal relationship between 
node i (the cause) and node k (the effect). In other words, the value of the entry Jik is the 
value of the edge strength from node i to node k. If no relationship exists between the nodes 
then the entry is 0. Under most circumstances the resulting matrix is sparse with few 
nonzero entries. Since the intent of the reachability matrix, as opposed to the adjacency 
matrix, is to determine only whether a causal relationship exists between two nodes and not 
its strength or path, the adjacency matrix J is modified by replacing all nonzero elements 
with a value of +1. If present fractional and negative entries in J would be given values of 
+1.  
The reachability matrix, R, is calculated through repeated matrix multiplication of J+I, 
where I is an NxN  identity matrix. (Hansen et al., 1978) The maximum multiplications 
necessary is N, the number of nodes in the map. In practice the matrix multiplication 
process likely converges well before N multiplications. 
 R=(J+I)N  (1)  
 
A nonzero entry in the reachability matrix indicates that a causal link of unknown path 
length exists in the between node i (given as a row entry) and node k (given as a column 
entry). 
A simple example can be used to illustrative this process. Consider the 8 node fuzzy 
cognitive map given in figure 1. The causality in the map comes in several “flavors”. For 
example, Node 3 is directly caused by Node 1, while Node 4 has an inverse affect on Node 
7. Nodes 1 and 3 cause Node 2, but only if both are present; neither alone can cause Node 2. 
Node 6 is caused directly by Node 2 (inversely) while Nodes 4 and 5 can also cause it, but 
only if both are present. The adjacency matrix for this map is given as JFCM in equation 2. As 
can be seen the matrix is sparse with few nonzero entries reflecting that the map has only 11 
causal links. 
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Fig. 1. Example Fuzzy Cognitive Map 
To calculate the reachability matrix, JFCM is first modified by replacing all nonzero entries 
with a value of 1 to indicate that a causal link exists from the row node to the column node. 
Once modified this matrix is then used in equation 1 to give the reachability matrix, RFCM, 
given in equation 3. A nonzero entry in RFCM indicates that a linkage exists in the map 
between the causing node (row) and the effect node (column). Note that a nonzero entry 
indicates only that a linkage is present and gives no information about its path. The causal 
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node may be linked to the effect node through multiple intermediate nodes. For example, 
the nonzero entry in  RFCM for R16 indicates that Node 1 is linked to Node 6 and, thus, can be 
its cause. The exact path, though, would be through the nodal chain 1-4-6 or 1-2-6. 
 
 
0 0.6 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0.6 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.6 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.6













J   (2) 
 
The reachability matrix can identify whether a node can affect anther node only. It cannot 
directly be used to determine the nodal path or paths that link the two nodes, nor can it 
determine the final strength of the node. Also, it can only identify whether a single node can 
affect another single node. It cannot identify combinations of nodes that can cause a given 
effect node, each of which if individually present do not give the result but when present 
together do. Even with these limitations it is a useful tool for diagnosis. Given that the exact 
set of inputs in a fuzzy cognitive map is fluid in the sense that in theory any combination 
can be considered these, using the reachability allows early identification of possible nodes 
to evaluate and, as important, what nodes to eliminate in the evaluation. These can be 
compared to the set of known node values and the intersection of the two used as the basis 
for understanding a failure. 
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3. Identification of multiple causes 
As described previously the reachability matrix is limited in that it can only identify 
whether a single node is linked, i.e. causes a given output node. In many cases, though, it is 
a combination of nodes that is an underlying cause. The following methodology can be used 
to identify such combinations, but to use the thresholding function that maps the nodal 
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3. Identification of multiple causes 
As described previously the reachability matrix is limited in that it can only identify 
whether a single node is linked, i.e. causes a given output node. In many cases, though, it is 
a combination of nodes that is an underlying cause. The following methodology can be used 
to identify such combinations, but to use the thresholding function that maps the nodal 
values to +1, 0 and -1 must have certain limitations. If satisfied then the methodology 
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proposed will yield combinations, 2 nodes, 3 nodes, etc. that can be a cause of a given 
output node. 
3.1 The thresholding function 
Inference in a fuzzy cognitive map involves the application of a known set of nodal values, 
the inputs, to the map. These nodal values are held constant and allowed to propagate 
through the map until it reaches equilibrium. Each node is updated by summing the value 
of nodes causing it weighted by the edge strength that connects them to it. A thresholding 
function, T[], then maps the result of the summation to crisp nodal values of +1, 0 and -1. 
This operation is summarized in equation 4. 
 j i i
i




∑   (4) 
where Ej is the value of the effect node, and Wi and Ci are the edge strength and node value 
respectively of the i node that causes Ej. The summation is done over all nodes that cause Ej. 
The function T[] maps the value of the resulting summation to one of three value: +1, 0 and -1. 
In many instances the edge strength values, W, and the thresholding function, T[], are not 
entirely independent. Very often the creator of the map will have an idea about which 
combinations of nodes directly cause a particular single node. The value of W with T in 
mind is chosen so that the combination selected result in the outcome desired. A simple but 
powerful approach is to use a simple interval approach for the thresholding function and 
choose edge strength values that combined fall into the desired interval, but individually do 
not.  
For example, a generalized interval thresholding function would be: 
  if  i i
i
W C α>∑     then Ej = +1      
 If i i
i
W Cα α− ≤ ≤∑   then Ej = 0  (5) 
 if  i i
i
W C α< −∑  then Ej = -1 
with α a value in [0,1]. So, if two nodes are to cause a given effect, each edge strength would 
be given a value less than α but when summed was greater than α. The simplest approach is 
to choose the same value for each. For example, if α was set at 1 and two nodes were needed 
to cause an effect then the edge strength values for these nodes could be set at 0.6. If present 
individually the summation would yield 0.6, less than the threshold value of 1, mapping to 
Ej =0, but if both were present then the summation would be 1.2, mapping  Ej =+1, the 
desired result. 
In general any edge strength value less than α can be chosen to follow the strategy just 
given, but a useful function is the following: 
 iW n
α ε= +   (6) 
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where Wi is the edge strength value, α is the threshold value, n is the number of nodes that 
must be present simultaneously to cause the effect and ε is a scale factor to insure that the 
sum will exceed the threshold value α. The edge strength values were set in the fuzzy 
cognitive map in figure 1 using this function with α=1, and ε=0.1. For n=2, i.e. two causing 
nodes must both be present for the effect to occur, Wi=0.6. There are 3 such combinations in 
the map where an effect only results if two causing nodes are present: 1,3 yielding 2, with 
4,5 yielding 6, and 6,7 yielding 8. 
3.2 Identification of multiple causes 
To determine combinations of nodes, the adjacency matrix is modified to reflect only 
connections that meet a threshold value specific to the number of combinations under 
consideration. Specifically: 
Jik=0           if iW n
α
<  
 Jik=1        if iW n
α
≥   (7) 
A modified reachability matrix is then calculated for each value of n: 
 
 ( )Nn nR J I= +   (8) 
 
where I is the identity matrix, Jn is the modified adjacency matrix using equation 7 and N is 
the number of nodes in the map. Rn is the reachability matrix for n combination of nodes 
with R1 indicating causal nodes that can individually affect the given node, R2 identifying 
nodes that individually or in pairs can affect a node, R3 identifying single nodes, pairs and 
triples that can affect a node and so on. Note each successive reachability matrix indentifies 
all previous combinations as well as the current set. To identify only nodes that can cause an 
effect in pairs, for example, R1, the reachability matrix for single nodes needs to be 






n n lR R R
−
= −∑   (9) 
 
where n is the combination of causes of interest (singles, pairs, triples, etc.). Nonzero entries 
in a column for nR indicate nodes in combinations that are a cause of the effect node 
represented by the column. If several nodes are indicated then use is map of the map itself 
to identify which are valid combinations. 
Using the example fuzzy cognitive map given in figure 1, R1 and R2 can be calculated giving 
equations 10 and 11 respectively. From R2 it can be seen that node 2 is caused by the 
combination of nodes 1 and 2. Examination of the map in figure 1 confirms that these two 
nodes must occur simultaneously for the effect node 2 to occur.  
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0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
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Effect node 6 needs more explanation. From R2 the matrix indicates that nodes, 1,3,4,5, and 7 
occur in pairs to give the effect node 6. Although counterintuitive, examination of the fuzzy 
cognitive map in figure 1 explains this. As can be seen, nodes 4 and 5 occurring 
simultaneously will give effect node 6. But node 7 is a direct cause of node 5, so if node 7 
occurs, node 5 will occur and in combination with node 4 will yield effect node 6. Likewise 
node 1 is direct cause of node 3 which is a direct cause of node 4, so if either 1 or 3 occurs 
node 4 will occur and in combination with node 5 will yield node 6. 
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  (11) 
4. Future research 
The methodology given here can only be used to identify linkages among nodes in a fuzzy 
cognitive map. It cannot assess the importance  of a given node identified as a possible 
cause, only that it might be a cause because a path in the map exists connecting the causing 
node to the effect node. Even though limited in the information provided it is still useful in 
screening the nodes for possible causes. The map modeling many complex systems might 
have hundreds of nodes with thousands of connections. Identifying nodes that are in fact 
linked to the effect eliminates fruitless searches through the map. Future research should 
concentrate on techniques that identifying not only whether a linage exists but also give 
some measure of its strength further narrowing the suspects node in a diagnosis problem. 
5. Conclusions 
A methodology has been outlined that can be used to identify causal nodes in a fuzzy 
cognitive map using modified reachability matrices constructed from the adjacency matrix 
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for it. The technique not only identifies direct linkages but can determine combinations of 
nodes that give the effect nodes of interest. In complex maps with hundreds of nodes this 
methodology is especially useful because it provides an initial reduction in the set of nodes 
that must be examined. Once these nodes and combinations of nodes are identified they can 
be applied to the map to assess which give output nodes of the desired value. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently there appear more and more publications, both theoretical, and applied related to 
cognitive maps, though with different meanings of “cognitive map” by different authors. 
Contemporary cognitive map applications cover different domains: economics, medicine, 
foreign affairs and others. The spectrum of the problems solved spreads from conceptual 
modeling aimed to help individual to better structure and understand the problem, up to 
deriving a shared understanding of the problem, then to most typical simulation of ill-
structured situations optionally including their dynamics, and finally to solution of some 
strategic management problems.  
In theoretical studies related to cognitive maps we discriminate two fundamental 
approaches different in research aims: normative (as people should think) and descriptive 
(as people do think). Hereby we apply the idea suggested by A. Tversky et al. and presented 
in the widely known book (Bell et al., 1988) to cognitive map researches. 
Followers of the descriptive approach, investigating cognitive processes in people, while 
decision-making, refer to the concept of cognitive map1 as the internal model of person's 
knowledge about some situation2.  
This interpretation to some extent correlates with the definition from Wikipedia3, though to 
our opinion it would be more correct to speak about “mental representations composed as a 
result of a series of psychological transformations” instead of “mental processing composed 
of a series of psychological transformations”. 
In the normative approach which applied aim is to suggest people the ways of practical 
problem solution, cognitive maps of various kinds are proposed as normative models (in 
other words, as schemes or rules) for external representation of knowledge about situations 
(whatever the internal representation could be). In this approach the cognitive map of a 
concrete situation has an external form of structure consisting of elements (named concepts, 
                                                 
1 Other terms like mental maps, cognitive models, or mental models are often used as well. 
2 which can be visualized. 
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_map 
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factors, or constructs) and, as a rule, causal4 relations (or links) between these elements and 
sometimes with some additional attributes (signs, weights of influences). 
In cognitive-map-based approach to searching and making decisions, maps with different 
degree of formalization are used, thus providing the possibility of more or less complicated 
formal methods application (For an overview see Kuznetsov et al., 2006; Pena et al., 2007; 
Abramova et al., 2008).  
This work is oriented to formal cognitive maps and associated techniques for searching and 
making decisions in control of complex and ill-structured situations. 
There is at least one problem that calls forth involving descriptive approach knowledge into 
the field of formal models and methods for complex and ill-structured situations (with 
cognitive maps or not). This is, namely, the problem of risks due to the human factor in this 
field (Abramova, 2007; Abramova & Kovriga, 2008). First of all the problem lies in the 
inevitable and substantial humans’ participation in solving practical problems with formal 
methods (at least for formalization of primary representations of a situation), so that it is 
pertinent to speak about subject-formal instead of formal methods. Due to the humans’ 
participation such methods basically cannot provide validity5 of ultimate results, or in other 
words, they are basically risky concerning results validity. 
The pragmatic importance of the given problem of risks obviously depends on how much 
significant are the risks to obtain invalid results in solving practical problems. By present 
time theoretical, experimental and even practical knowledge has been accumulated, leading 
to understanding or directly saying that human factors can be a significant source of risk for 
the results validity (Abramova & Kovriga, 2008). However the importance of the problem in 
the field of formal decision-making methods is underestimated by scientific community, 
despite some widely known researches such as the ones on “logic of failure” by D. Dörner 
(Dorner, 1997) and on psychological correctness in the formal theory of decision-making by 
O. Larichev and his school (Larichev et al., 1997). (In some more detail see (Abramova, 2007; 
Abramova & Kovriga, 2008)). This fully concerns the cognitive-map-based subject-formal 
methods. 
The problem of human-induced risks in solving practical control problems by means of 
subject-formal methods and computer-aided technologies (with cognitive mapping being 
just a special case in the field) is only recently put forward as the complex problem covering 
the whole life-cycle of such methods and technologies (Abramova, 2007, Abramova & 
Kovriga, 2008), and it almost has not been explored yet. 
In our research of risk factors and ways the human-induced-risk problem might be solved, 
the interdisciplinary approach is accepted, following the prescriptive approach (in terms of 
(Bell et al., 1988)) with the idea of integrating normative and descriptive knowledge in 
decision making but going much further in the scientific knowledge integration with 
involving relevant knowledge from linguistics, cognitive sciences, sociology, artificial 
intelligence, computer science, philosophy. 
In (Abramova, 2007) a number of principles of protection against human-induced risks at all 
stages of the subject-formal method life cycle, starting from verification of theoretical 
                                                 
4 or, that is the same, cause-effect 
5Note that validity of results of a method application is understood here in wide intuitive 
sense as capability to rely upon these results in solving a specific practical problem. It is also 
possible to speak about validity of a method as its capability to yield valid results.  
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background and justification of a given method and finishing with verification of formalized 
expert knowledge and beliefs, have been proposed and is being practically tested 
(Abramova, 2007). The principles cover various theoretical models of expert knowledge 
about a problem situation, including formal cognitive maps. 
Our principles are well agreed with the known ideas by R. Heuer (Heuer, 1999) about the 
cognitive challenges intelligence analysts face in the complex information processing, and 
with his program for “a prudent management system”, which, in our terms, proposes 
verification of analysts’ knowledge and reasoning. However, essential difference of our 
approach consists in focusing on formal methods which can be used by analysts and 
experts, and not only these people are considered as risk sources, but also theorists, and 
developers of information technologies and decision-support systems. 
In publications concerning cognitive maps (mainly descriptive ones), and also in the 
adjacent areas one can find some useful information, relevant to the problem of risks due to 
the human factor using cognitive-map-based methods. Except the works mentioned above 
(Larichev, 1997; Dorner, 1997; Abramova, 2007), which relation to the problem of risks is 
briefly described in (Abramova & Kovriga, 2008), the significant results on risk factors and 
suggested ways of their overcoming can be found in (Heuer, 1999; Hogdkinson et al., 2004; 
Schaffernicht, 2007). 
The present chapter contains: (1) a short survey of contemporary cognitive maps (section 
2.1); (2) some ideas relevant to the problem of risks due to the human factor in cognitive-
map-based methods (section 2.2); (3) description of two interdisciplinary models, that allow 
analysis, explanation and forecast of human-induced risk factors in the life cycle of subject-
formal methods (section 3); (4) recently discovered human-induced risk factors that reduce 
validity of cognitive-map based subject-formal methods (section 4); (5) some principles to 
reducing the risks due to the human factor, and a number of heuristic criteria of validity of 
use of cognitive maps, applicable for early detection of direct semantic errors and risks of 
formalization (section 5).  
Some of the discovered risks are demonstrated with cognitive maps found in the scientific 
literature as well as maps that have been used to solve real control problems. 
2. Short review of contemporary formal cognitive maps. Some ideas relevant 
to the problem of human-induced risks in cognitive-map-based methods 
In modern practical and theoretical works the concept of «cognitive map» is used more and 
more in different fields, but it takes various meanings. Often instead of cognitive maps it is 
spoken about causal maps (Narayanan & Deborah, 2005). Schemes (circles of influence, 
Ishikava diagrams, strategic maps, etc.) reflecting cause and effect aspects of a business 
situation while solving strategic planning problems are also referred to as cognitive maps 
according to some attributes (Bouzdine-Chameeva, 2006). In some works cognitive maps are 
reckoned among cause and effect schemes where certain logic or mathematical feature of 
cause and effect relations is reflected (Schaffernicht, 2007), or among conceptual maps with 
the fixed type of relations (causal) (Huff, 2005 is reflected). 
The spectrum of problems in the field of solving ill-structured problems, where it is 
suggested to use cognitive maps, depends on the kind of maps, and substantially, from the 
degree of their formalization.  
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cognitive challenges intelligence analysts face in the complex information processing, and 
with his program for “a prudent management system”, which, in our terms, proposes 
verification of analysts’ knowledge and reasoning. However, essential difference of our 
approach consists in focusing on formal methods which can be used by analysts and 
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Let us systematize the contemporary cognitive maps and assign the ones of them which are 
used as the basis for development of subject-formal methods for solving the problems of 
forecast and control of ill-structured objects and situations.  
2.1 Comparative analysis of cognitive maps with regard to formalization degree  
In this work the term “cognitive map” refers to the family of semi-formalized6 and formal 
models representing the structure of causal (or, that is the same, cause-effect) influences of a 
mapped ill-structured situation. Among such cognitive maps we can separate semi-formalized 
cognitive maps (Eden et al., 2005; Huff, 2005; Narayanan & Deborah, 2005 for an overview), 
applied for forming general concept of a situation and analysis (comparison) of person's 
viewpoints regarding a situation and formal cognitive maps applied for analysis and modeling 
of ill-structured situations on the basis of individuals' beliefs. Formally, the obligatory base 
of all models is a directed graph, which nodes are associated with elements (short phrase for 
weak-formal ones and concept, variables or factors for formal map) and arches are 
interpreted as direct causal influences (or causal relations, connections, links) between 
factors. Usually the obligatory base is added with some parameters, such as an influence 
sign ("+" or "-"), including for weak-formal cognitive map, or influence intensity, and some 
other interpretations for formal cognitive maps both substantial, and mathematical are 
given to the map. In semi-formalized maps there are no any other formalization except graph. 
At that, the methods of analysis and comparison of the maps on the base of the graph theory 
are developed.  
Among different maps with different degree of formalization, beginning from the 
fundamental woks by R. Axelrod and F. Roberts (Axelrod, 1976; Roberts, 1976), the one can 
separate a family of maps which can be appropriately called as formal maps. Their distinctive 
feature are the theoretical models that describe the semantics of this or that map type, that 
makes them computational (in terms of (Kremer, 1994)) or executable concept-models ((in 
terms of (Schaffernicht, 2007)) and affords obtaining new knowledge with formal methods 
(such as simulation, inference).  
With regard to the described situations, one can separate static and dynamic cognitive maps. 
Semantics of the static cognitive maps does not contain time aspect (earlier-later).  
To formal cognitive maps correspond to theoretical (general) model which include the 
formal description of a map, and also obvious or implicit influences aggregation function on 
the factor. Various interpretations of nodes, arcs and weights on the arcs, as well as various 
influences aggregation functions onto factors result in various types of theoretical model of 
cognitive maps (or cognitive map types) and formal means for their analysis.  
The general models for different type of maps form schemes of representation of knowledge 
about concrete situations in the course of formalization. In case when influences aggregation 
functions onto factors and maps parameters contain the time in an explicit form, such maps 
will be referred to as maps with strong dynamics. Other cognitive maps will be referred to 
as the ones with weak dynamics.  
The following maps can be referred to the maps with weak dynamics: fuzzy cognitive maps 
of Cosco (Khan et al., 2004; see the review of maps of this kind in Kuznetsov et al., 2006; 
Vesa et al., 2007), logic cognitive-map-based on the relational algebra (Axelrod,1976; Chaib-
                                                 
6 following of the Kremer’s terminology 
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draa, 2002; Pena, 2007) or other model (Chen, 1995), Wellman probabilistic cognitive maps 
(see review in Pena, 2007), and others. 
The cognitive maps with strong dynamics are classified by the type of the node aggregation 
function, for example, a linear function is introduced for the maps in the spirit of F. Roberts, 
a fuzzy function is applied for the dynamic maps in the spirit of Cosco (Silov, 1995; Fedulov, 
2005). The concrete map with set of parameters7 describes not a single situation and not a 
single dynamic process, but a variety of the processes different in parameters. 
To distinguish between current situations and dynamic processes generated by them in the 
course of modeling, it is accepted to speak about initial conditions. Accordingly in the 
language of modeling for description of concrete situations and problems being solved we 
may separate the language of cognitive maps and language of initial conditions so the concrete 
cognitive map together with initial conditions sets model of a concrete situation. 
Let us consider in detail the cognitive maps in the spirit of Roberts, that form a family of 
general models of cognitive maps with strong dynamics with base linear impact model, 
offered by Roberts for the sign and weighed graphs (corresponding to maps) for solving the 
problems of forecasting of complex system behavior. (Roberts, 1976).8 For such maps the 
type of the aggregation function for causal and externally conditioned influences on factor xi 
is defined as follows: 
 ( )
∈
+ = + − − + =∑
i
i i ij j j i
j I
x (t 1) x (t) a x (t) x (t 1) g (t), i 1,...,N  (1)  
where xi(t+1) and xi(t) are the values of i-th factor at instants t+1 and t, respectively, 
− − = Δj j jx (t) x (t 1) x (t)  is the increment of factor xj, aij is the weight of factor xj influence  
onto factor xi, Ii is the set of factors directly effecting  factor xi; ig (t) - external influence at 
instant t.  
Cognitive maps of this type differ with regard to modifications of the base model. Weight 
anyhow formally is represented in all such maps, for example, by number or linguistic value 
of type “strongly (poorly) influences” which is automatically converted into number. 
In a number of works the base model (1) is projected onto the maps, representable by the 
functional graph10. On the base of such maps there are developed various methods and 
approaches (Kulba et al., 2004; Gorelova, 2006) that support searching solution in control of 
ill-structured situations, in particular, the methodology for deriving scenarios of ill-
structured system that allows carrying out research of its behavior for various control 
actions. It should be noted that some researchers (Kulba et al., 2004) working with the such 
models do not use the concept of cognitive map for complex situations model.  
One more widely used modification of the maps in the spirit of F. Roberts is the model of 
cognitive maps of E. K. Kornoushenko and V. I. Maximov11 with values of factors and 
                                                 
7 i.e., dynamic system from the formal point of view. 
8 Generally speaking, the basic results have been received for sign graphs, and inclusion of 
weights was considered as model development. 
9 In base model the concept variable, instead of factor is used. 
10 In the specific case, a real number (then it is a weighed graph). 
11 Hereinafter referred to as Kornoushenko-Maximov cognitive maps. 
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Let us systematize the contemporary cognitive maps and assign the ones of them which are 
used as the basis for development of subject-formal methods for solving the problems of 
forecast and control of ill-structured objects and situations.  
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draa, 2002; Pena, 2007) or other model (Chen, 1995), Wellman probabilistic cognitive maps 
(see review in Pena, 2007), and others. 
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relations from the interval [-1, 1] (Avdeeva & Kovriga, 2008; Avdeeva et al., 2007; 
Kornoushenko & Maksimov, 2001)12. This research team uses linguistic variables, which 
automatically converted to numbers. Another particularity of theoretical model of 
Kornoushenko-Maximov cognitive maps is the "compulsory" stabilization by proportional 
change of the map weights (Maximov & Kornoushenko, 2001). This research group has 
developed the following subject-formal methods and corresponding information 
technologies: method of structure and goal analysis of ill-structured system development; 
approach to studying conflict situations generated by contradictions in interests of subjects 
influencing development of considered system; approach and methods for solving ill-
structured problems and deriving scenarios of ill-structured system development.  
The formal cognitive maps and the subject-formal methods on their basis are the ground for 
construction of practical situations models, and then the criterion of the map adequacy is the 
situation under investigation. It determines the need for taking into account the problem of 
risks relating mainly to the distortions in formalization of person's initial knowledge. 
2.2 Some ideas relevant to the problem of risks due to the human factor in cognitive-
map-based methods 
Among some representatives of the descriptive approach who investigate how professional 
analysts and beginners think (without necessary direct relation to cognitive maps), the one 
will notice the interest to the questions of validity of knowledge representation and problem 
solving for complex situations. 
On the contrary, the community of the scientists in the field of formal decision-making 
theories and specialists implementing formal methods in information technologies, as a rule, 
rely on common sense regarding representations of the ways the person should think 
(including both knowledge representation schemes and the order of their filling). 
Among few works in the field of cognitive mapping, with recognizing not only the human 
factor influence, but also necessity of researches in this direction, it is worthwhile to note 
(Bouzdine-Chameeva, 2006), where validity of cognitive maps with internal validity 
between the data and the conceptualization of the data, including the definitions of concepts 
and influences, has been discussed, proceeding from the general ideas of content-analysis 
reliability. The analysis of publications relevant to the problem of risk has been directed 
mainly on revealing factors, significant for working out subject-formal methods protected 
from invalidity of final results. 
In the field related to cognitive maps the closest to this topic is the experimental research by 
G. Hodgkinson at al. (Hodgkinson et al.,2004). It is devoted to rigorous evaluating the 
relative merits of the alternative knowledge elicitation procedures in causal mapping. In the 
context of the problem of risks, this research draws attention to the experimentally 
confirmed fact of essential dependence of resulting maps on the elicitation method (in the 
experiment, pairwise comparisons technique versus freehand drawing). It is argued that all 
mapping techniques involve recall and recognition processes to different extents, up to some 
elements being constructed “online”. In that, distortions (in our terms), caused by a map-
elicitation-method may have not only more or less negative character (due to recall and 
recognition errors), but also may develop creative insights. 
                                                 
12 Such modification makes a map nonlinear. 
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R. Heuer (Heuer,1999) considers cognitive biases in analysts’ judgments and solutions, i.e. 
mental errors caused by simplified information processing strategies, those being similar to 
optical illusions in that the error remains compelling even when one is fully aware of its 
nature. He marks out biases in perception of cause and effect which may be significant at 
cognitive mapping. (For example, analysts often perceive relationships that do not in fact 
exist via illusory correlations or tend to assume that economic events have primarily 
economic causes.) 
In (Richardson, 1997) it is shown that in word-and-arrow diagrams with positive and 
negative signs on links (including dynamic cognitive maps) link is semantically double-
meaning: it can be interpreted both as proportional and additive influence, with the latter 
meaning for the accumulating nature of rate-to-level link. According to Richardson, the 
double-meaning in specific situations can be resolved if the modeler knows the meanings of 
the concepts in the diagram and thus knows necessary meaning of the link. However, as 
Shafferniht showed in his work with students, people are inclined to simplify the 
understanding of polarity of influences, and find difficulty in distinction of different kinds 
of dynamic causal influences, using the simplified (“popular”) interpretation of polarity. 
Moreover, to the above godsends we can add that in formal dynamic maps, such as maps in 
the spirit of Roberts, the identical semantics of all influences usually proportional or close to 
it, is implied so indistinct human understanding of influences is meant. 
Below (in section 3.1) we show that the discovered problems can be taken into account while 
analyzing the risks in application of various cognitive-map-based methods. 
The question “what should be done” in regard with the discovered difficulties has one of 
the answers in essence that consists in development of training methods that take into 
account the cognitive peculiarity of adults and beginners. The most radical answer is given 
in the program of R. Heuer (Heuer, 1999). This program assumes, for the purpose of 
increasing the validity of results of intellectual analysis in the complex information 
processing, the whole complex of long-term measures, including, financial and 
organizational ones, and a number of mental techniques, some of which are applicable in 
cognitive mapping, including application of formal cognitive maps. In our terms, he offers 
verification of analysts’ knowledge and reasoning. 
3. Analysis, explanation, and forecasting of risks: models and approaches 
3.1 The general model of computer-aided decision making 
The present section describes the simplified model of the decision making process by means 
of computer-aided subject-formal method for ill-structured problem situations. The purpose 
of this model is to describe and explain one general risk occurring mechanism when using 
such methods in practical decision-making. The model is also applicable as a prototype to 
analyze the risks due to the human factor in more complicated decision-making processes. 
The model represents a decision-making process as search for a solution of a problem 
situation that consists of 3 stages: 1) forming and formalization of representations and 
beliefs about the situation which is carried out by decision-maker or decision-making 
personnel and finishes by entering a formalized situation model into the computer; 
2) generation of new formal knowledge about the way the problem situation may be 
resolved by processing entered information in the computer (analysis, forecasting, search 
and justification of decisions, etc.); 3) digestion of new knowledge by decision-making 
personnel to be used to control the situation. The first stage is sometimes interpreted by 
information technology developers as expert knowledge elicitation or acquisition. 
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From the point of view of human induced risk analysis, such a process of the new human 
knowledge generation is interpreted as a process of initial (internal) person’s knowledge 
generation and its cognitive transformations into the final result which depends on the way 
of knowledge formal representation in the computer.  
The model of the cognitive knowledge transformation process is presented in fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. Model of cognitive transformations while searching and making decision in ill-
structured problem situation  
The model is simplified: in particular, a single decision-maker is considered, so everything 
concerned the matching of different people’s representations and beliefs are omitted; the 
structure of the process is simplified as much as possible.  
Methodologically the transformations are represented in the spirit of V. Lefebvre 
(Abramova et al., 2009) as reflections of a real-world situation and others' representations 
about the situation in the person's mind. 
In the model in fig. 1, the problem situation is primarily reflected in the person’s mind and 
as a result his internal representation about the situation is formed (it is shown by thin 
arrows 1 and 2). Then the formalization step, i.e. the secondary reflection takes place, and it 
finishes with entering the information into the computer (arrows 3 and 4). This information 
changes its carrier and is being filled with the meaning once again, thus it becomes 
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knowledge of ”the formal expert”, that is the computer (arrows 5 and 6). (Certainly, in a 
strict sense, the computer only processes the information, however it can be considered as 
meaningful due to adding a formal sense according to which it is formally processed 
further.) New formal knowledge about the problem situation and the ways it may be 
resolved is generated by the computer (double end arrow), and undergoes a similar chain of 
transformations in a reverse order (arrows 7, 8, 9, 10). As a result the new knowledge is 
comprehended by the decision-maker, “fitted” to his initial knowledge, and, if acceptable, 
can be used to influence the problem situation (bold arrows in fig. 1).  
The described model of knowledge transformations is in whole (to within simplifications) 
applicable for a special case of subject-formal cognitive-map-based methods.  
When analyzing the above process with risks in view (fig.1), it is necessary to answer the 
question whether it is possible to consider primary reflection of the initial situation (arrows 
1, 2) and transformations of knowledge “about the same” (arrows 3…6) as acceptable in 
respect to validity of final results. The similar questions stand for transformations of the 
results (arrows 7…10). (In fig. 1 these questions are presented as questions of identity of the 
corresponding representations, marked as “≡?1” and “≡?2”). In other words, the question is 
about adequacy or at least acceptability of reflections of knowledge “about the same”, from 
the point of view of the researcher supposed to be objective and informed. 
In our early works based on theoretical considerations in various domains of scientific 
knowledge including philosophy, linguistics, psychology, artificial intelligence, the principle 
of the distorting effect was put forward that affords to characterize the considered objective 
processes of reflections with the following theses.  
1. Reflection of various objects in the person’s mind, in general, happens with distortion.  
2. The inevitable source of distortion in the person's reflected knowledge is the person 
himself with his internal cognitive means. 
3. Knowledge transfer between persons, in general, occurs with distortion. 
The studies show that as to consequences, distorting effects in knowledge can be 
considerable and not considerable, positive and negative, acceptable and not acceptable; 
positive effects promote achieving goals, negative ones prevent it or at least become risk 
factors.  
Let us briefly describe the basic person's cognitive means at primary reflection of a problem 
situation and the subsequent formalization. It is assumed that the basic person's means at 
primary reflection are the internal knowledge representation schemes, inherent in a person 
and frequently unconscious, as well as the general concepts which are jointly structuring his 
internal knowledge and beliefs about a problem situation.  
It is important to underline that in the model there is no assumptions about the structure of 
internal representations (in the spirit of cognitive map definition from Wikipedia13), beyond 
the assumption of dependence on internal cognitive means 
At the formalization stage the basic cognitive means are theoretical models of knowledge of 
the situation and so-called interface concepts of computer technologies (Abramova, 2002), 
which are usually a component of the above models. These concepts are used to elicit 
formalized knowledge from problem area experts and to interpret the results generated by 
computer.  
                                                 
13 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_map 
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13 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_map 
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In the case of cognitive mapping with formal maps we, first of all, mean theoretical models 
of some or other type of maps, models of interaction with the environment, initial conditions 
to distinguish a current situation in the set of situations described by the given map. The 
basic interface concepts are the factor (or variable), influence (or link, relation), influence weight 
(or intensity).  
According to the distorting effect principle, both these means and their change in the course 
of knowledge transformations, become the risk factors. When the computer joins the process 
of knowledge transformation as “the formal expert”, there arises a situation of change of 
knowledge carriers with their different interpretation of knowledge represented according 
to “the same” schemes with the distorting effect between different representations. 
For example, in spite of all seemed strangeness to ordinary thinking, at cognitive mapping 
the vagueness of the concept of the influence weight as well as ignoring the fact that in 
mathematical sense weights in a map characterize not only separate influences, but also 
proportions of different influences onto one factor, become significant risk factors for final 
result validity, along with known facts of cognitive biases in weight estimation. In some 
more detail the means and mechanisms of distortions are analyzed in (Abramova et al., 
2009). 
In terms of the model of knowledge transformations, the question about risks is whether it is 
possible to assume that cognitive means which are subconsciously used by a person when 
comprehending (primarily reflecting) a problem situation and subsequently formalizing the 
initial representations about it are identical with the formalized models of knowledge about 
a situation. (In fig.1 this question is marked as “≡?3”). More exactly, obviously assuming the 
distinctions in above cognitive means, the question is, whether it is possible to consider the 
distorting effect brought by these distinctions, insignificant or, at least, acceptable. 
According to the model considered, the distorting effect at change of cognitive knowledge 
representation means for “the same” knowledge is accepted as the basic mechanism of risk, 
so we can speak about cognitive risks in the course of transformations.  
Note that formal transformation generating new knowledge about a problem situation from 
the entered knowledge (double-end arrow in fig.1) also could be considered as the risk 
factor for final result validity. However, today the theorists of formal science believe that 
formal methods are verifiable so it is not worthwhile to treat such situation as typical one. In 
section 3.2 we show the example disproving this belief with a distorting effect mechanism.  
Stemming from the presented simplified model of cognitive knowledge transformations at 
decision-making in ill-structured problem situations, the analysis of human-induced risks 
for a specific technology and its decision-support system should include two stages of 
analysis: at the “macro-level” and at the “micro-level”. At the macro-level the technological 
approach is required where the process of the new knowledge generation is described as the 
structured (according to the technology) collective activity. This activity participants and 
knowledge carriers are people and “formal experts”- computers, and both act according to 
the roles prescribed and tasks to be fulfilled. At the micro-level, the analysis of effects of 
psychological and other factors and mechanisms in the described process which can result 
in significant risks for final result validity should be carried out. 
Our practice shows that this general methodology in whole is applicable to the cognitive-
map-based methods, though further researches aimed at systematization of risk factors and 
their practical significance are required.  
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3.2 Model of cognitive control at formalization. Two kinds of risk factors  
Let us consider in brief the further development of the above ideas in (Abramova, 2002) 
concerning the stage of formalization. Fig. 2 visualizes the model from (Abramova, 2006) 
which treats the change of subject’s cognitive means of knowledge representation at the 
stage of formalization as action of the imposed forms of thinking and interprets such action 














Fig. 2. Formalization of the subject’s representations about a situation under cognitive 
control 
The concept control is used in the sense accepted in the control science as a purposeful 
influence on the object of control; here a decision-maker turns to be the object of control. The 
purpose is formalization of primary knowledge about a problem situation in order to apply 
a formal method for new knowledge generation. Cognitive control means that control acts 
upon subjective cognitive means of the person interpreting a situation; first of all, these are 
his (or her) general concepts and knowledge representation schemes in terms of which the 
formalization of the person’s internal representation of the situation occurs.  
The internal representation of a situation is considered as the cognitive model of this 
situation. It is a model relative to a situation as well as any reflection in the mind of the 
person, and it is cognitive one as been formed with cognitive means. In the process in fig.1 
cognitive control is carried out with imposing the prescribed cognitive means upon the 
expert at the formalization stage (i.e. expert knowledge elicitation), starting with means of 
structuring a situation: general concepts and theoretical models as schemes to formally 
represent knowledge about a situation. The example of such general concepts for cognitive-
map-based formalization is given below.  
In comparison with the above model of knowledge transformations (Fig. 1) the given model 
has one essential refinement. It is not only the external formalized model (the input 
information for a computer and/or the document if stipulated) that is treated as a result of 
the initial cognitive model formalization, but also the change in the state of an internal 
model of a situation leading to a secondary internal cognitive model. Such a concretization 
is essential in the design of computer support to formalization processes with taking 
account of distorting effects and planning protection against risks.  
According to the principle of distorting effect, it is assumed that in generally all three 
models (fig.2) only more or less agree with each other. (In a specific case the effect can be 
unessential in the context of a solved problem.) Here it is possible to see deep analogy to the 
known relativity hypothesis of Sapir-Whorf telling that the picture of the world depends on 
a natural language, with the difference that the language means for structuring analyzed 
situations are over imposed onto natural ones.  
The problem of the form and extent of discrepancy of the new situation models from the 
initial one is decisive for an adequate solution of practical problems. It is easy to admit that 
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in a specific situation the result can depend not only on the means of formalization acting 
upon the subject, but also from himself and others’ influences, besides imposed 
formalization means. Theoretical considerations, the analysis of practice and known facts of 
essential negative distorting effect have led to necessity to consider psychological factors of 
influence on the result and its correspondence to acceptability norms for practical problems 
under solution. In this context the major pragmatic problem consists in how to structure 
diversity of known factors with the purpose to identify relevant sources of risk factors and 
search for protecting means. To cope with arising questions, we consider two kinds of risk 
factors (Abramova, 2006).  
The risk factors psychologically influencing validity of expert (or subject-formal) methods 
during their application by experts and analysts are referred to as first kind factors, or 
factors of direct action. Such factors can either objectively promote invalidity of results, or 
raise subjective confidence of experts of objective validity of the method application results. 
One can tell that they represent themselves as factors of belief. Conductors of these factors 
influence are experts and analysts; just they appear in conditions which may lead, 
eventually, to insufficiently valid (in the objective ration) results. 
Second kind risk factors or factors of indirect action psychologically influence upon validity 
of subject-formal methods during their creation and substantiation. Conductors of influence 
of such factors are creators of methods, scientists and experts producing standards who, in 
turn, are subject to influence of scientific norms, paradigms, etc. At presence of second kind 
factors at the stage of formalization of primary representations first kind factors can be 
induced by action of second kind factors on experts and analysts.  
In some cases the imposed forms and thinking stereotypes are not identified obviously so 
pertinently to speak about influence of ambient intelligence and myths. The interaction of 
cognitive means of knowledge formalization and other factors of influence which lead to 
























Fig. 3. Interaction of various factors on results of formalisation 
As an example, one type of risk sources can be given, those acting regularly at the 
formalization stage, in particular, for cognitive-map-based methods. These are “two-faced” 
concepts (Abramova et al., 1999) that are usually entered as the interface concepts for 
elicitation of knowledge from experts and analysts (arrows 3,4 in fig.1). Such a concept has 
two “faces” that is two meanings turned to different people: a practical meaning for carriers 
of knowledge about problem situations and scientific one for carriers of scientific knowledge 
as well as information technology designers who try to convert more or less strict and 
sometimes complex scientific concepts into the “intuitively clear” language of vague natural 
concepts. 
Subject-formal Methods Based on Cognitive Maps  




A widely known example of such a concept which can create the significant distorting effect 
at the stage of formalization, is concept “linguistic variable” with verbal values represented 
in the computer on the numerical scale. This standard transformation (arrows 5, in fig.1) is 
put into a number of cognitive-map-based methods. It adds equality of distances between 
adjacent values to the ordering relation of verbal values, which the person means in his 
estimations (considerable distortion of initial meaning). With such formalization which does 
not take into account the specificity of subjective (personal) scales in specific situations, it 
may appear, for example, that a “low” (below average) man or house will be twice lower 
than “enough high” (above an average) one.  
The transformation of scales is based on intuitive belief that “it’s all the same” (identity 1 in 
fig.1), fixed in the scientific stereotype which makes this transformation a professional norm. 
The attempts to uncover the roots of this stereotype show that theorists and technology 
developers form in their mind some or other universal linguistic scale that does not depend 
on the context and the person. Such an ordinal scale admits formal transformations into the 
proportional numerical scale. Nevertheless it is intuitively clear from examples as well as 
experimentally proved that this induces essential distortions of expert knowledge. This idea 
of the way the decision-making personnel think when estimates weights, supported with 
the stereotype, turns to be the second kind risk factor. This second kind factor operates quite 
often with distorting the expert knowledge unnoticeably for its carriers (experts).  
As the example shows, one of ways for revealing of second kind risk factors is checking the 
reasoning of knowledge transformations in transitions between formal knowledge of the 
computer and knowledge of people (Abramova, 2007; Abramova et al., 1999). 
4. Recently discovered risk factors due to the human-factor in  
cognitive-map-based subject-formal methods 
The proposed models and approaches for analysis, explanation, and forecasting of risks 
allow to systematize to some extent risks due to the human factor which, ultimately, can 
lower validity of subject-formal methods on the basis of cognitive maps with regard to: the 
place in the process of cognitive transformations of knowledge; the place in method life 
cycle; the human roles in this cycle. However, it is already clear, that even the set of risk 
factors discovered by now, makes a rather difficult cause and effect structure14.  
To date our researches give considerable attention to two recently discovered problems 
(Abramova & Kovriga, 2008; Abramova et al., 2009) which are caused by second kind risk 
factors. The first one is the problem of false transitivity of causal influences; and the second 
one is the problem of vagueness of semantics of general models and modelling languages 
when solving practical tasks by means of formal cognitive maps. The problem of false 
transitivity and the risks related are considered in section 5 together with its possible 
solutions. The problem of semantics vagueness is considered in the given section with 
emphasis on the analysis of its mechanisms and their causal relations.  
The object of analysis carried out is modeling of situations by means of dynamic cognitive 
maps in the spirit of Roberts. Its results are briefly presented on a Fig. 4 in the form of ill-
formalized cognitive map of risk factors relations, where all causal influences have identical 
content “increases” risk.  
                                                 
14 In (Abramova et al., 2009) we have tried to present knowledge on some known risk. 
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14 In (Abramova et al., 2009) we have tried to present knowledge on some known risk. 
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Let us define some concepts more concretely. General and concrete situation models appear 
in definitions of factors in the map on fig. 4.  
 
Риск недостоверной оценки
силы влияний факторов, 
особенно при недостатке данных
для такой оценки
Риск недостоверной оценки
силы влияний факторов, 
особенно при недостатке данных
для такой оценки
3. Misunderstanding of mathematical sense of 
the general model by object domain specialists
1. Vagueness and distortions of substantial sense of basic 
constructs of concrete situation model with regard to their 
mathematical interpretation
4. Invalid estimation
of factors influence force, especially in 
conditions of lack of data for the estimation
2 Vagueness of semantics
of general models and languages
5. Invalid application
of given general model
for the concrete problem situation
 
Fig. 4. Analysis of influence of models and languages semantics vagueness on the risks of 
invalid solution of problems by means of dynamic maps in Roberts’ spirit 
According to what has been said in section 2, it is supposed that general models for different 
type of maps form schemes of representation of knowledge about concrete situations at the 
stage of formalization, or in other words, languages for representation of such knowledge15. 
Concrete model of a situation is a result of formalization which is entered into the computer. 
In languages of situations modeling on the base of formal dynamic maps in the spirit of 
Roberts elementary constructs in situation description are factors, direct causal relations 
between them and weights of influences attributed to relations, which in aggregate form a 
cognitive map, in the combination with initial conditions which are attributed to factors. 
Semantics of the certain modeling language is defined by basic constructs which, besides the 
named elementary constructs, include “node”: the factor with all incoming direct influences 
together with the function of aggregation of (direct) these influences.  
When analyzing the influences of the risk factor 2 we mean that the vagueness in all factors 
of the risk map (Fig. 4) may appear in the form of ambiguity of understanding and\or 
derived results between different people or even one person. Influences of the factor 2 can 
go through the chain 2→3→1 to 4 and to other risk factors concerning different constructs 
defining semantics, which are not shown on Fig. 4. 
Let us track, for example, the origination of risk through the typical chain 2→3→1→4. The 
intuitive metaphorical concept “influence weight”, or its analogue “influence strength” 
which is used in all investigated type of maps in the spirit of Roberts, is vague in substantial 
sense: the expert is free to chose any of heuristic techniques for weighting particular 
influences when the valuation scale is given. 
The mathematical sense of weight is specified by influences aggregation function, accepted 
in a certain theoretical model. In Roberts's base function (1) and its known modifications the 
weight of influences in aggregate reflect the proportions of separate influences. It means that 
                                                 
15 In more strict terms of formal languages theory, the general model, as a rule, defines 
language semantics, and the language implements this model detailing semantics and 
syntax. 
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estimation of weights is expedient within the context of other influences. However due to 
the vagueness of representation of weight semantics to experts - language users they may 
not know or not realize or underestimate the mathematical sense of weight, and it activates 
the chain 1 →→ 4. Some available heuristic explanations of estimation of weights for real 
maps show that the specific character of mathematical sense of weights is ignored. 
Moreover, the known modern technologies of decision support on the base of formal 
dynamic maps in the spirit of Roberts make no provision for consideration of any context. 
One more kind of risk, presented by the factor 5, is activated in conditions when decisions 
on applicability of given general model of cognitive maps and associated subject-formal 
method should be made. This decision should be made on the basis of knowledge of the 
problem situation specialists a priori, i.e. prior to the formalization stage, but it can be 
changed in the course of formalization if irrelevances are revealed. 
However in the presence of factor 1, there is a risk that invalidity of the given model and the 
problem solving method with regard to a concrete situation will remain unnoticed nor a 
priori (the chain of influences 2→3→5), neither during formalization (the chain of influences 
2→3→1→5). Some examples of such kind, when the one should refuse from application of 
the given model if there are no valid means to describe the situation by the given language, 
are presented in section 5. 
Let us consider another, more nontrivial example of results of influence of semantics 
vagueness of models and languages on risks of invalid problem solving in some known 
information technologies which realize modeling of cognitive maps in the spirit of Roberts. 
In this case the risk consisted in inadequate application of the general model to a concrete 
modelled situation (factor 5 on Fig. 4). 
The vagueness of modeling language semantics in this case appears in the latent ambiguity 
of the concept initial condition which is non-terminal concept of this language. The 
mathematical concept “initial condition for the factor х” in the meaning that is usually used 
for dynamic maps in the spirit of Roberts, is the number that expresses remainder Δх (0) 
(according to the formula 1or similar formulae). From the point of view of dynamics, this 
concept has, at least two considerably different by kinds of the factor dynamics meanings (, 
according to the two graphically presented on Fig. 5).  
 
 
a) “Step” b) “Tendency” 
Fig. 5. Two typical kinds of dynamics of cognitive map factors 
The first one (Fig. 5а) is named step, or, in Roberts's terms, impulse which occurs at the 
moment of time modeling starts t =0. The number Δх (0) expresses the step size. The second 
meaning matches in substantial sense with interpretation “tendency” and characterizes the 
dynamics when the speed of change of the variable remains constant, at least, on the 
average during some time, including the interval (-1, 0), and, probably, will remain constant, 
if there would be no reasons for its change (Fig. 5b). The number Δх (0) expresses this speed.  
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estimation of weights is expedient within the context of other influences. However due to 
the vagueness of representation of weight semantics to experts - language users they may 
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the chain 1 →→ 4. Some available heuristic explanations of estimation of weights for real 
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a) “Step” b) “Tendency” 
Fig. 5. Two typical kinds of dynamics of cognitive map factors 
The first one (Fig. 5а) is named step, or, in Roberts's terms, impulse which occurs at the 
moment of time modeling starts t =0. The number Δх (0) expresses the step size. The second 
meaning matches in substantial sense with interpretation “tendency” and characterizes the 
dynamics when the speed of change of the variable remains constant, at least, on the 
average during some time, including the interval (-1, 0), and, probably, will remain constant, 
if there would be no reasons for its change (Fig. 5b). The number Δх (0) expresses this speed.  
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The first meaning corresponds to the verbal templates expressing initial conditions of type 
“factor х has strongly (or is weakly, moderately, …) increased (or decreased)”, and the 
second meaning - to the templates of type “factor х is strongly (or weakly, moderately, …) 
increasing (or decreasing)”. 
Essentially, the choice of one of these two semantic meanings for representation of 
observable dynamics of factors leads to different models of behaviour (indiscernible within 
the frameworks of existing vagueness) and to different applied statements of modeling 
problems. Thus, if one of the models is applicable to the concrete situation, for applied 
reasons, the second one is not. 
In the aforementioned technologies, where the considered risk was actualized, the widely 
known modeling technique coming from Roberts is applied [Section 2]. This technique 
allows to define the cumulative effect from simultaneous steps in all or in the part of factors, 
in the course of the transient process (if the one is stabilized). However for representation of 
initial conditions and results the users are being actually offered another model – in the 
form of verbal templates of the second kind or even with obvious implementation of the 
term tendency into the dialogue. Thus the technology actually realizes the following chain of 
transformations: initial tendencies ⇒ initial steps → steps processing → cumulative change of 
values ⇒ new tendencies, including the change of substantial sense of the initial data on 
dynamics of factors of a map and the results of modeling, while exchanging data between 
the person and the computer. Thereby the method of modelling of results of impulse 
(spasmodic) change in dynamics of a situation is applied to situations of self-development, 
where the steps, but not tendencies take place.  
The nontriviality of the situation considered is that the risk was actualized only via the 
factors of the second kind, escaping the experts and analysts (direct influence 2→5 on 
Fig. 4).  
5. Some principles of cognitive mapping validity increase 
For cognitive mapping validity increase we put forward a number of principles. The 
principles include the following. 
a. Accumulating experience of typical errors and risk factors. 
b. Early detection and blocking of risk sources and semantic errors of formalization not 
putting obstacles in the way of further application of a chosen type of a cognitive map 
and a map-based method. Protection and blocking of risk sources is provided by 
adjustment of formalized knowledge with control of risks. 
c. The chosen type of cognitive map applicability walkthrough for particular situation, 
including a priori and a posteriori control. 
The proposed principles are directed to development of the following methods and 
supporting informational technologies: cognitive mapping by expert and verification of the 
cognitive maps. 
Analysis of risks due to the human factor discovered by now (see Section 4) indicates 
advisability of statement and research of verification problem for modelling on the base of 
cognitive maps (see Section 5.1). 
The questions of formalization validity criteria for realization of aforementioned principles 
also are still open. At that, the criteria applicable at early stages, i.e. until formal processing 
of formal model of experts’ initial knowledge, are of special interest. 
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We propose a number of validity criteria for formalization of expert knowledge by means of 
cognitive maps intended for more effective detection of direct errors and risks for validity of 
formalization results (see Section 5.2). 
The criteria are local, i.e. these are applied to single constructions of a cognitive map of a 
situation. The locality property simplifies and systematizes the process of their application 
by both experts compiling cognitive maps and verifiers carrying out control of formalization 
correctness. 
5.1 Problems and principles to verification of cognitive maps and models 
Taking into account the risks discovered (Section 4), we distinguish two verification 
problems: 
a. Verification of well-known formal cognitive map models. 
b. Verification of cognitive-map-based situation models while solving real-world 
problems. 
We develop a verification approach relying on experience of practical software verification. 
At that, this approach has a specific feature: verification is considered, in the first place, as a 
human activity, and formal methods are the means supporting such activity. The validity 
criteria system in general case is predetermined only partly and can be extended by experts 
in the course of particular verification16. As it is proved by practice and experiments, just 
this approach turns to be effective for modelling of problem situations on the base of 
cognitive maps.  
Verification of general cognitive-map models. The principle of verification of modelling 
language semantics for ill-structured situations on the base of cognitive maps according to 
criterion of clarity of general theoretical models was proposed within the framework of 
verification problem for general theoretical models on the base of cognitive maps 
(Abramova, 2007). This is conditioned by selection of vagueness of models and languages 
for formalization of initial expert knowledge as a practically significant risk factor. This 
vagueness results in the ambiguity of interpretation of the general model. This is also 
confirmed experimentally. We propose a technique for verification based on developed 
earlier approach to formalization of description of different theoretical models of functional 
scheme types (Abramova, 1993). The technique has passed partial examination for some 
types of cognitive maps based models. As a result, we have discovered vagueness of 
semantics of several well-known theoretical models of cognitive maps and have carried out 
correction with “splitting” these models to alternative variants with significant difference in 
their properties and correct problem statements for forecast of dynamics of analyzed objects 
and situations. 
Verification of particular cognitive maps that are built while solving real-world problems of 
modelling and control is aimed at: 
- recognition of risky local fragments of formal model under construction and direct 
semantic errors of formalization; 
- early control of applicability of the chosen type of general model of cognitive maps via 
correction of a priori estimations (assumptions) of its applicability to a particular 
situation in course of formalization. 
                                                 
16 in psychological terms, cognitive control of experts works 
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Further research is directed to development and empirical testing of methods for 
verification of general and particular cognitive maps taking into account known (discovered 
before) factors of risk due to the human factor for validity, to their application to 
informational (cognitive) technologies of decision making support. 
5.2 Some criteria of cognitive maps validity 
To reduce the risks due to the human factor, we propose and ground a number of heuristic 
criteria of formalization validity that can be applied for early detection of direct semantic 
errors and risks of formalization. These criteria can be applied both at the stage of model 
construction and stage of verification. 
All criteria that we obtained form the following two groups: 
- Criteria that can be applied to individual formalization. 
- Criteria of collective knowledge conformity. 
These criteria were formulated mainly as applied to the cognitive maps in the spirit Roberts 
(see Section 2.1). However, degree of generality of the proposed criteria allows to expect 
applicability to other cognitive map types. 
Here we consider some criteria applicable to individual formalization. 
In view of the hypothesis about the negative distortion effect (see Section 3), which was 
proved while analyzing the practice of solving problems by means of cognitive maps, the 
general adequacy criterion for interpretation of substantial knowledge about a problem situation to 
the language of the mathematical model and backward is in the foreground of risk examination. 
This criterion is related to: 
- interpretation of intermediate substantial model of initial knowledge formulated by an 
individual while constructing a cognitive map of a particular problem situation to 
language of mathematical model being formally processed;  
- backward interpretation of the mathematical model to a verbal form providing 
adequate understanding of the map. 
At that, the backward interpretation implies understanding on substantial level of those 
mathematical properties that are attributed to formalized knowledge and thereby to 
modelled reality. Understanding of these properties creates the base for examination of 
applicability of the chosen model type to formalization. 
Distortions are possible while constructing both a particular cognitive map (first kind risk 
factors) and templates of verbal interpretation of the map elements by theorists and 
developers of corresponding informational technologies (second kind risk factors). 
The general criterion of interpretation adequacy is related to the group of particular criteria of 
cognitive clarity and the criterion of (balanced) completeness of influences to a factor 
considered in more details in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, correspondingly. 
The criteria of extensions proportionality of factor’s concept are formulated as a result of 
detection of causal influence false transitivity risk in cognitive maps. These criteria are 
considered in Section 5.2.2. 
To demonstrate the discovered risks we use the example of the well-known cognitive map 
as well as fragments of real cognitive maps for solving particular real-world forecast and 
control problems. 
5.2.1 Criterion of mathematical model cognitive clarity 
The concept of cognitive clarity of some information, messages, descriptions, etc., 
characterizes easiness of intuitive understanding. The lack of cognitive clarity appears when 
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a person has much ado, hesitates trying to understand what has been said or written17. This 
can appear in observed deceleration of understanding process. 
With the purpose of adaptation of mathematical language of a model and increasing its 
cognitive clarity for specialists in a problem area, developers of informational technologies 
create verbal templates of interpretation of relations in a cognitive map to natural language, 
in other words, interpretation templates. The relation interpretation template is the verbal 
formulation of content of arbitrary relation in a map that is made specific by substitution of 
free variables for particular names of factors connected by direct influence. The templates of 
such kind are introduced, for example, in (Maruyama, 1963; Roberts, 1976; Abramova et al., 
2008). As a simple example, let us consider a relation interpretation template expressing 
positive influence of a factor to another one: increase (decrease) of <name of factor 1>, all other 
things being equal, causes increase (decrease) of <name of factor 2>. 
Substituting particular factor names for free variables in this template we define concretely the 
relation between these factors while constructing a cognitive map of a situation. While 
substituting particular factor names, for example, “amount of garbage per area” and 
“bacteria per area” we obtain the following: increase (decrease) of amount of garbage per 
area, all other things being equal, causes increase (decrease) of bacteria per area. 
In this connection, we can speak of the cognitive clarity from two points of view. On the one 
hand, stereotyped nature of means of understanding really assists cognitive clarity of one-
type constructions. But, on the other hand, with regard to published templates of map 
relations understanding, nowadays one can see a tendency to simplification of the templates 
to the prejudice of adequacy of mathematical sense of constructions. Thereby the cognitive 
clarity of a mathematical model is decreased for the problem area specialists who 
understand the mathematical sense via verbal templates. An example of application of 
simplified template creating the risk of inadequate application of the chosen mathematical 
model to the particular problem situation is considered further by the example of 
M. Maryuama’s cognitive map (Maruyama, 1963). 
The cognitive clarity of a situation mathematical model must be provided: 
• at the stage of construction of general formal models of cognitive maps or while 
improving their semantics for user via templates; 
• at the stage of construction of particular situation models on the base of cognitive maps. 
The cognitive clarity criteria include a group of local particular criteria relating to separate 
constructions of a map such as a factor, relation, factor with the set of all factors influencing 
it. Let us consider some of them. 
Criteria of normality of factor concept form. In cognitive maps, the factor concepts are twofaced, 
i.e. they bear double sense (Abramova, 2007). On the one hand this is a factor in a 
substantial sense. On the other hand, this is a variable possessing values at a definite 
measuring scale or estimation scale with linearly ordered set of values. 
Vagueness and distortions of the substantial sense of model constructions with regard to 
their mathematical interpretation cause the risk of unreliable estimation of factor influence 
                                                 
17 We use the term “cognitive clarity” instead of more habitual “clarity” to emphasize that 
estimations of these property (within a context of risk problem) have to be made not on the 
base of a “common sense” of developers of formal models, methods and corresponding 
informational technologies, but on the base of knoledge of cognitive science and empirical 
data. 
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forces, especially for the lack of data for such estimation. One of the risk factors is 
incomplete understanding of mathematical sense of constructions by a problem area 
specialist. Such incomplete understanding, in turn, creates the risk of inadequate application 
of the chosen general formal model to a particular problem situation. 
Based on aforesaid, we propose a criteria of normality of factor concept form Кс(р). It is assumed 
that the factor concept p is named in normal form if it can be naturally interpreted 
(understood) as both a factor in substantial sense and a variable taking on values at a 
definite measuring or estimating scale. If Кс(р) is met for a factor that is understood in a 
substantial sense, then the clarity of mathematical model of this factor in the form of a 





































Fig. 6.1. Fragment of the cognitive map of conflict situation and its improvement 
Figure 6.1а contains a fragment of the cognitive map of a conflict situation that was 
constructed based on the results of analysis of experts’ representations of development of 
conflict in former Yugoslavia.  
According to the criterion Кс(р), the concepts of factors p1, p2, p4, p5 are named in normal 
form. These factors can be naturally considered as the variables taking on values either from 
numerical scale (if they are measurable) or from estimating scale with verbal values such as 
“high”, “low”, etc. 
In the view of linguistics, normality appears in natural use of named factor concepts in 
verbal context such as “more – less”, “increase – decrease”, “to increase – to decrease”, etc. 
The concepts of factors p3 “condition of economics” and p6 “social situation” are the 
exceptions. Need to use these concepts in such verbal contexts can result in difficulties and 
one may need certain intellectual effort to find at least content-similar contexts such as 
“worse – better”, etc. This fact shows lack of cognitive clarity of the concept as a variable of 
the required type. 
Correction of a concept in case of its mismatch to the criterion Кс(р) can be made by solely 
linguistic means without taking into consideration expert knowledge about the a matter of a 
concept .considered. For example, the concept “condition of economics” can be substituted 
for “quality of economics condition”. However, more valid modelling can be achieved 
taking into account expert knowledge, at that not only with respect to a matter of concept, 
but its causal relations with other factors. Then in the considered example one can choose 
the concept “stability of economics development” instead of “condition of economics” and 
“social tension” instead of “social situation”. Such improvement required change of 
influence sign between the factors p5 and p’6 (see fig. 6.1b). 
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This example shows that mismatch between the concept and the criterion Кс(р) can be 
interpreted as insufficient clearness of substantial sense of the factor with respect to the 
required mathematical sense. Vagueness is the risk factor for the model validity that is 
discovered as a need in improvement and corrections caused by examination of conformity 
with the criterion Кс(р). This becomes most evident while converting relations including 
incorrect concepts to mathematical language. 
Criterion of intelligibility of mathematical sense of map construct by verbal template. Intelligibility 
of mathematical sense of a map construction (in particular, a relation) by verbal template 
means that to read a certain mathematical property of a construction, for a problem area 
specialist is sufficient to understand its expression obtained by application of a verbal 
template for interpretation of corresponding property into a natural language. 
More exactly, the sense of the criterion of comprehensibility of relation by template ( , )b 0K b Sh  
applicable to any relation b0 in a cognitive map consists in the following: the mathematical 
property assigned to the relation b0 by the template Sh in accordance with semantics of the 
general model must be clear for an expert such that adequacy of this property or, at least, its 
acceptability for expression of the causal relation represented by b0 from substantial point of 
view can be estimated. 
Criteria of the type ( , )b 0K b Sh  with a given templates serve as an auxiliary mean of 
verification of modelling validity of observable (or assumed) causal relations of factors. 
Neglecting of examination in accordance with such criteria results in the risk of invalid 
application of the chosen formal model to a particular situation that can cause invalidity of 
final results. This is in full conforms the results of research described in (Richardson, 1997).  
The distortion of substantial sense of the separate influence, caused by intuitive 
simplification of the transformation template, creates the risk of inadequate application of 
the chosen mathematical model to a specific problem situation. This risk may come to effect, 
for example, in the invalidity of the model application to the specified situation. 
The given risk is that of the first kind as far as the distortions are made by people who 
derive cognitive maps. However, if (1) the misunderstanding of the mathematical sense of 
the influences is caused by the fact that the designers of decision support technology do not 
provide a user with, at least, the information on the formal sense of the basic model 
constructs; or (2) the risky template is included in the definition of semantics of the model 
which is the basis of the derived cognitive map; the one can reasonably talk of the semantic 
vagueness as of the risk factor of the second kind that causes distortions. 
The detailed description of one of mechanisms of origin of erroneous recommendations 
given to decision-making personnel that are caused due to ignoring the risk factors at the 
stage of formalization of initial representations about a problem situation with Maryuama’s 
map is presented in (Abramova & Kovriga, 2008). 
5.2.2 The risk of causal influences false transitivity and criteria of factor’s concept 
extensions proportionality  
The one can say about violation of transitivity of causal influences if when →A B  (“A 
causes B”) and →B C ,  ¬ →(A C)  actually takes place instead of →A C  what is expected 
according to the transitivity rule. In other words, C does not essentially depend on A, so A is 
not an indirect cause of C.  
At the same time the causal influences transitivity principle is generally accepted as 
universal. Accepted as an axiom when modelling situations by means of cognitive maps and 
other formal methods, it provides an automatic inference of indirect influences. 
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forces, especially for the lack of data for such estimation. One of the risk factors is 
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substantial sense, then the clarity of mathematical model of this factor in the form of a 





































Fig. 6.1. Fragment of the cognitive map of conflict situation and its improvement 
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This example shows that mismatch between the concept and the criterion Кс(р) can be 
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map is presented in (Abramova & Kovriga, 2008). 
5.2.2 The risk of causal influences false transitivity and criteria of factor’s concept 
extensions proportionality  
The one can say about violation of transitivity of causal influences if when →A B  (“A 
causes B”) and →B C ,  ¬ →(A C)  actually takes place instead of →A C  what is expected 
according to the transitivity rule. In other words, C does not essentially depend on A, so A is 
not an indirect cause of C.  
At the same time the causal influences transitivity principle is generally accepted as 
universal. Accepted as an axiom when modelling situations by means of cognitive maps and 
other formal methods, it provides an automatic inference of indirect influences. 
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The risk of violation of causal influences transitivity, on the one hand, has been supposed by 
authors as a hypothesis coming from theoretical considerations (by analogy to known 
violation of transitivity of paired preferences “despite obviousness”), and, on the other 
hand, - violations have been actually found in practice when constructing and applying 
dynamic maps in order to solve ill-structured situations control problems.  
The fragment of the real cognitive map with discovered more complex case of false 
transitivity through long chains of influences between factors is presented on Fig. 8. The 
map has been created to analyze the problems related to narcobusiness and drugs use in 
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Fig. 8. Fragment of real-life cognitive map of narcosituation with false transitivity 
Presented fragment of the map is completed with two indirect influences 2 3+⎯⎯→  and 
1 4+⎯⎯→  which “are logically deduced” from the chains of direct influences 
2 4 5 6 3+ + + +⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→  and 1 3 5 6 4+ + + +⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→  accordingly through the 
transitivity axiom. (Indirect influences are shown by a dotted line).  
According to the verbal template of interpretation of influences for Roberts’ linear dynamic 
maps (Roberts, 1976), the mentioned indirect influences 2 3+⎯⎯→  and 1 4+⎯⎯→  mean the 
following: an increase (decrease) in Demand for narcotics in Country “N” causes an increase 
(decrease) in “Volume of narcotics import into the Country “N” for transit”; an increase 
(decrease) in “Demand for narcotics in Europe and Russia” causes an increase (decrease) in 
“Volume of narcotics import into the Country “N” for home use”.  
However the direct estimation of presence of influences in pairs 2 3⎯⎯→  and 1 4⎯⎯→  for 
substantial considerations says that actually in each pair the factors are independent. 
Thereby in both cases false transitivity takes place.  
In this case, in the chain 2-4-5-6-3 not any change in “Receipts from narcobusiness in 
Country “N” (5), and therefore in “Narcobusiness attractiveness” (6) is caused by change in 
“Volume of narcotics import into the Country “N” for home use” (4), and in the following 
influence 6→3 a change in “Narcobusiness attractiveness” (6) not necessarily changes 
“Volume of narcotics import into the Country “N” for transit” (3). In the second chain 
1 3 5 6 4+ + + +⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→  the situation is similar. 
Substantially it is possible to explain the false transitivity by the presence of risky (in logic 
sense) combinations of causal influences in the chain that generates it (transitivity). In this 
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case, in the chain 2-4-5-6-3 not any change in “Receipts from narcobusiness in Country “N” 
(5), and therefore in “Narcobusiness attractiveness” (6) is caused by change in “Volume of 
narcotics import into the Country “N” for home use” (4), and in the following influence 6→3 
a change in “Narcobusiness attractiveness” (6) not necessarily changes “Volume of narcotics 
import into the Country “N” for transit” (3). Therefore the given chain of factors does not 
mean obligatory indirect influence on all chain, and more detailed analysis of influences is 
required. In the second chain 1 3 5 6 4+ + + +⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→  the situation is similar. 
From the applied point of view, significant aspects of a problem of false transitivity of causal 
influences when solving concrete practical problems, are the early recognition of situations 
modelled by means of cognitive map, that can become the reason of false inferences, and 
their diagnostics for decision-making on correction or even, if the one is impossible, to 
refusal from the technique chosen.  
The analysis of fragments of other cognitive maps with false transitivity shows that their 
general feature is presence disproportionately general in extension of concepts of factors 
comparatively to other factors in the chain of direct influences. However the presence of 
such concepts not always leads to false inferences through transitivity, so we can talk only 
about risks that require further analysis. 
Let us give the formalized definitions of criteria of factors concept’ extension proportionality, 
offered in (Abramova & Kovriga, 2008) to help experts to recognize such risky fragments. 
In the definition we take into account the fact that has been found out in practice: the same 
(as a matter of fact) causal influence may be represented in a cognitive map by different 
concepts so that one may speak about different representations of the influence. Suppose we 
have factors A, B1 (represented with the concepts of the same name), which are linked by 
direct causal influence B1→A, and let there exists (is found by an expert) factor В2 such that 
replacement of representation of influence B1→A with B2→A does not change the influence 
substantially, and herewith  
1 2B B
⊃V V , 
where 
iB
V , i = 1,2 - the extension of the corresponding concept, and the relation between 
extensions is treated as usual set-theoretical inclusion or, that is the same, verbally: “B1 has 
bigger extension than B2”, “B1 is more general than B2”. 
Then factor В2 is more proportional in its concept extension then В1 аs the source in the direct 
influence on A, and factor В1 is extensionally excessive in this influence on A. In other words 
the concept of factors-sources (causes) is too general comparatively to the factors-receivers 
(effects), as far as the expert has found less general concept to represent the known 
influence. 
The proposed expert criterion of extensional proportionality SK (B,A)  is applicable to any 
pair of factors of a cognitive map, connected by direct influence. 
The criterion of extensional proportionality for the influence receiver DK (A,B)  is formulated 
and applied similarly, though in case of many influences on one factor it is less informative 
for risk detection and error correction.  
Using the presented criteria an expert can easily understand in the example considered (fig. 
7), that, for example, the concept (5), “Receipts from narcobusiness in Country “N”, 
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According to the verbal template of interpretation of influences for Roberts’ linear dynamic 
maps (Roberts, 1976), the mentioned indirect influences 2 3+⎯⎯→  and 1 4+⎯⎯→  mean the 
following: an increase (decrease) in Demand for narcotics in Country “N” causes an increase 
(decrease) in “Volume of narcotics import into the Country “N” for transit”; an increase 
(decrease) in “Demand for narcotics in Europe and Russia” causes an increase (decrease) in 
“Volume of narcotics import into the Country “N” for home use”.  
However the direct estimation of presence of influences in pairs 2 3⎯⎯→  and 1 4⎯⎯→  for 
substantial considerations says that actually in each pair the factors are independent. 
Thereby in both cases false transitivity takes place.  
In this case, in the chain 2-4-5-6-3 not any change in “Receipts from narcobusiness in 
Country “N” (5), and therefore in “Narcobusiness attractiveness” (6) is caused by change in 
“Volume of narcotics import into the Country “N” for home use” (4), and in the following 
influence 6→3 a change in “Narcobusiness attractiveness” (6) not necessarily changes 
“Volume of narcotics import into the Country “N” for transit” (3). In the second chain 
1 3 5 6 4+ + + +⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→  the situation is similar. 
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mean obligatory indirect influence on all chain, and more detailed analysis of influences is 
required. In the second chain 1 3 5 6 4+ + + +⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→  the situation is similar. 
From the applied point of view, significant aspects of a problem of false transitivity of causal 
influences when solving concrete practical problems, are the early recognition of situations 
modelled by means of cognitive map, that can become the reason of false inferences, and 
their diagnostics for decision-making on correction or even, if the one is impossible, to 
refusal from the technique chosen.  
The analysis of fragments of other cognitive maps with false transitivity shows that their 
general feature is presence disproportionately general in extension of concepts of factors 
comparatively to other factors in the chain of direct influences. However the presence of 
such concepts not always leads to false inferences through transitivity, so we can talk only 
about risks that require further analysis. 
Let us give the formalized definitions of criteria of factors concept’ extension proportionality, 
offered in (Abramova & Kovriga, 2008) to help experts to recognize such risky fragments. 
In the definition we take into account the fact that has been found out in practice: the same 
(as a matter of fact) causal influence may be represented in a cognitive map by different 
concepts so that one may speak about different representations of the influence. Suppose we 
have factors A, B1 (represented with the concepts of the same name), which are linked by 
direct causal influence B1→A, and let there exists (is found by an expert) factor В2 such that 
replacement of representation of influence B1→A with B2→A does not change the influence 
substantially, and herewith  
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where 
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V , i = 1,2 - the extension of the corresponding concept, and the relation between 
extensions is treated as usual set-theoretical inclusion or, that is the same, verbally: “B1 has 
bigger extension than B2”, “B1 is more general than B2”. 
Then factor В2 is more proportional in its concept extension then В1 аs the source in the direct 
influence on A, and factor В1 is extensionally excessive in this influence on A. In other words 
the concept of factors-sources (causes) is too general comparatively to the factors-receivers 
(effects), as far as the expert has found less general concept to represent the known 
influence. 
The proposed expert criterion of extensional proportionality SK (B,A)  is applicable to any 
pair of factors of a cognitive map, connected by direct influence. 
The criterion of extensional proportionality for the influence receiver DK (A,B)  is formulated 
and applied similarly, though in case of many influences on one factor it is less informative 
for risk detection and error correction.  
Using the presented criteria an expert can easily understand in the example considered (fig. 
7), that, for example, the concept (5), “Receipts from narcobusiness in Country “N”, 
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designating the influence receiver, is excessive in its extension comparatively to the source of 
influence (4), “Volume of narcotics import into the Country “N” for home use” as far as the 
influence actually concerns only “Receipts from narcobusiness in Country “N” coming from 
home use”. Similarly excessive in their extensions are the concept of the factor (5) as the 
influence receiver comparatively to (3) and concept of the factor (6) as an influence source 
comparatively to (3) and (4). 
Let us underline that when allocating disproportionally general concepts on a map using the 
proposed criteria a question on the ways it can be corrected to except false inference and on 
the possibility of such correction still remains open. 
In rather simple cases with short chains of false transitivity we managed to avoid it by 
correcting the initial cognitive map. (Abramova & Kovriga, 2008) gives a description of such 
correction by splitting of the too general concept. The correction considerably changes the 
results of dynamics of the considered situation and control of its development in order to 
increase the volume of gas production in the country.) The correction essence is that the way 
of representation of causal influences known to experts has been changed. 
However the considered fragment fig. 7 and other similar examples uncover the following: 
in internal causal cognitive maps of complex situations experts can have concepts of 
different degree of generality and corresponding conclusions about the influences. 
Therefore in the general case the possibility of their representation in the form of “a single-
level” formal map is doubtful. The further research of real maps and, probably, 
complication of applied formal theoretical models of cognitive maps is required. 
Finishing the analysis of a problem of risks of causal influences false transitivity in cognitive 
maps, we will notice that, as shown in (Abramova & Kovriga, 2008), these risks are caused 
by joint action of two risk factors, including  
- disproportion of concepts generality, typical when conceptualizing complex and ill-
structured situations; 
- the transitivity axiom, that is supported by belief in universality of causal influences 
transitivity principle.  
The disproportion of concepts generality is a first kind risk factor, which in practice comes 
from both experts and analysts, and intermediaries in formalization; the transitivity axiom is 
an ineradicably risk factor of the second kind which, by default, is introduced in the end 
result at the stage of a map formal processing.  
6. Concluding remarks 
State-of-the-art in the field of both theory and practice related to formal cognitive  
maps shows two tendencies. On the one hand, experience of their practical  
applications is accumulated that testifies to their utility for problem solving for ill-structured 
situations and qualitative knowledge of situations. On the other hand, knowledge of 
human-induced risks is accumulated as well, this knowledge being not only theoretical  
one, but also in the form of examples of embodied risks in concrete maps and map-based 
models. 
According to principles of protection against risks proposed in (Abramova, 2007), further 
research aimed to decrease of riskiness  of cognitive-map-based methods should move in 
two directions:  
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- development of protective methods for inclusion into human-dependent stages of 
information technologies supporting existing formal methods beginning from stages of 
formalization and up to verification of cognitive maps and map-based models; 
- development of advanced methods taking account regular human factors (such as false 
transitivity of causal influences) through  all stages of knowledge transformations. 
Today the list of human-induced risks and direct errors typical for cognitive-map-based 
models and methods as well as the list of known criteria for early detection of such risks and 
errors are far from end; further empirical research into this problem is required (aimed at 
systematization of risk factors and their practical significance: both as to factors specific to 
formal cognitive maps and their separate types and general for different subject-formal 
decision support methods).  
As the most significant challenge, following from discovered risk factors of regular action, 
the problem of false transitivity of causal influences should be treated as worthy of 
consideration both as the fundamental problem of correct expression of such influences, and 
as the technological problem of such risk detection with restriction on the analysis time. The 
following fact discovered in practice seems to be of fundamental importance in the context 
of this problem: the same (substantially) causal influence can be presented by means of 
various concepts on a cognitive map (Abramova & Kovriga, 2008). Thereby the problem of 
false transitivity of causal influences in its fundamental aspect appears closely related to 
logic and linguistics, being the interdisciplinary problem. 
At last, it is necessary to designate the problem of training of users of information 
technologies based on formal dynamic cognitive maps for modeling ill -structured 
situations. As researches (Schaffernicht, 2007) have shown, teaching the general concepts 
which characterize dynamics of processes (“behavior” in contrast to events) brings in 
difficulties and is connected with cognitive biases. This is also confirmed by our practice and 
the analysis presented herein. One of the ways to solve this problem, in our opinion, is to 
develop cognitive training simulators which will help users’ model dynamics of complex 
situations for definite types of cognitive maps in the context of known problem situations.  
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1. Introduction  
In our highly complex human society, social intelligence is essential for interacting with 
other agents (Frith et al.; 2004). One of the key elements of social intelligence is the ability to 
assess social compatibility (distance) between oneself and others, e.g. judging whether 
someone could be a friend or enemy, while also selecting proper behavioural options in our 
social interaction (Bogardus, 1959; Akerlof, 1997), as it influences our socioeconomic 
behaviours (Hoffman et al.; 1996; Charness & Gneezy, 2003; Jones & Rachlin, 2006). Across 
cultures, the nature of interpersonal relationships are often thought of, described and acted 
out in terms of physical space (e.g. “close friends” or “distant relatives”) (Ossowski, 1963; 
Bottero & Prandy, 2003). In our daily life, social distances are also acted out in our natural 
behaviours, such as our tendency to regulate “personal space” based on the degree of social 
connection with others (Hall, 1966; Hayduk, 1983). Moreover, it has been widely observed 
that there is a tendency for people to cognitively map social distances onto physical space, 
giving rise to psychological tools such as sandplay therapy and sociograms. However 
previous neuroscience studies tend to show that social intelligence has strong ties with the 
emotion-related brain area and the reward-related brain area (Goleman, 2006). Is the 
connection between spatial concepts and social concepts in linguistics and psychology only 
a convenient metaphor or based on deep biological roots in the brain? 
One intriguing possibility is that the connection between the mental representations of 
social relationships and those of physical space is based on common neural substrates in the 
brain (Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001). In particular, since the parietal cortex is known 
to be involved in the self-referential operations that convert the spatial information of 
external objects into self-centred (i.e. egocentric) coordinates for action behaviour (Roland et 
al.; 1980; Rapcsak et al.; 1995; Neggers et al.; 2006;  Naito et al.; 2008), the common origin 
hypothesis predicts that the parietal cortex should also be engaged in social distance 
judgments, when a self-referential process is required (Vogeley & Fink, 2003). If the parietal 
cortex indeed performs analogous operations in social space, such a self-referential mapping 
of social distance would be an efficient manner of organizing complex social information to 
guide interactions with others. 
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2. Social relationships represented in physical space 
2.1 A doll-arranging task 
We have originally created a new experiment to reveal whether people symbolically 
organize social relationships on a ‘distance’ scale when estimating social compatibility with 
other agents. We call this experiment “a doll-arrangement task” where participants spatially 
arranged 6-cm-high dolls including a self-doll and other dolls on a 30 × 30-cm stage (Fig. 1). 
The doll-arranging task was a virtually modified version of the social measurement that was 
done to measure spatial distance between persons, allowing researchers to carefully observe 
human natural social behaviours (Hall, 1966; Hayduk, 1983). This task was designed to be 
easily conducted in an experimental room. By measuring physical distances between a self-
doll and other dolls, we may know if people represent social relationships on a ‘distance’ 
scale when estimating social compatibility with other agents.  
2.2 Free behavior in a doll-arranging task 
We conducted a doll-arrangement task on fifteen participants (12 male and 3 female; ages 
20–32 years). The participants spatially arranged dolls on a stage (Fig. 1A). Each participant 
was first asked to place a white doll (representing self) and a black doll (representing an 
incompatible person) wherever they liked on the stage. Next, he/she randomly picked one 
doll at a time out of 12 dolls (each had a facial picture of an unfamiliar person), and if 
he/she felt that he/she would be compatible with the person in real life, he/she had to 
place it anywhere on the stage. A total of 12 dolls were tested. Even though each participant 
was allowed to place the compatible dolls anywhere on the stage (Indeed, some participants 
simply sorted the dolls in a row fashion), the averaged distance between the self and 
compatible dolls across participants was significantly (physically) shorter than that between 
the self and incompatible dolls (paired t-test, t = 4.2, df  = 14, p < 0.001; Fig. 1B). These 
suggest that people can choose compatible persons solely based on their facial appearance, 
and clearly demonstrate that people tend to spontaneously arrange representations of 
socially compatible individuals near themselves even without explicit instructions to do so. 
Thus, it is likely that people represent social relationships on a ‘distance’ scale when 
estimating social compatibility with other agents. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Results of a doll-arrangement task. 
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3. A feature in ‘distance’ evaluation 
3.1 Social distance (SD) and Physical distance (PD) task 
We conducted a psychophysical experiment to examine whether these two aspects of 
‘distance’ representation have a common feature. Twenty-four healthy volunteers (ages 19–
34 years) performed sets of tasks. First, we prepared a physical distance (PD) task and a 
social distance (SD) task. In the PD task, a display presented two inanimate objects whose 
relative physical positions could be inferred by texture and lighting cues, and participants 
indicated which object they judged to be closer to themselves (Fig. 2A). We prepared four 
different texture panels, and displayed two of those textures in each trial. The two panels 
were rendered along a virtual line on the monitor (Figure 2A top); this line was tilted at 
three different angles (15°, 30° and 45°) to the participants’ frontoparallel plane. In half the 
trials, the right panel was closer, and in the other half, the left. In the presentation of the 
stimuli, the angle of tilt (3), direction of tilt (2) and combination of textures in pairs (12) were 
counterbalanced. Thus, the task comprised 72 trials. In the SD task, the display presented 
pictures of two faces, and participants indicated which individual they felt they would be 
more compatible with and would interact and cooperate with better in real life (Fig. 2B). We 
used, with permission, facial pictures from a publicly available facial picture database 
produced by Softopia Japan (Gifu, Japan). The database consists of facial (neutral) pictures 
of Japanese males and females (ages 15–64 years). We used this database because Japanese 
faces would be more familiar to the participants, though the individual in the picture was 
unfamiliar. For the present study, we selected pictures of 36 males and 36 females ranging 
from 20 to 35 years of age (roughly the same generation as that of the participants). Pictures 
were paired off in order of age, within the same gender. Each trial stimulus comprised one 
of these 36 pairs, and each pair was used twice to counterbalance the left-right positions, 
making a total of 72 trials. The facial pictures were chosen because the facial appearance of a 
person is known to give us the first impression of the person and if the person is attractive 
to us we often feel social compatibility to that person, increasing the motivation to build a 
sustainable relationship (Zebrowitz, 1997).  
 
 
Fig. 2. Examples of stimuli used in the PD and SD tasks 
For each task, stimuli were displayed for 3 s per trial, and participants were instructed to 
press a button as soon as they made a decision. They were also instructed to fixate on a cross 
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person is known to give us the first impression of the person and if the person is attractive 
to us we often feel social compatibility to that person, increasing the motivation to build a 
sustainable relationship (Zebrowitz, 1997).  
 
 
Fig. 2. Examples of stimuli used in the PD and SD tasks 
For each task, stimuli were displayed for 3 s per trial, and participants were instructed to 
press a button as soon as they made a decision. They were also instructed to fixate on a cross 
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displayed at the centre of the screen in order to minimize possible eye movements. Special 
care was taken so that the locations and sizes of paired stimuli on the monitor were identical 
across the PD and SD tasks. 
3.2 Psychophysical feature in SD and PD tasks 
In order to verify a feature in ‘social distance’ evaluation, the SD task was conducted with 
an additional rating task after each trial. The participants were also requested to provide a 
rating (1–5) in the SD trials for how different each pair of faces was in terms of the social 
compatibility to the participant. As social compatibility seems to be represented on a 
‘distance’ scale (see above), this provided a measure of subjective social distances analogous 
to the objectively defined distances used in generating the PD stimuli. The reaction times 
(RTs) in the PD task were sorted into three categories according to the angle of tilt used to 
generate the stimulus (15°, 30° and 45°), and the RTs in the SD task were sorted into four 
categories (1, 2, 3 and over 4) based on the ratings provide in the tasks performed outside 
the fMRI scanner (see below). The mean RT for each category in each task was calculated for 
each participant. 
We found that the reaction time (RT) became significantly longer as the differences in 
‘distances’ decreased, and that this relationship was consistent across both the SD and PD 
tasks. That is, when pairs of faces were rated as being similar in social distance, the RTs 
increased (F(3, 69) = 74.2, p < 0.001, single-factor ANOVA; Fig. 3B). The same trend was seen in 
the PD task: when the two physical objects were about the same distance from the participant, 
the RTs increased (F(2, 46) = 32.0, p < 0.001; Fig. 3A). The graded RTs in the SD task imply that 
when people evaluate social compatibility with a person and compare these about two 
persons, abstract magnitudes of their social ‘distances’ could be compared, as in the case when 
people compare physical distances from themselves to two objects in the PD task. 
 
 
Fig. 3. The results of average RT in the PD and SD tasks 
4. Neural correlates of social and physical distance 
4.1 Brain activity related to ‘distance’ analysis 
Using a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we investigated whether similar 
brain activity emerges in the evaluation of both physical and social distance, and degree of 
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the brain activation reflects demands of neuronal computation for evaluating abstract 
‘distance’ during the SD task. Twenty-four healthy volunteers who were same individuals 
in psychophysical experiment participated in the fMRI experiment (details of methods; see 
Yamakawa et al. 2008). 
In order to depict brain areas related to both the PD and SD tasks, we prepared two control 
conditions (PC and SC, respectively). In these control conditions, participants simply 
pressed a button in response to the displayed objects or faces that are the same in the PD 
and SD tasks. Thus, by directly comparing brain activity during the tasks with that during 
their corresponding control conditions, we may depict activations purely related to the tasks 
that cannot be accounted by factors of simple visual and motor processing.  
4.2 Neural correlates of evaluation of ‘egocentric space’ 
We defined a linear contrast in the general linear model(Friston et al.; 1999) to identify 
activity that was exclusively related to the PD task by directly comparing it with activity 
obtained in the control task (PD vs. PC). By this procedure, we could depict brain areas that 
play essential roles in the PD task and are distinct from those simply related to visual 
processing and motor response. The same procedure was used to identify activity 
exclusively related to the SD task (SD vs. SC).  
The fMRI analysis revealed that the only brain activity that was significantly associated with 
the PD task was in the superior aspects of the posterior parietal cortices. This bilateral 
activation included the intraparietal regions [PD vs. PC, p < 0.05 corrected; left and right 
peak coordinates, (–16, –64, 58) and (22, –68, 52); Fig. 4]. This is consistent with previous 
notion that posterior parietal cortex is involved in self-referential coding of external objects 
that is often used for upcoming motor behaviors (Connolly et al.; 2003; Medendorp 2005). 
The parietal lobule is often activated when people make self-referential spatial judgement of 
an external object, whereas the lobule becomes silent when people judge allocentric spatial 
  
 
Fig. 4. Brain activations during PD and SD 
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displayed at the centre of the screen in order to minimize possible eye movements. Special 
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categories (1, 2, 3 and over 4) based on the ratings provide in the tasks performed outside 
the fMRI scanner (see below). The mean RT for each category in each task was calculated for 
each participant. 
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the brain activation reflects demands of neuronal computation for evaluating abstract 
‘distance’ during the SD task. Twenty-four healthy volunteers who were same individuals 
in psychophysical experiment participated in the fMRI experiment (details of methods; see 
Yamakawa et al. 2008). 
In order to depict brain areas related to both the PD and SD tasks, we prepared two control 
conditions (PC and SC, respectively). In these control conditions, participants simply 
pressed a button in response to the displayed objects or faces that are the same in the PD 
and SD tasks. Thus, by directly comparing brain activity during the tasks with that during 
their corresponding control conditions, we may depict activations purely related to the tasks 
that cannot be accounted by factors of simple visual and motor processing.  
4.2 Neural correlates of evaluation of ‘egocentric space’ 
We defined a linear contrast in the general linear model(Friston et al.; 1999) to identify 
activity that was exclusively related to the PD task by directly comparing it with activity 
obtained in the control task (PD vs. PC). By this procedure, we could depict brain areas that 
play essential roles in the PD task and are distinct from those simply related to visual 
processing and motor response. The same procedure was used to identify activity 
exclusively related to the SD task (SD vs. SC).  
The fMRI analysis revealed that the only brain activity that was significantly associated with 
the PD task was in the superior aspects of the posterior parietal cortices. This bilateral 
activation included the intraparietal regions [PD vs. PC, p < 0.05 corrected; left and right 
peak coordinates, (–16, –64, 58) and (22, –68, 52); Fig. 4]. This is consistent with previous 
notion that posterior parietal cortex is involved in self-referential coding of external objects 
that is often used for upcoming motor behaviors (Connolly et al.; 2003; Medendorp 2005). 
The parietal lobule is often activated when people make self-referential spatial judgement of 
an external object, whereas the lobule becomes silent when people judge allocentric spatial 
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location of an object (Neggers et al.; 2006). Furthermore, a patient with lesion in the parietal 
lobule shows impairment in relating her body to external objects (Milner & Goodale, 1995; 
Rapcsak et al. 1995). All these findings indicate the importance of superior aspect of 
posterior parietal cortex in humans in a function of self-referential (egocentric) spatial 
processing of external world such as the estimation of egocentric distances. 
Notably, significant bilateral parietal activation was also found during the SD task (SD vs. 
SC, p < 0.05 corrected; peak coordinates, (–38, –56, 46) and (30, –54, 38); Fig. 4A), and these 
regions overlapped with those of the PD task (47 voxels), in a slightly ventro-lateral portion 
[peaks of overlapping sections, (–22, –66, 54) and (22, –70, 52)]. As expected, the SD task also 
activated a network of brain areas consistent with the requirements of visual face processing 
and general social cognition for the task: the bilateral visual cortices, extending into the 
fusiform gyri; bilateral medial frontal cortices; inferior frontal cortices; insular cortices; and 
left basal ganglia and amygdala (Fig. 6A). 
4.3 Correlation analysis of ‘social distance’ 
A more stringent method to isolate areas relevant to ‘distance‘during the SD task is to search 
for brain areas whose activities scale with the task demands. Subjective ratings of 
differences in social distance are a putative measure of the task demands (see above). We 
confirmed that the behaviours inside and outside the scanner were consistent when we 
analyzed the data obtained by the fMRI experiment. We also performed a correlation 
analysis across participants to see if there was a consistent trend in which participants who 
required longer RTs inside the scanner also required longer RTs outside the scanner. As 
results, the RTs for the SD task also became significantly longer as the differences in 
‘distances’ decreased inside scanner (F(3, 69) = 11.3, p < 0.001). The average RT which 
participants required in the SD task were significantly correlated inside and outside the 
scanner (df = 22, r = 0.69, p < 0.001), indicating the consistency of the SD task demands for 
participants both inside and outside the scanner. 
As their validity was confirmed by the consistency and systematicity of the behavioural 
data, we then performed parametric modulation analysis across all the brain areas activated 
by the SD task(SD vs. SC; Fig. 5A) to find voxels whose activation correlated with the 
demands as measured by the social distance ratings. First, we individually calculated the 
mean rating for each fMRI blocks. Then, we performed parametric modulation analysis 
between the ratings and effect size in the block. Effect size was obtained by comparing 
activity during the block with activity.  
The correlation analysis revealed that, within the brain areas active during SD task, only the 
left intraparietal cortex showed a significant correlation [peak coordinates, (–24, –60, 44); Fig. 
5A]. The activity in this region was negatively correlated with the social distance rating, i.e. 
trials in which the two faces were rated as having similar social distances resulted in greater 
activation of the left parietal cortex (Fig. 5B).  The SD task required the participants to 
evaluate social compatibility with a person based on his/her facial appearance. As 
demonstrated in the doll-arranging task, when people evaluate the social compatibility, they 
tend to think of the compatibility as a ‘distance’ that can be converted into physical distance 
from the self-representing doll that brought their egocentric viewpoints (Fig. 1B). Thus, it is 
assumed that the participants also performed self-referential (egocentric) processing of an 
abstract magnitude of ‘distance’ from a person in the SD task, as indicated by the graded RT 
in this task (Fig. 3B). Then, we found activations during the SD task in the intraparietal 
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regions that are also active during the self-referential assessment of physical distance (PD) 
(Fig. 4), and the activity reflected the demands (i.e.; the differences in social distances 
between self and two persons) of SD task (Fig. 5A, B). These results suggest that the 
activations should be related to core process of the SD task. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Brain activations (A), and a representative result from correlation analysis (B) 
5. Neural correlates of ‘Social distance’ and ‘Social feature’ 
5.1 Brain activity related to ‘social distance evaluation’ and ‘social feature judgment’ 
We investigated if the parietal activation in the SD task is exclusively associated with 
neuronal computation for evaluating abstract ‘distance’ from other agents in the egocentric 
framework. In order to isolate the elements of the SD task related to egocentric social 
distance, we prepared another task, i.e. a social feature (SF) task. In the SF task, the 
participants were presented with the same pairs of faces but were asked which would be 
more ‘socially popular’ or ‘get along with people in general’. This task replicated elements 
of the SD task, such as the evaluation of facial features or empathetic processing, but lacked 
the element of self-referential distance. Thus, it is likely that the SD task and the SF task both 
require common neuronal process related to the analysis of one’s facial features and 
empathetic processing, but only the former activates the parietal cortex imposed a role of 
self-referential (egocentric) processing of evaluation of social distance.  
5.2 Distributed and overlapping representations between SD task and SF task 
We compared the activation pattern during the SD task to that during the SF task. 
Overlapping activation for SD and SF was found in the bilateral visual cortices and fusiform 
gyri and in the bilateral medial frontal and right inferior frontal cortices [(SD + SF) vs. SC; 
see Fig. 6]. This suggests a number of areas which might underlie the cognitive functions 
shared between SD and SF, and some which are unique to SD. In particular, the activation of 
the parietal cortex appears to be unique to SD. No significant parietal activation was found 
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regions that are also active during the self-referential assessment of physical distance (PD) 
(Fig. 4), and the activity reflected the demands (i.e.; the differences in social distances 
between self and two persons) of SD task (Fig. 5A, B). These results suggest that the 
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in the SF task (SF vs. SC), suggesting that the common factors between SD and SF, including 
eye movements and attentional factors, did not contribute to the parietal activation observed 
only in the SD task. A direct comparison between SD and SF revealed that SD caused 
greater activation in the left intraparietal cortex (p = 0.001 uncorrected). These differences 
exist despite the fact that the stimuli for SD and SF were the same and that both RTs, each of 
which was significantly longer than that of the PD task, indicated similar difficulty levels 
[SF, 1597 ± 332 ms; SD, 1768 ± 367 ms; PD, 771 ± 197 ms]. Thus, it seems that self-referential 
(egocentric) evaluation of social compatibility with a person engages the intraparietal 
regions that are associated with the self-referential assessment of physical distance.  
 
 
Fig. 6. Brain activations during SD and SF tasks 
5.3 Psychophysiological interaction analysis in the SD and SF tasks 
Finally, we examined the functional connectivity of the parietal region as a measure of its 
relevance to the social task. If the activity in the parietal cortex actually mediates the task of 
assessing social distance based on the face stimuli, then we may expect that it communicates 
with areas where task-relevant information is processed, such as the fusiform gyrus, which 
is known to process facial features (e.g. Kanwisher et al.; 1997; Haxby et al.; 2001). While 
both the SD and SF tasks elicited fusiform gyrus activity, that activity should influence the 
parietal activity only in the SD task, perhaps via the anatomical connection from the 
intraparietal cortex to a wide range of cerebral cortices, including the fusiform gyrus, within 
the same hemisphere (Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 1989; Rushworth et al.; 2006). We 
examined such conditional coupling using psychophysiological interaction analysis (Friston 
et al.; 1997), investigating whether the activity in the parietal cortex receives stronger 
contextual influences from the fusiform gyrus under the SD task compared to those under 
the SF task.  
Although, the bilateral fusiform gyrus was active in both the SD and the SF tasks, since only 
the left intraparietal cortex was significantly correlated with the social distance ratings in the 
previous analysis, we focused on the data obtained from the left hemisphere for this 
analysis. In each participant, we extracted the time series data from a 5-mm-radius sphere 
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around the peak (–40, –54, –26) of the left fusiform gyrus activity in common between the SD 
and SF tasks [(SD + SF) vs. SC]. Based on this data, a PPI regressor was computed. We 
constructed a linear regression model (general linear model) using the PPI regressor as well 
as the SD and SF regressors used in the first analysis (boxcar × hemodynamic response). 
Hence, this analysis was specific to the context-dependent influence of each region that 
occurred over and above the effects of the two tasks.  
This analysis revealed enhanced coupling in the SD task between a fusiform region (–40, –
54, –26) and an intraparietal region (–40, –62, 42; Fig. 7A, B) within the left hemisphere. 
Again, this left intraparietal region matched the region active in the SD task (p < 0.05, after 
small volume correction). This supported the context-dependent involvement of 
intraparietal cortex. Namely, both the SD and SF tasks engaged the fusiform gyrus that 
plays an essential role in the facial processing, but functional coupling of activities between 
the fusiform gyrus and the parietal cortex in the left hemisphere was specifically enhanced 
in the SD task. This suggests that when the brain has to evaluate social compatibility with a 
person based on his/her facial appearance, the information processed in the facial 
processing area needs further computation for the evaluation of social distance. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Brain activations (A), and a representative result from PPI analysis (B) 
Neuronal comunication between the ventral portion of the parietal cortex in the human 
dorsal visual pathway (Milner & Goodale 1992) and the fusiform region in the SD task 
allows the brain to analyze the distance based on the information of facial features normally 
analyzed in the human ventral visual pathway. 
6. Conclusion 
Our results demonstrate that neuronal activity in the human parietal cortex, which is 
involved in the spatial processing of self-referential physical distance, seems to be associated 
with the evaluation of social distance between self and others. Thus, our neuroimaging 
finding raises a possibility that the human parietal cortex may have social-cognitive function 
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in spatial terms that is analogous to its intrinsic properties of spatial function. It means that 
our ability to judge human relationship in spatial terms may have its evolutionary root in 
the ontologically older neural substrates for spatial processing. In addition, converting a 
function of particular brain region related to an ontologically older processing of physical 
world into the processing for social world could be a basic and general strategy of the brain. 
The present study may provide an example of this extending function in human social 
cognition. 
In past studies on the neural underpinning of social cognition, much focus has been given to 
emotional (Baron-Cohen and Belmonte 2005; Frith and Frith, 2006) and reward-related brain 
regions (Izuma et al.; 2008; Zink et al.; 2008). Our present findings extend the cortical 
network of social cognition to the parietal cortex by suggesting that the parietal cortex 
subserves analytic functions in evaluating social relationships (c.f. Chiao et al.; 2008).  In 
order to share a brain function between analyses of physical and social worlds, social 
quantity should be represented as abstract magnitude of it. Human parietal cortex appears 
also to be specialized for this purpose because the parietal cortex participates in the 
processing of magnitudes of temporal discrepancy and of numerical differences (Walsh, 
2003; Hubbard et al.; 2005; Piazza et al.; 2007). Growing evidence in non-human primate 
supports the involvement of the parietal cortex in the social evaluation. Neurons in the 
intraparietal sulcus exhibit activities that appear to represent values regarding other agents 
such as female, subordinate and dominant moneys (Klein et al. 2008). Moreover, neuronal 
activities in the intraparietal sulcus are modulated in a context-dependent manner under a 
circumstance where ‘social’ hierarchy exists (Fujii et al. 2007). While neurons in the 
intraparietal sulcus are classically implicated in the spatial processing of depth (Sakata et al, 
1997), those primitive ‘social’ functions seem to be supported by neurons in the parietal 
cortex. However, the most striking difference between our human observation and the 
monkey studies might be that humans can evaluate social distance from other agents based 
solely on their unfamiliar facial pictures by mentally simulating future outcomes from the 
cooperation with the agents. 
In summary, we found activity in the parietal cortex in connection with a task involving 
self-referential judgments of social distance. The location of this parietal activity overlapped 
with areas activated during judgment of spatial distance, suggesting a shared cognitive 
mechanism, perhaps one of distances in the abstract. This may help explain the linguistic, 
psychological and behavioural connections between the concepts of the physical and social 
spaces. Taken together, it seems that parietal cortex may have evolved beyond its original 
purpose of analyzing physical space, to work as a multi-purpose module for computing 
abstract distances. Such a co-opting of spatial processing for the purposes of social cognition 
would seem useful in an evolutionary context, given the scale, complexity and abstractness 
of relationship networks in human societies. Thus, human beings would have come to 
evolve and adapt from the brain in physical world to the brain in social world. 
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spaces. Taken together, it seems that parietal cortex may have evolved beyond its original 
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abstract distances. Such a co-opting of spatial processing for the purposes of social cognition 
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1. Introduction     
People in a modern city are like rats in a maze1. They need a tool of space recognition to get 
acquainted with the environment they have been forced to live in.  Historically towns owed 
their uniqueness to deep roots in local tradition. The central market square constituted the 
heart of the town. A magic circle of the ramparts and the moat determined a safe and familiar 
existence space, which the inhabitants could easily recognize and flawlessly identify with. It 
was the legible street network, connected by the nodes of squares, marking out formally 
important places, that facilitated the ‘wayfinding’ (Lynch, 1960) in urban maze. Compact, 
hierarchical sky-line of the town, dominated by domes of churches and a town-hall tower, 
constituted a characteristic visual code of urban space2. Since the time of Industrial Revolution, 
cities used to give their inhabitants a sense of security and an opportunity of spatial orientation 
thanks to their small size and ordered grid layout within a limited area.  
Along with  spatial expansion of 19th- and 20th-century cities, consequent development of their 
suburbs and mixture of forms, functions and architectural styles, a chaos crept into cities, 
defined by S. Chermayeff and Ch. Alexander as “modern space salad”. Modernism, 
introducing globally unified architectural patterns and inhuman scale urban structures, 
rejecting traditional harmony and hierarchy, contributed to the sense of disaffection and 
alienation in a big city. Simultaneously though, the same modern trends started off the 
revolution in visual arts. Artists’ abandoning lounges for the sake of the streets, freedom of 
artistic voice and expression of form, inspired a number of research on the processes of 
artwork perception as well as its social and even political role in the public space (Kwon, 2002). 
The paper deals with the theories on urban space recognition and the role of public art in 
raising the ’imageability’ of urban enclosures as well as their cultural quality and social 
attractiveness. The author presents the methodology of visual art location in urban public 
places on example of Poznan city. 
                                                 
1 The E.C. Tolman’s experiments on the behavior of rats in mazes, performed in the 1940s, 
proved that both man and animals create a tentative, mental map to recognize and learn 
environmental relationships. 
2 The best known historical spatial form records are the waterside panoramas of numerous 
cities found in the landscape paintings of the 18th century (e.g. the landscape of Venice, 
Verona, London and Warsaw painted by Bernardo Bellotto, Canaletto). 
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raising the ’imageability’ of urban enclosures as well as their cultural quality and social 
attractiveness. The author presents the methodology of visual art location in urban public 
places on example of Poznan city. 
                                                 
1 The E.C. Tolman’s experiments on the behavior of rats in mazes, performed in the 1940s, 
proved that both man and animals create a tentative, mental map to recognize and learn 
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2 The best known historical spatial form records are the waterside panoramas of numerous 
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2. Urban space recognition 
The ground-breaking Edward Chace Tolman’s discovery of the process of constructing and 
accumulating spatial knowledge, casted a new light on the perception of urban space and 
laid a groundwork for mental maps construction as a tool of urban structure recognition. 
The mental mapping method also allowed to discover what kind of attention people paid to 
particular places and what role artworks played in recognition and identification of urban 
space. 
2.1 Perception of physical space and urban structure recognition  
Visual space perception is a psychological cognitive process consisting in mental copying 
objects and events of the outer world in relation to the processes which take place in human 
body. The process of perception was a subject of interest for researchers in a variety of fields: 
psychology (Gibson, 1950; Tomaszewski, 1986; Bańka, 1999), especially behavioural and 
environmental psychology represented by H.M. Proshansky, T. O’Hanlon, W.H. Ittelson, 
L.G. Rivlin. (1977) and others, who analysed the use of behavioural maps; anthropology and 
sociology (Hall, 1966; Sommer, 1967; Lawson, 2001) as well as geography (Wood, 1992), 
urban environment research and town planning, developed by K. Lynch (1960), O. Simonds 
(1961), G. Cullen (1961), D. Appeleyard & J.R. Meyer (1964), Ch. Alexander (1977), A. 
Rapoport (1977),  N.L. Prak (1977), Y.F. Tuan (1977), Ch. Norberg-Schulz (1971) and many 
others. Some of the fields of research interest were also the visual perception of art 
(Arnheim, 1954; Miles et al. 1989) and media in urban space (McLuhan, 1964; McCullough, 
2004). The Gestalt theory3 has given rise to the holistic perception of the space concept 
which consists in perceiving visual components as organized patterns or wholes, instead of 
many different parts.  
Mental identification is the link between space perception and constructing spatial 
knowledge. The main achievement has been the discovery of the cognitive scheme which 
controls the processes of perception, recognition and memorisation of physical space. As a 
result of these processes, a human mind creates an image of the space called a cognitive 
map, making it possible to transform and interpret the data. The selection and interpretation 
of the perceived information is performed by cultural and personal filters (Rapoport, 1977) 
and referred to established cultural patterns (Alexander et al, 1977). 
Along with examining the perception processes, scientists analysed a spatial code of the 
city and urban structure organisation which determine orientation and identification of the 
space. Many of Polish urban and landscape planners, such as J. Bogdanowski, W. Czarnecki 
or K. Wejchert conducted research on urban space perception as well as townscape and 
landscape composition, however, their achievements went unnoticed due to the Iron 
Curtain.  Already in 1950s Władysław Czarnecki analysed the factors influencing landscape 
composition, which were also seen from the point of an observer in motion e.g. optical 
illusion, colour, foreground and background, dominants, rhythm, contrast, frames of 
vantage points, leading lines, dividing and closing surfaces, nodal points, solids, etc. His 
observations seem to be similar to later Lynch’s conclusions (Böhm, 2004, pp. 41). 
Kevin Lynch in his famous book The Image of the City, published in 1960, introduced the 
mental map term into town planning as a method of spatial code notation and recognition. 
                                                 
3 The theory initiated by the Berlin School at the beginning of 20th c. (German: Gestalt - 
"form" or "whole") explaining that "The whole is greater than the sum of the parts". 
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Lynch proves that users perceive and organize spatial information in consistent and 
predictable ways, creating their own mental maps with five elements: paths; edges, 
districts, nodes and landmarks. The five elements determining urban space organisation, 
have made an important contribution to the development of theories and methods of 
composing elements of urban structure in the way which is compatible with human psyche 
needs. The elements also appear in works by numerous European researchers e.g. M. Trieb4 
(1970), J. Castex & P. Pannerai5 (1971), K. Wejchert6 (1984) among others. 
Paths and landmarks seem to be especially useful in the ‘wayfinding’7 for they serve as 
important direction lines and reference points in navigation through the city. Series of 
views, perceived by an observer in motion, create a chain of mental images. Cullen’s 
notations of ‘serial visions’ and McLuhan’s ‘sequences of the visual space’ led to the 
conclusion that perception is a dynamic process. This idea has been developed in The View 
from the Road  by D. Appeleyard, K. Lynch & J.R. Meyer (1964), who observed that the speed 
of receiving visual stimuli by an observer has a crucial influence on urban space perception 
and recognition8. K. Wejchert (1984) introduced a record of visual sequences in the form of a 
graph of the recipient’s emotions, so called “curve of impressions”. 
In 1970s Michael Trieb proposed a symbolic code of sequential notation of urban plan 
including privileged location in space, closure, limitation of motion, spatial domination, 
narrowing as well as context continuation. He also emphasised the role of art and “street 
furniture” in spatial arrangement of public spaces. Trieb’s sequential notation was 
developed in 1998 by E. Cichy-Pazder, who suggested an enriched typology of determiners 
of perceptive identification (nodes, axis, partitions and dominant signs).  
2.3 Between the image of enclosure and the identity of the place 
Enclosure, urban and landscape interior, “outdoor room”(Cullen) as well as “positive 
outdoor space” (Alexander) – all those terms, relating to the space perception, mean a 
limited landscape unit, built of walls, floor, ceiling (usually sky) and elements of landscape 
“furniture”. Aleksander Böhm emphasises the meaning of the term enclosure, which gives 
space the status of a place. Without the enclosure, space loses its sense.9  The idea of enclosure, 
derived from landscape design (Hubbard & Kimball, 1917; Kepes, 1944) and developed by 
Gordon Cullen (1961) and Yoshinobu Ashihara (1962), seems to be fundamental for visual 
art perception in the context of a particular place. Morphological image of a city results 
                                                 
4 M. Trieb enumerated: roads, borders, central points and direction marks (Stadtgestaltung, 
Teorie und Praxis, 1970)  
5 J. Castex & P. Pannerai singled out: roads/paths, barriers, nodes, zones and landmarks 
(Notes sur le structure de l’espace urbain, 1971). 
6 K. Wejchert selected similar elements of urban composition: streets, regions, border strips, 
dominants, outstanding elements of landscape, nodal points and distinguishing marks 
(Elements of Urban Composition, 1984) 
7 K. Lynch defined wayfinding as “a consistent use and organization of definite sensory cues 
from the external environment” (The Image of the City, 1960). 
8 These discoveries have initiated landscape studies on transportation routes and the 
research on moving observers’ perception. They also influenced the diversity of spatial 
arrangement of pedestrian zones and  transportation corridors (Appleyard et al, 1981). 
9 Goodall, B. (1987), Dictionary of Human Geography, Penguin Books, London, p. 152, cited in: 
Böhm, A. (2004). „Wnętrze” w kompozycji krajobrazu 
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2. Urban space recognition 
The ground-breaking Edward Chace Tolman’s discovery of the process of constructing and 
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sociology (Hall, 1966; Sommer, 1967; Lawson, 2001) as well as geography (Wood, 1992), 
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3 The theory initiated by the Berlin School at the beginning of 20th c. (German: Gestalt - 
"form" or "whole") explaining that "The whole is greater than the sum of the parts". 
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Lynch proves that users perceive and organize spatial information in consistent and 
predictable ways, creating their own mental maps with five elements: paths; edges, 
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(1970), J. Castex & P. Pannerai5 (1971), K. Wejchert6 (1984) among others. 
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4 M. Trieb enumerated: roads, borders, central points and direction marks (Stadtgestaltung, 
Teorie und Praxis, 1970)  
5 J. Castex & P. Pannerai singled out: roads/paths, barriers, nodes, zones and landmarks 
(Notes sur le structure de l’espace urbain, 1971). 
6 K. Wejchert selected similar elements of urban composition: streets, regions, border strips, 
dominants, outstanding elements of landscape, nodal points and distinguishing marks 
(Elements of Urban Composition, 1984) 
7 K. Lynch defined wayfinding as “a consistent use and organization of definite sensory cues 
from the external environment” (The Image of the City, 1960). 
8 These discoveries have initiated landscape studies on transportation routes and the 
research on moving observers’ perception. They also influenced the diversity of spatial 
arrangement of pedestrian zones and  transportation corridors (Appleyard et al, 1981). 
9 Goodall, B. (1987), Dictionary of Human Geography, Penguin Books, London, p. 152, cited in: 
Böhm, A. (2004). „Wnętrze” w kompozycji krajobrazu 
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from the relation between the positive space (P-space), of determined shape, and the 
negative space (N-space) - formless emptiness. The spatial relations between a form and its 
surroundings were simultaneously explored by Y. Ashihara (1962) and J. Żórawski (1962), 
and deepened by Engel & Jagals (1970/1071), J. Tanghe (1976), Ch. Alexander (1977), R. 
Trancik (1986), J.L. Motloch (1991), S. Bell (1993) and many others. P. Peters (1973) pointed 
out that a city structure is based on “cells”, determining its space identity, and the 
perception of the space of streets and squares results from human kinaesthetic abilities. 
According to Yi-Fu Tuan (1977) ‘being in a place’ is connected with the need of 
identification, while experiencing the space requires movement from one place to another.  
K. Wejchert has developed the theory of urban enclosures, as the basic structural units of the 
town. In the early 1950s, on the basis of small urban settlements analysis, he singled out ‘multi-
partial enclosures’ (main and added), ‘overlapping’ and ‘centripetal’ as well as illustrated 
examples of using ‘leading’ and ‘closing’ lines and surfaces, emphasising observation angle, 
proportions of enclosures and openings. Many of the phrases included in the early works by 
K. Wejchert, coincide with much later schemes by Motloch (Böhm, 2004, p. 38).  
John L. Motloch (1991) expanded on the theory of place and continued studies on examining 
spatial relations of the form (furniture, sculptures, buildings) and the background 
(landscape and urban walls). He claimed that a city development, from the space 
perception, point of view should lead to the intensification of the place sense, its clarity 
and distinctiveness of form and meaning.   
J.O. Simonds (1961) remarked that the lack of the sense of interior causes discomfort. He 
paid attention to feelings (excitement, curiosity, limitation, concentration, relaxation etc.) as 
well as the possibility of controlling and sequencing the views of various landscape 
enclosures. (Simonds, 1998). 
The studies by K. Lynch’ concentrated on the identity and structure of city images. He 
defined ‘imageability’ as “that quality in a physical object which gives it a high probability 
of evoking a strong image in any given observer. It is shape, colour, or arrangement which 
facilitate making of vividly identified, powerfully structured, highly useful mental images of 
the environment. It might also be called legibility, or perhaps visibility in a heightened 
sense.”(Lynch, 1960, p.9). 
The behaviouristic psychology research reveals that the attributes of space which are 
recognised by observers concerning continuity, coherence and uniqueness  enable people 
to identify a place (Bosky et al., 1987). After obtaining comprehensive information about the 
place, it is not anonymous any longer to the observers (Bańka, 1999), which is not, however, 
identical with identifying with the place. According to Ch. Norbert-Schulz “being in a 
place” means something more than localisation but results from identification with the place 
by feeling its character, which can be “natural”, “human”, or “spiritual”. The 
phenomenological experience of the character of environment, regarded as genius loci,  
combines simultaneous perception of visual structure of enclosure with identification of 
its cultural and symbolic meaning. “Every place which has special meaning is actually a 
centre” (Norbert-Schulz, 1999, pp. 224). Centre is a specific reference point of existence 
space. Centrality is then an indispensable feature of sacral space which emerges from 
surrounding chaos and creates a sense of innerness (Mamford, 1961). The meanings of 
space, place and site (Rendell, 2006) for a contemporary flâneur10, wandering around a maze 
of the metropolis, have been frequently studied in the context of new media development. 
                                                 
10 The figure of flâneur (city observer) created by Ch. Baudelaire, was adopted and analysed 
by Walter Benjamin in Passagen-Werk (1921-1940) 
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2.4 From mental maps to hypermedia maps 
Mental maps, which are used in various fields of psychology, education and management, 
have also been applied in urban and landscape planning as well as architecture and visual 
arts. Lynch and Appleyars were pioneers in mental mapping studies. Comparing sketches, 
made by non-professionals, was initially aimed at research on how individuals perceive and 
navigate through the urban landscape. However, since 1970s this method has been 
frequently applied to community collaboration in town planning. “The idea that local 
inhabitants need to stir into the planning process the image they have of places – their 
personal images – has become standard practice in city planning. A well-known example 
involved Randy Hester and the town of Manteo, North Carolina. In 1980 […] using a variety 
of imaging techniques, Hester uncovered a ‘sacred structure’ of the residents’ downtown 
and made a map of it as a guide for development.”11  
The growing influence of cyberspace on social, economic and cultural relations has been 
observed for the last ten years12. Both exploring a city and social life of their inhabitants take 
place by means of digital technologies. New communication technologies change the 
perception of urban space as well as its use (McCullough, 2004), which causes the 
devaluation of urban public spaces significance as the areas of social integration. In an 
ironic, but unfortunately possible, vision of generic city – de-humanised, standard, identity-
devoid one - Rem Koolhaas raises the question of the role of traditional public spaces in 
lives of local communities. Along with the disappearance of social functions, city space 
becomes devoid of basic diversification factors and, consequently, of its identity (Bonenberg, 
2009). Common multimedia culture, dominating over using books or individual perception 
of objects and phenomena, leads to the situation that in order to interest or even make 
people come to a particular place, it needs to be advertised on the Internet beforehand 
(Siewczyński, 2009).  
However, the potential of experimental IT supported programs gives also a chance of 
“reconstruction of identity” of public places as well as creation of new tools for their 
recognition and navigation. A popular idea based on space identification process is 
collaborative mapping. There are many types of collaborative maps (Google Maps, Wiki 
Maps etc.) which vary in their target use, subject matter and kinds of users. One of them is a 
popular Open Street Map (Wikipedia) working in collaboration with GPS system. Private 
users can enter new data items into the existing Internet maps concerning historical urban 
development and significant cultural events, famous ancient monuments, spectacular 
contemporary buildings and artworks, shopping centres etc, as well as traffic intensity 
indicators (Bonenberg, 2009). The recent results in the field of digital techniques enable us 
not only to describe but also visually model the urban space through hypermedia functions. 
One of the most difficult challenges is collecting and storing digital data in the place where 
they come into existence as well as creating an opportunity to use multimedia information 
on the city in the real space. It is possible thanks to Dataspace13 system formulated by 
Tomasz Imieliński, a pioneer in the field of mobile data, who described the concept as 
                                                 
11 D. Wood: http://www.techkwondo.com/obj/pdpal_msg/PDPal_Denis_Wood.pdf 
12 Since 1988 Internet has been made available to the commercial use, however, just ten years 
ago, it became a popular communication tool. 
13 The term coined by prof. T. Imielinski, Department of Computer Science Rutgers 
University, USA 
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“physical space supplemented with digital information”. Both virtual information 
accessibility in physical urban space and creating digital visualisations, based on real urban 
structure perception, contribute to better identification of the city as well as identifying 
with the city. Interactive virtual games taking place in the urban reality are an attempt to 
attract teenagers to learning about and co-creating the image of their city.  
The urban space recognition and mental mapping based on hypermedia may be meant both 
for action (especially useful for travellers) and for knowledge, as they combine space and 
mental organisation by relating maps and projects to the images of urban areas, and 
documents on social history - to their cultural background (Gallet-Blanchard & Martinet, 
2002). The information is available through interface elements such as windows, animations, 
texts referring to urban spaces as well as interchangeable pictures representing historical 
and contemporary maps or photos taken by users. The social participation in the creation of 
hypermedia maps is achieved by interactivity of form and contents in these media. 
Hypermedia programs on urban history like the CD-ROM Georgian Cities (Gallet-Blanchard 
& Martinet, 2002) or Kyoto Virtual Time-Space14 can be used both for information and 
educational purposes as well as city promotion. Such programs are being deployed also in 
Polish cities: Wrocław, Kraków and Poznań.    
Contemporary hypermedia are a tool of meta-perception. The cyberspace itself, though,  
constitutes a new virtual maze which requires new tools of recognition. 
3. Visual art in public space 
3.1 The definition of public visual art in the 20th century 
Visual art is an artwork that appeals primarily to the visual sense and typically exists in 
permanent form, such as  traditional plastic art (drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking) 
and modern visual art like photography, video, filmmaking, computer art etc.) as well as 
architecture, design and crafts. The term public art (Taborska, 1996; Goldstein, 2005; 
Finkelpearl, 2000) refers actually to works of art in any media that have been designed and 
performed with the specific intention of being sited or staged in physical public domain, 
usually external and accessible to all.15 
Since the ancient times monuments and memorials have been present in public spaces, 
emphasising the centrality of important sacral and secular places. However, the public 
sculptures primarily served representative and propagating goals. The notion ‘public art’, 
as an alternative to elite gallery art, emerged in 1960s, and its aim was to revitalise urban 
space. Gradually, the most characteristic feature of public art became an opportunity to 
express current issues and to communicate with its exposition places (Miles, 1997; Kwon 
2002; Rendell, 2006) and its recipients (Lacy, 1995). The example of the Pompidou Centre in 
Paris (designed by R. Piano, R. Rogers and P. Rice, and constructed from 1971 to 1977), 
which is a masterpiece itself, proves that both permanent and temporary artworks, like 
happenings, installations and even street theatres, contribute to the place identity creation. 
The Street Art, which arose from a need of free artistic expression on the public forum, 
                                                 
14 The research programme is conducted at the Ritsumeikan University by interdiscyplinary 
teem Kyoto Art Entertainment Innovation Research within the framework of the 21st 
Century COE (Center of Excellence) Research Program. 
15 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_art 
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although not everywhere socially accepted, is also a material of building the image of a 
place(Schwartzman, 1985). ‘Street artists’ attempt to have their work communicate with 
common people about socially relevant themes without being imprisoned by aesthetic 
values.  
Determining the role of public art requires considering fashions and trends which have 
influenced it throughout various periods. In the 1970s and 1980s public art intersected with 
performance art, conceptual art, installation art, land art, process art, community-based art, 
and site-specific art. Thus, some art interpretations, sometimes quite remote from the 
Kantian idea of universally recognised beauty, have appeared, such as Suzane Lacey’s ‘new 
genre public art’16, which emphasises its social engagement and collaboration. On the post-
modern metropolitan urban scene, new elements constantly emerge, claiming the status of 
public art, like: urban furniture, lighting, multimedia, graffiti and even commercial art. 
3.2 Architecture and art as spatial landmarks17  
In the 20th century, the time of unification of mass building and cultural patterns, art in the 
public domain took on a very responsible role of creating the important spatial tags and 
building identity of the place. Art always stands in opposition to standardization18. The 
inimitable form of public art, situated in the context of unified architecture, constitutes a 
focal point. But isn’t architecture a work of art as well? From the point of view of many 
artists, architecture forms only frames, background or pedestal for a unique works of art.  
However,  in the city scale, the sculptural forms of architecture take a deserved top position 
in creating dominant landmarks in townscapes, sometimes even regardless of the urban 
context. Thus, the relevant reply to the above question depends on cultural meaning, 
aesthetical quality and uniqueness of the object.   
The 20th and 21st centuries abound in spectacular examples of architectural icons which have 
become not only the reference points, but also the aim of cultural tourism (Pearson, 2006), 
such as artworks by Frank O. Gehry (e.g.: Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao), Daniel Libeskind 
(the Jewish Museum in Berlin), Peter Eisenman (e.g.: Memorial to the Murdered Jews in 
Europe, Berlin), Santiago Calatrava (e.g. The City of Art and Science, Valencia), Renzo Piano 
(e.g.: New Metropolis in Amsterdam, Cultural Centre in Noumea-New Caledonia), Bernard 
Tschumi (e.g. Park de la Villette, Paris), Enric Miralles (e.g. Iqualada Cementary, Barcelona) 
and many others. Jane Rendell, in her recent book Art and Architecture: a Space Between, 
analyses significant works created by both artists and architects that seek to blur traditional 
boundaries between the fields. 
Many artists claim that it is the lack of function which differs architecture from art. Rendell 
takes issue with that opinion, saying that “art is functional in providing certain kinds of 
tools for self-reflection, critical thinking and social change”(Rendell, 2006, pp.3-4). 
Moreover, there is also architecture without any utilitarian functions – Folly, which is only a 
                                                 
16 Lacy, S. (1995). Mapping the Terrain: New Genre Public Art. Bay Press, Seattle. 
17 This and the following paragraphs are partially based on author’s previous publication: 
Januchta-Szostak A. (2007). Methodology of Visual Art Localization in Public Spaces on Example 
of Poznan City 
18 Prof. Włodzimierz Dreszer said that “art is anti-thesis of standard“ in: Dreszer W. (2007) 
Przestrzenie wyróżnione krajobrazu kulturowego, (in:) Sztuka projektowania krajobrazu, pp. 
15-19 
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14 The research programme is conducted at the Ritsumeikan University by interdiscyplinary 
teem Kyoto Art Entertainment Innovation Research within the framework of the 21st 
Century COE (Center of Excellence) Research Program. 
15 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_art 
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although not everywhere socially accepted, is also a material of building the image of a 
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16 Lacy, S. (1995). Mapping the Terrain: New Genre Public Art. Bay Press, Seattle. 
17 This and the following paragraphs are partially based on author’s previous publication: 
Januchta-Szostak A. (2007). Methodology of Visual Art Localization in Public Spaces on Example 
of Poznan City 
18 Prof. Włodzimierz Dreszer said that “art is anti-thesis of standard“ in: Dreszer W. (2007) 
Przestrzenie wyróżnione krajobrazu kulturowego, (in:) Sztuka projektowania krajobrazu, pp. 
15-19 
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decorative accent. Its contemporary example is the Park de la Villette, where Bernard 
Tschumi in 1982 constructed thirty-five architectural follies.  
Since art has abandoned galleries, it may have gained a range of influence and expression 
which is comparable to architectural one. An open outdoor space gives the artists freedom 
of large works creation incorporating even natural environment (e.g. Richard Long, Robert 
Smithson, Anthony Gormley, Andy Goldsworthy et al.). Permanent works of art integrated 
with architecture and landscape design were sometimes included in urban development 
program like in the case of the new city of Milton Keyens in England, designated as a new 
town at the end of 1960s.   
The process of shaping the townscape happens on every level of perception: from 
panorama, dominated by land forms or high-rise objects; through architectural and 
sculpture compositions organizing space of squares and streets; to human-size sculptures 
familiar to pedestrians or even urban details. Regardless of its size, the characteristic feature 
of any artwork is its unique form which makes it stand out from the surroundings. Some 
forms of visual art are dominant, others constitute only accents in urban enclosure, some 
carry historical or cultural message, others provoke or intrigue by modern form, raising 
admiration or consternation, nevertheless, they do individualize the urban space, becoming 
important spatial tags facilitating orientation and navigation as well as anchor-points on 
mental maps of the inhabitants and tourists. 
3.3 Cultural meaning of art and mental anchor-points 
Chritian Norberg-Schultz (1999, p.223) remarks that the purpose of a piece of art is to retain 
and convey existential meanings while a human, through perception and understanding the 
symbol, exposes themselves to an act of identification which consequently gives some 
meaning to their individual existence. He also emphasizes that the meaning revealed by art 
in a particular place also determines the character of the place. 
The unique works of famous architects and artists can now be found in every part of the 
global village. However, not all of them are able to experience genius loci and transform it 
into art language without losing historical continuity as well as cultural and spatial 
coherence. Some of spectacular objects, such as Richard Serra’s Tilted Arc19, have never 
become ‘anchor-points’ for the local communities. In the Hague, municipal authorities made 
a great deal of effort to replace the pulled down churches with architectural and sculptural 
landmarks in order to construct a modern network of anchor-points. The difference between 
visual landmark and collective anchor-point lies in mental acceptance and social 
identification with the artwork. Sometimes inconspicuous sculptures and fountains become 
city symbols, e.g. Neptune in Gdansk, Poznan’s famous goats symbol, Mermaid in 
Copenhagen and Warsaw, or Mannekin Pis in Brussels. This famous statue of a little boy is a 
perfect representative of the irreverent sense of humour and the unique Brussels’ icon.  
Unlike permanent artworks, temporary open air sculpture exhibitions and artistic 
happenings are transient phenomena, which do not seem to be regarded as permanent 
points of mental references. However, such short-time but repeatable and intensive events 
can contribute to building the cultural image and identity of their location places. For 
                                                 
19 Richard Serra’s massive, wall-like steel sculpture was removed from Federal Plaza, New 
York, in 1989. 
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example, Pompidou Centre in Paris, or Malta Lake in Poznan are commonly associated with 
cultural events.  
The significance of commemorative art, highlighted by many authors (Crinson, 2005), 
provides the urban space with the historical continuity and integrates local communities. 
Sculptural architecture of some monuments and memorials, such as the Jewish Museum by 
D. Libeskind and the Memorial to the Murdered Jews in Europe by P. Eisenman, both 
located in Berlin – once Nazism’s capital, constitute a worldwide symbol of collective 
memory. Their expressive form and size is as total as Holocaust and shredded like its 
victims’ individual tragedies. The spatial arrangement of the memorials allows gathering 
and alienation at the same time.  
Collective participation in commemoration events builds the feeling of integration based on 
cultural membership, historical consciousness and social bonds resulting from common 
moral values. In the post-communist countries like Poland, though, an attitude towards  
commemorative monuments is ambivalent due to the political changes. The decisive 
historical transformation of ideology resulted in demonstrations and pulling down 
monuments, which was a kind of collective manifesto also integrating its participants.  
The effect of social integration can be achieved via public art by different means: 1) 
collective participation in commemoration events; 2) spatial arrangement of interactive 
artworks, which encourages interpersonal relations; 3) social engagement and collaboration 
on cultural projects. 
3.4 From ‘site-specific’ art to community engagement  
The ‘site-specific’ art is one of many trends set in the second half of the 20th century, 
however, it has special significance for urban space recognition and spatial arrangement of 
public places as it deals with urban context. Most of contemporary architects, landscape 
architects and urban designers attach a lot of importance to architectural context mapping, 
while artists emphasise the individual expression, autonomy and universality of art. 
The art of architecture is always ‘site-specific’, even though some creators, like Rem 
Koolhaas20, preach the provocative commendation of individualism and independence of 
the artwork from its context. This way or another, context exists and - the basic questions 
constantly arise: has the intangible spirit of art profound implications for place-making or 
should the artists listen carefully to genius loci?  
Miwon Kwon (2002) describes the unstable relationship between location and identity as 
well as controversies around ‘site-specific’ artworks created by John Ahearn, Richard Serra, 
and others. It is worth mentioning that in 1970s and 1980s site-specific approaches to public 
art were promoted and registered within the guidelines of national and state organizations 
in the United States21. The ‘design team directive’ in the US encouraged artists to share 
                                                 
20 Refering to Rem Koolhaas' s slogan: "Fuck the Context"!, in: Koolhaas, R. & Mau, B. (1995) 
S,M,L,XL. Monacelli Press, pp. 495-516, New York 
21 ”[…] even though site-specific modes of artistic practice emerged in the late mid 1960s – 
roughly coinciding with the inception of the Art-in-Architecture Program of the General 
Services Administration (GSA) in 1963, the Art-in-Public Places Program of the National 
Endowment for the Arts (NEA) in 1967, and numerous local and state Percent for Art 
programs throughout the 1960s – it was not until 1974 that concern to promote site-specific 
approaches to public art” Kwon, M. (2002), pp. 56-63. 
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responsibilities with architects and urban planners in deciding about spatial arrangement of 
public spaces. Similar actions have been undertaken in Europe, particularly in the United 
Kingdom, aiming at creation of ‘amenity planning guidance’ as well as methodology and 
framework for cultural mapping and planning (Evans, 2008). During the 1980s local 
authorities an commercial companies in the UK began to appreciate the value of art in 
shopping and business development. At the beginning of 21st century landmark sculptures 
appeared to be also a tourist attraction (Pearson, 2006). Considering growing popularity of 
cultural tourism, it is quite conceivable that the next step in the evolution of ‘site-specific’ art 
will be ‘tourist-specific’ art.  
An ecological trend within 'site-specific' art is also worth mentioning, though it is certainly a 
subject for a separate publication. Represented by a German artist, Herbert Dreiseitl, it 
involves creating sculpture and water compositions, introducing rainwater retention, 
infiltration and recirculation (e.g. Potsdamer Platz in Berlin; Tanner Springs Park in Portland, 
USA). The variety of water forms and their psychological interactions are also crucial for 
raising the quality of urban space both in aesthetic and symbolic aspects (Dreiseitl et al., 2001). 
In 1993 Suzanne Lacy initiated the program “Culture in Action: New Public Art in Chicago”. 
The new approach, that broke with previous models of ‘site-specificity’, was described by 
Ch. Sperandio as ‘community-specific’, and by M.J. Jacob as both ‘issue-specific’ and 
‘audience-specific’ art. It has changed the meaning of public art from the art-in-public-
places into the real public-art focused on freedom of expression and active participation of 
citizens in the artworks creation. Many artists acting at the intersection of art and cultural 
activism, such as Helen and Newton Harrison, Suzanne Lacy, Stephen Willats, have been 
developing new forms of creative dialogue with diverse audiences. For the ‘new genre 
public art’, aesthetical form was only a medium of socially and politically relevant content. 
3.5 Multimedia and new media in urban culture 
The mutual relations between the perception of metropolis and the development of media 
have been frequently studied22, under the influence of philosophers such as Georg Simmel 
or Walter Benjamin (Gallet-Blanchard & Martinet, 2002). There are two main aspects 
emerging from this line of research: 1) significance and expression of multimedia and new 
media art in the physical urban space, and 2) perception and popularization of public works 
of art in the cyberspace.  
In the light of ‘new genre public art’, mass as new media are a perfect tool of 
communication with the general public. However, some kinds of ‘audience –specific’ art 
were considered as the art of space unification. Large-size billboards and video installations 
were often deprived of the name of art as they conveyed the same contents regardless of 
their localization. Most of west European cities have already solved the problem with 
billboards located in historical downtowns. In Polish cities, though, there is still an ongoing 
campaign on exposition area between architecture and sculpture on the one hand and 
different forms of commercial, advertising art on the other.  
Since the video art was born in 1970s it has been exploring alternative strategies of adopting 
existing urban forms as sites of artistic intervention. The artworks by pioneers of video 
installation, such as Nam June Paik, Gary Hill, Tony Oursler, Sam Taylor-Wood, seemed to 
be as controversial as Marcel Duchamp’s provocative “Fountain“, or Cambell’s “Soup can“. 
                                                 
22 The subject have been studied by such authos as: McLuhan, 1964; Jenks, 1995; Burgin, 1996; 
Gallet-Blanchard & Martinet, 2002; McCullough, 2004, Tribe & Jana, 2006 and many others.  
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However, a remarkable progress in digital technology allowed to create large-size, 
interactive video sculptures, like the Crown Fountain (design by Jaume Plensa, 2004) 
located in Millenium Park, in Chicago. The fountain is composed of two 15.2 m tall, 
cubicoid, towers covered with light-emitting-diodes (LEDs) and a black granite reflecting 
pool placed between them. From time to time the giant LED-screens display enlarged faces 
of anonymous citizens of Chicago. The Crown Fountain, however controversial in size, is an 
excellent example of ‘community-specific’ and socially integrating piece of art. It was 
praised for its entertainment and artistic features as well as highly accessible spatial 
arrangement of a common gathering place allowing physical interaction between the public, 
media and the water.  
At the beginning of 21st century IT specialists and artists noticed an immense creative 
potential of digital technologies and computer- aided design programs (McCullough, 2004) 
as well as common accessibility of hyper media. Internet became a new public space for 
artworks creation, exposition and discussion. The spatial consequence of the approach to 
creation process and its results is breaking with the monopoly of museums and art galleries 
as the exclusive places of interacting with art. New Media Art (Tribe & Jana, 2006), as an 
artistic trend, suggests uniting computer graphics with animation, interactive technologies, 
computer robotics as well as biotechnology in order to gain new quality in art. The results of 
work of such artists as Wolf Vostell, John Maeda, Eduardo Kac, show directions of artistic 
development by means of new media (Bonenberg, 2009).  
4. Methodology of locating visual art objects in public domain on example of 
Poznan city 
The subject of research conveyed by the author in Poznan was the quality of public areas 
and possibilities of making them more attractive by introducing monuments and water 
elements. The activities of municipal authorities consist only in looking for a decent location 
for the piece of art. The lack of cultural planning guidance made the author search for the 
art-location methodology enabling not only to improve the visual quality of public places 
but also to raise the recognisability and ‘imagebility’ of the city.  
One of the first research tasks was creating typology of objects and defining their role in 
functional and spatial structure of the city. The parallel task was connected with finding the 
main areas for city image creation. There are three questions frequently arising, which the 
research was supposed to answer: 
1. Which public places are the most important and suitable ones for visual art location? 
2. How to arrange those areas to raise the significance, aesthetic and functional values as 
well as social attractiveness of the public places?  
3. What can be the role of visual art forms in different types of urban space?  
The process of searching for optimal locations for various types of sculptures as well as 
spatial arrangement of “outdoor rooms”, was divided into three stages, presented by the 
scheme (Fig.1) 
5. The typology of sculpture and water elements as urban details 
The typology of public art, from the perspective of artistic composition, is considerably 
wider than the one presented below. However, for the purpose of the research on the public  
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Fig. 1. The analysis of possibilities of visual art location in public domain of Poznan city – 
main tasks and stages of research 
places quality improvement, conveyed by the author in Poznan, several different types of 
sculptures and water objects were singled out. They differ in manner of placing, 
compositional values, function, size and their social role. That typology is a kind of 
pigeonholing, which many of artists would rather avoid, but it seems to be important for 
creating the planning guidelines for cultural mapping. 
6. The stages of the research 
6.1 Stage I: the analysis and evaluation of functional and spatial structure of the city 
with respect to possibilities of locating monuments and water elements 
As the public works of art engage in a dialogue with the community and the place, the two 
main criteria: ‘viewing popularity’ and ‘rank of the place’, appeared to be crucial for 
determining zones of their location. Initially, the entire area of the city was subjected to the 
analysis, in order to define the most important public places of the city. Because of high 
concentration of pedestrian zones and location of the main areas of city image creation, the 
analysis was subsequently narrowed to the downtown.  
The ‘space recognition map’ was created on the basis of mental mapping method. Students 
of architecture and citizens of Poznan were asked to select the most frequently visited places 
as well as the most important ones (in their opinion). As a result, over 120 public places 
were indicated in the downtown area and subsequently subjected to preliminary selection. 
The evaluation of public places in accordance with the accepted criteria, was conducted with 
the use of graphic and statistic methods. The main and sub-criteria, prepared for Poznan 
city and listed in Table 3, reflect particular aspects of the analysis. 
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Table 1. Determination of type of object 
Direction: directed at one side, two sides,  multi-side/in the round 
Availability: available, unavailable, penetrative 
Composition: culminating, leading, stopping, closing, framing, scattered 
Arrangement: enabling gatherings or/and alienation 










Duration: permanent or temporary exposition  
one-object, multi-object 
compact, diffused, transparent 
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Estimated size of horizontal 
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XL   over 6 m VXL  1: 1 and over HXL over 50% of the floor 
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M 2  ÷   4 m VM 1: 2  ÷ 1: 4 HM 11 ÷ 30% 













XS up to 1 m VXS less than 1: 10 HXS less than 1% 
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Table 2. The use of typology of sculpture an water elements on examples of existing objects 
Selected examples of artworks Description of the example  and main features of the type 
A. Object  
placing  





B. Form  site-specific and 
audience-specific 
symbolic, geometric, 
multi-object, dynamic,  





E. Size XL / VXL/ HL 
Architecture as a sculpture. 
Fig.  2. The Jewish Museum,  
author: Daniel Libeskind, 
location: Linden Str., Berlin  
(phot. author) 
 







with  urban floor 









E. Size M / VS/ HXL 
 
 
Fig. 3. “Memorial to the Murdered 
Jews in Europe”, (phot. author) 
author: arch. Peter Eisenman,  
location: Ebert Str., Berlin  
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A. Object  
placing  
permanent, multi-side, 
integrated with  urban 




B. Form  symbolic, geometric, 
multi-object, compact, 
dynamic,  
C. Function commemorative, 
integrating, 
compositional 
E. Size XL / VXL/ HS 
Fig. 4. Poznan Army Monument, authors: artist Anna Rodzińska & architect Józef 
Iwański, location: Księcia Józefa Str., Poznan (phot. author) 




leading, scattered  








E. Size S / VS/ HS 
Fig. 5. “Unrecognised", author: Magdalena Abakanowicz, location: Cytadel, Poznan 
(phot. R. Binek) 
A. Object  
placing  
directed at one side, 
unavailable, closing 
permanent, integrated 
with  water element 




C. Function compositional, 
decorative, additional 
functions of water: 
reflecting, separating, 
retention, climatic 
E. Size S / VS/ HS 
Fig. 6. Temporary exhibition of Igor Mitoraj’s sculpture (phot. author), location: Hoover’s 
Square (the project of spatial arrangement: landscape architect Dorota Rudawa) in 
Warsaw  
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A. Object  
placing  
directed at one side, 
available, permanent, 
stopping 
B. Form  universal, figurative, 
one-object, compact, 
static, secular 
C. Function decorative,  
E. Size S / VS/ HXS 
Fig.  7. "Eros bendato",  
author: Igor Mitoraj,  
location: Main Square, Krakow  





A. Object  
placing  
permanent, multi-sided 
/ directed at one side, 
available, penetrative, 
stopping  
B. Form  multi-object /one-object 
, compact, static, 




C. Function integrating, self-
reflective,  decorative, 
compositional 
E. Size S / VS/ HS 
 
Sculptures inviting observers to 
co-create the artwork. 
 
Fig. 8. “Facing Another“  
Fig.  9. ”Facing Oneself“,  
author: Bucky Schwartz, 
location: ‘Manufaktura’ – 
shopping centre in Łódź  
(phot. author) 
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A. Object  
placing  
permanent, multi-sided 
urban accent  
B. Form  site-specific, static, 
figurative,  symbolic, 
secular, familiar to 
pedestrians 
C. Function commemorative,  
decorative,  
E. Size S / VS/ HXS 
Fig. 10. The statue of  the “Old 
Marych“ commemorating an old 
average Poznan citizen, 
author: Robert Sobociński, 
location: Półwiejska Str., Poznan 
(phot. author) 
  




B. Form  site-specific, 
figurative, multi-
object, compact  
C. Function  commemorative,  
self-reflective, 
compositional 
E. Size S / VS/ HXS 
Fig. 11. Title of artwork: “Trains to 
Life. Trains to Death” 
author: Frank Meisler, 
location: Berlin Friedrichstrase 
railway station,  (phot. author) 
  
A. Object  
placing  
permanent, multi-side,  
integrated with  street-
furniture 
B. Form  site-specific, static, 
figurative,  symbolic, 
secular, familiar to 
pedestrians 
C. Function commemorative,  
decorative,  
E. Size XS / VXS/ HXS 
Fig. 12. The statue of “Filutek“ 
commemorating Z. Lengren, 
author:  Zbigniew Mikielewicz, 
location: Chełmińska Str./ 
Szewska Str., Toruń, (phot. author) 
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criteria Sub - criteria 
Elements of functional-spatial  
structure of the city 
Ratio of 
importance 
1.1. vehicles (transportation arteries, main and 
collective streets) O1.1. = 1 
1.2. public transport- train, bus and tram stations O1.2 = 1,2 
1.3. pedestrians ( main streets, shopping routes) O1.3 = 1,5 




1.5. water ways O1.5 = 0,7 
2.1. The Royal-Imperial Track O2.1 = 1 Connection with 
main tourist routes 2.2. Piastowski Route O2.2 = 0.5 
3.1. the city center  O3.1 = 1 
3.2. centers of districts and main shopping 












Main areas of 
services 
concentration 
3.3.  PIF, university campuses O3.3 = 1 
1. the core of the city R 1.1 = 2 
2. 19th century districts  R 1.2 = 1 
The zone of 
historical 
development 
3. remaining areas (20th century) R 1.3 = 0,5 
1. the axis of the city (The Royal-Imperial Track 
and its zone of influence) R 2.1 = 1,5 
2. the city “gates” (Central Station-PIF, river 
harbor-historical center, Malta-sport center, 
airport) 
R 2.2 = 1,2 
Main areas of the 
city image creation
3. the city’s “lounge” – representative streets R 2.3 = 1 
1. zones of historical structures under law 
protection R 3.1 = 1 
2. high concentration of antique buildings R 3.2 = 1 
Quality of urban 
space 
3. areas of exceptional landscape values R 3.3 = 1 
1 of international, national and regional 
importance R 4.1 = 1,2 











of public cultural 
and administration 
institutions 
3. of district importance  R 4.3 = 0,7 
 
Table 3. Multi-criterion analysis for Poznan city 




Fig. 13. Poznan - areas of the highest viewing popularity – synthesis 
 
 
Fig. 14. Poznan - areas of the highest rank of the place – synthesis 
After evaluation and preliminary selection, 60 public places (streets, squares, parks, river 
banks etc.), located in the zones of the highest importance, were described in “The 
Catalogue of Public Places in Poznan”. Information about all individual public places 
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included the description of their location, neighbourhood, spatial layout and function, short 
SWOT analysis as well as the preliminary estimation of their capabilities for locating 
monuments and water elements. All the public places were evaluated in accordance with 
the criteria multiplied by the ratio of importance to objectify the decision-taking process.  
Mental maps have shown formal and informal paths and nodes, which people value most. 
The comparison of the areas with the results of unbiased analysis of expositional potential of 
the downtown made it possible not only to determine the best location sites for artworks, 
but also for ‘wounded spaces’ whose expositional potential has not been used due to the 
lack of decision concerning their final spatial shape. These areas of high importance, 
frequently situated in the very centre of the city, although constitute the key elements of 
urban structure as well as nodal points of the main tourist routes, have remained neglected 
and couldn’t be taken into consideration because of low visual qualities. From the social 
point of view, it was interesting to compare the above schemes (Fig. 13 and Fig. 14) with a 
map of crisis facts occurrence (e.g. high rate of unemployment, poverty, delinquency, 
among others), which are commonly observed in the downtown area. The comparison 
showed that some of the areas which are not eagerly visited and socially degraded are still 
mentally important and constitute essential reference points in the city’s structure.  
It is also significant that all the transportation arteries having the best spatial exposure were 
lined with advertising boards, which depreciate architectural values of the places not only 
by aggressive colours and unified contents but also by covering valuable views. It would be, 
therefore, advisable to substitute the advertising objects with sculptures in order to 
emphasize and individualize the entrances to the city, particularly in transportation nodal 
points. Considering perceptive capabilities of drivers and the scale of road infrastructure, 





Fig. 15. The comparison of mental map, presenting the main nodes and paths selected by 
Poznan citizens, and space recognition map, describing spatial quality of the most important 
areas of Poznan City. 
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6.2 Stage II: the analysis and evaluation of the quality and ‘imageability’ of urban 
interiors as well as their exposition capabilities 
Selected public places having the best expositional values were subjected to spatial and 
functional analysis in accordance with the detailed criteria described in Table 3. The analysis 
and evaluation of the quality and ‘imageability’ of urban enclosures covered a variety of 
aspects and values, namely, historical, cultural,  compositional, aesthetical, functional and 
social ones as well as the transportation and zoning system. Special attention was paid to 
expositional and compositional values, complexity of spatial structures, the quality of 




analysis Detailed criteria 
Selected illustrations:  
the case study of K. Marcinkowski Alley in Poznań 
historical background: important 
events and people 
previous image of a place 
location of antique objects and their 
significance 
















social integrating capabilities  
Functional and transportation zones 
communicational accessibility and 
inconvenience 
social acceptance an problems 















shopping streets and service centres 
complexity of spatial structures 
spatial layout enabling to localize 
elements of urban detail 
quality of urban walls, floor and 
„furniture” 



















visual quality of the enclosure  
visual sequences impression 
the number of focal points and length 
of axis 
potential places for locating visual 
accents 
size of exposition field 
quality of background exposition 





















scale and proportions of an object  
Table 4. The criteria of the analysis and evaluation of the quality and ‘imegeability’ of urban 
interiors and expositional capabilities for particular public sites 
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Fig. 16. The evaluation of the visual quality and  ‘imageability’ of  C. Ratajski Square in Poznan  
 
 
Fig. 17. The analysis of the exposition capabilities of C. Ratajski Square in Poznan 




Fig. 18. The analysis of visual sequences impression and spatial proportions of C. Ratajski 
Square in Poznan 
6.3 Stage III: creating functional and compositional guidelines for localizing sculpture 
and water elements  
Majority of the selected urban interiors are situated in the downtown zone of Poznan and 
constitute the heritage conservation areas. The significance of the places for shaping the 
city’s image made it necessary to determine specific guidelines for their arrangement, 
considering the lines of urban walls and building height as well as the material and colours  
of front elevations, the form of the urban floor, greenery and ’furniture’, which would be 
synchronised with the artworks.  
The authorities of Poznan were interested in defining the most suitable type of sculpture 
and water elements’ composition for each place, which was necessary in order to establish 
the conditions for architectural or artistic contest for the spatial form of public art elements 
and to create guidelines for master plans. However, the research project was extended also 
by analyzing the role of public visual art in urban space recognition and searching for the 
most appropriate locations for the place-specific and audience-specific art. The comparison 
of the viewing popularity research results with some elements determining the rank of 
particular places and their historical significance was the indicator of the suitable locations 
for various types of artworks. For example, the communication nodes of the main 
transportation arteries, as the transit corridors, need landmarks in the form of large scale, 
‘site-specific’ sculptures adjusted to the perception of moving observers. The city gates, like 
the airport, bus and railway stations constitute a proper location for the ‘audience-specific’ 
artworks highlighting the identity of the city. The size of the objects is always dependent on 
the distance of perception and proportions of particular urban enclosure. Permanent or 
temporary human-size sculptures, communicating with observers (provocative, entertaining 
or socially/politically engaged), accompanied by leading or culminating water forms could 
be located in commercial centres and along the main shopping streets. While the city 
‘lounges’ as well as the squares of high historical significance seem to be suitable for 
commemorative monuments and memorials, which enable gatherings. 
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particular places and their historical significance was the indicator of the suitable locations 
for various types of artworks. For example, the communication nodes of the main 
transportation arteries, as the transit corridors, need landmarks in the form of large scale, 
‘site-specific’ sculptures adjusted to the perception of moving observers. The city gates, like 
the airport, bus and railway stations constitute a proper location for the ‘audience-specific’ 
artworks highlighting the identity of the city. The size of the objects is always dependent on 
the distance of perception and proportions of particular urban enclosure. Permanent or 
temporary human-size sculptures, communicating with observers (provocative, entertaining 
or socially/politically engaged), accompanied by leading or culminating water forms could 
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Fig. 19. Exemplary concept of localizing a sculpture accompanied by water forms in urban 
enclosure – C. Ratajski Square in Poznan  
7. Conclusions 
Localisation, form and function as well as transfer of contents of artworks play an important 
role in the process of raising the attractiveness of public spaces and making townscape more 
individual. It can be a crucial element of visual information system, local community 
integration factor and the way of building up the identity of public domain. 
The presented analysis concentrates mostly on possibilities of artwork location in the most 
valuable public places. However, another important field of further research seems to be 
‘wounded-spaces’ regeneration. In the research on downtown structure only ‘visually-
wounded-spaces’ were singled out. A number of ‘socially-wounded-spaces’ suffer from a 
phenomenon of identity crisis which shows in the lack of identification of their inhabitants 
with their place of living. According to the research by British and American specialists, 
public art can be a significant factor of social integration and activation consequently 
facilitating the way of perceiving urban space by its inhabitants as their own one, anchored 
on their mental maps.  
The process of transferring public life to virtual reality indicates the need for another stage 
of research which should be creating a hyper-medial map of Poznan as a modern virtual 
reflection of multi-layer and multi-aspect processes of perception and recognition of the city 
space (meta-perception). Its interdisciplinary character would allow the insight both into 
individual layers of urban structure, districts as well as particular places, buildings and 
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significant artworks. Interactive dataspace (with different layers of the urban structure and 
network of links to information and images of public space in their historical, present and 
future shape) should make it possible to add and comment on the information by 
cyberspace users and use the information in real, physical space. Hyper-media map would 
allow to assess the recognisability of particular areas and their quality, according to 
residents and tourists, as well as verify their viewing popularity on the basis of page view 
numbers. It would also allow to evaluate the existing and appraise the designed artworks’ 
locations in public places thanks to virtual visualisations. 
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1. Introduction   
A fundamental problem in cognitive neuroscience is how the brain realizes semantic 
memory. It is generally accepted that semantic memory consists of stored information about 
the main features of an object, some processing mechanisms which allow a person to 
retrieve these features from partial cues, and to link them with lexical aspects and words. 
The final result is a kind of knowledge which is context independent, can be shared with 
other people and can produce language and thought (Tulving 1972).   
Many conceptual theories of semantic memory have been proposed in past decades, based 
on two fundamental pieces of information: the behavior of patients with neurological lesions 
in specific brain areas, who exhibit deficits in word recognition, and results of more recent 
neuroimaging studies, putting in evidence which different brain areas participate to 
semantic tasks. The interested reader can find several excellent review papers on the subject 
(Martin & Chao 2001; Hart et al. 2007). Just the main fundamental issues, essential for the 
comprehension of the present chapter, are summarized below. 
First, most theories agree in assuming that semantic memory is not a localized process, but 
one which involves a highly distributed representation of features and which engages 
several different cortical areas, located in the sensory and motor regions of the cortex. This 
concept may help explaining the existence of patients with category-specific semantic 
deficits (for instance, patients with impairment  in word recognition for living things but no 
impairment for recognition of non-living objects, or patients with impairment for nouns vs. 
verbs (Warrington & Shallice 1984; Caramazza & Shelton 1998)). Damasio (Damasio 1989), 
suggested that semantic representation is fragmented in many motor and sensory  features, 
which must then be integrated in a “convergence zone”. Accordingly, Warrington et al. 
(Warrington & McCarthy 1987), assumed the presence of multiple channels which 
separately process sensory and motor aspects of objects; these two main systems would be 
especially important to identify living and non-living objects, respectively. Several 
subsequent extensions, improvements or variations of this theory were formulated by 
various groups (Caramazza et al. 1990; Lauro-Grotto et al. 1997; Humphreys & Forde 2001; 
Snowden et al. 2004; Gainotti 2006).  Nevertheless, all these theories substantially agree in 
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assuming that the semantic system is realized by means of an integrated multimodal 
network, in which different areas store different modality-specific features.  Some theories 
can also account for the emergence of categories from features: for instance, Tyler et al. 
(Tyler et al. 2000), in a conceptual model named “Conceptual Structure Account”, suggested  
that objects are represented as patterns of activation across features, and that categories 
emerge from those objects that share common features and are highly correlated.  Hart, 
Kraut et al. (Kraut et al. 2002; Hart et al. 2002) imagined that object representation is 
encoded not only in sensorimotor but also in higher-order cognitive areas (lexical, 
emotional, etc…) and all these representations are integrated via synchronized neural firing 
modulated by the thalamus. Barsalou et al. (Barsalou et al. 2003) assumed that groups of 
neurons are coactivated to represent collection of features, and that these groups of features 
encode progressively more generic information from sensory perception to higher cognitive 
associations. Moreover, they assumed a topography principle, according to which the 
spatial proximity of neurons reflects the similarity of the encoded features.  
The previous conceptual theories, and others not listed here for briefness, although of the 
greatest value for cognitive neuroscientists, are just qualitative. In particular, the 
mechanisms responsible for integrating a distributed information into a coherent semantic 
representation, their physiological reliability in terms of neural structures, the learning rules 
for synaptic plasticity, are all aspects which deserve a more quantitative analysis. Modern 
neural network models, and computer simulation techniques now allow conceptual theories 
to be translated into a quantitative integrated system of neural units, and the consequent 
emergent behavior to be analyzed in detail, incorporating  training aspects which mimic real 
synaptic plasticity rules.   
A few previous models, based on neural networks with “hidden units” have attempted to 
reproduce how sensory information (for instance the visual one) can recall the linguistic 
information, and vice versa (Rogers et al. 2004) or to simulate category-specific semantic 
impairment (Small et al. 1995; McRae et al. 1997; Devlin et al. 1998; Lambon Ralph et al. 
2007). All these models exploit a supervised algorithm (such as the back propagation) for 
training the network to solve the requested task: pathological deficits are then simulated 
assuming some damage in network synapses. A more sophisticate model,  able to 
simultaneously retrieve multiple objects stored in memory, was presented by Morelli et al. 
recently (Morelli et al. 2006). In the model, features are coded by neurons which work in 
chaotic regimen, and the retrieval process is achieved via synchronization of neurons coding 
for the same object.  
In recent years, we developed an original model (Ursino et al. 2006; Ursino et al. 2009; 
Cuppini et al. 2009) which aspires to explore several important issues of semantic memory, 
laying emphasis on the possible topological organization of the neural units involved, on 
their reciprocal connections and on synapse learning mechanisms. Some problems that the 
model aspires to investigate are: how can a coherent and complete object representation be 
retrieved starting from partial or corrupted information? How can this representation be 
linked to lexical aspects (words or lemmas) of language? How can different concepts be 
simultaneously recalled in memory, together with the corresponding words? How can 
categories be represented?  How can category-specific deficits be at least approximately 
explained? What are the mechanisms exploited in bilingualism? 
The model assumes that objects are represented via different multimodal features, encoded 
through a distributed representation among different cortical areas: each area is devoted to a 
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specific feature. Features are topologically organized (as in the conceptual model by 
Barsalou et al. (Barsalou et al. 2003)) and linked together by implementing two high-level 
Gestalt rules: similarity and previous knowledge. Multiple object retrieval is realized by 
means of synchronized activity of neural oscillators in the gamma-band (an idea often 
exploited in models for segmentation of visual or auditory scenes (von der Malsburg & 
Schneider 1986; Singer & Gray 1995; Wang & Terman 1997), and which reminds the 
conceptual Semantic Object Model by Kraut et al. (Kraut et al. 2002)). Finally, words are 
represented in a separate cortical area, and linked with the correct object representation via 
a Hebbian mechanism (Rolls & Treves 1998).  
In the following, the model is first presented in a qualitative way, and some exemplary 
results, concerning object retrieval, connection between objects and words, and categories, 
are presented. All equations are reported in the Appendix. It is worth noting that the present 
model is significantly improved compared with previous versions (Ursino et al. 2009; 
Cuppini et al. 2009): the new aspects concern the possibility to represent objects with a 
different number of features (whereas a fixed number of features for all objects was used in 
previous works) and a more physiological mechanism to recognize words from objects. All 
new aspects are emphasized in the text.  
2. Method and results 
The model incorporates two networks of neurons, as illustrated in the schematic diagram of 
Fig. 1. These are briefly described below in a qualitative way, while all equations and 
parameters can be found in the Appendix. 
1) The feature network and its training - The first network, named “feature network”, is 
devoted to a description of objects represented as a collection of sensory-motor features. 
These features are assumed to spread along different cortical areas (both in the sensory and 
motor cortex) and are topologically organized according to a similarity principle. This 
means that two similar features activate proximal neural groups in the feature network. 
The network is composed of N neural oscillators, subdivided into F distinct cortical areas 
(see Fig.1). Each area in the model is composed of N1xN2 oscillators. An oscillator may be 
silent, if it does not receive enough excitation, or may oscillate in the gamma-frequency 
band, if excited by a sufficient input. The presence of oscillators in this network is motivated 
by the necessity to have different objects simultaneously in memory, each represented by its 
collection of features (that is the classic binding and segmentation problem). As proposed by 
several authors in recent years, both experimentally (Singer & Gray 1995; Engel & Singer 
2001), and theoretically (von der Malsburg & Schneider 1986; Wang & Terman 1997), 
binding and segmentation of multiple objects can be achieved in the brain via 
synchronization of neural oscillators in the gamma range. 
Previous works demonstrated that, in order to solve the segmentation problem, a network 
of oscillating units requires the presence of a “global separator” (von der Malsburg & 
Schneider 1986; Wang & Terman 1997; Ursino et al. 2003). For this reason, the feature 
network incorporates a inhibitory unit which receives the sum of the whole excitation 
coming from the feature network, and sends back a strong inhibitory signal if this input 
exceeds a given threshold. In this way, as soon as a single object representation pops out in 
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specific feature. Features are topologically organized (as in the conceptual model by 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram describing the general structure of the network. The model 
presents 9 distinct Feature Areas (upper shadow squares) of 20x20 elements, which are 
described by means of Wilson-Cowan oscillators, and a Lexical Area of 40x40 elements 
(lower shadow square), which are represented by a first order dynamics and a sigmoidal 
relationship. In the Feature network, each oscillator is connected with other oscillators in the 
same area via lateral excitatory and inhibitory intra-area synapses, and with other oscillators 
in different areas via excitatory inter-area synapses. Moreover, elements of the feature and 
lexical networks are linked via recurrent synapses (WF, WL). 
During the simulation, a feature is represented by a  single input localized at a specific 
coordinate of the network, able to trigger the oscillatory activity of the corresponding unit. 
We assume that these inputs are the result of upstream processing stages, that extracted the 
main sensory-motor properties of the objects. The way these features are extracted and 
represented in the sensory and motor areas is well beyond the aim of the present model.  
The topological organization of each cortical area is realized assuming that each oscillator is 
connected with the other oscillators in the same area via lateral excitatory and inhibitory 
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synapses (intra-area synapses). These are arranged according to a mexican hat disposition, 
i.e., proximal neurons excite reciprocally and inhibit more distal ones. This disposition 
produces an “activation bubble” in response to a single localized feature input: not only the 
neural oscillator representing that individual feature is activated, but also the proximal ones 
linked via sufficient lateral excitation. This has important consequences for object 
recognition: neural oscillators in proximal positions share a common fate during the 
learning procedure. In fact, since learning occurs via a Hebbian procedure (see below), 
neuron oscillators that are simultaneously active are subject to a common synapse 
reinforcement, hence participate to the representation of the same object. In this way, an 
object can be recognized even in the presence of a moderate alteration in some of its 
features.  
Throughout the following simulations, we assumed that the lateral intra-area synapses 
cannot be modified by experience, i.e., the similarity principle they implement is assigned “a 
priori”. This is probably not true in the reality, since topological maps can be learned via 
classical Hebbian mechanisms (Rolls & Treves 1998; Haykin 1999). However, this choice is 
convenient to maintain a clear separation between different processes in our model  (i.e. the 
implementation of the similarity principle on one hand and implementation of a previous 
knowledge principle on the other). 
Besides the intra-area synapses, we also assumed the existence of excitatory long-range 
synapses between different feature areas (inter-area synapses). These are initially set at zero 
and are learned by experience during a training phase, in which individual objects 
(described by all their features) are presented to the network one by one. The learning rule is 
a time-dependent Hebbian rule, based on the correlation between the activity in the post-
synaptic unit, and the activity in the pre-synaptic unit mediated over a previous 10 ms time-
window (see (Markram et al. 1997; Abbott & Nelson 2000)).  
To simplify the algorithm, in previous works we assumed that each object is described by a 
fixed number of features (four features in (Ursino et al. 2009; Cuppini et al. 2009)). 
Conversely, in the present version this constraint is removed, and we assume that the 
number of features describing a single object can vary from one object to the next. In the 
following exempla, the feature network will be subdivided into nine different cortical areas. 
Hence, an object can have up to nine different features.  This limit has been introduced just 
to reduce the computational weight. 
An example of the synaptic changes obtained from the learning procedure is shown in Fig. 
2, which depicts the synapses targeting onto a neuron. Here an object is described by means 
of five different features, located in five different cortical areas. After training, neurons 
belonging to the five activation bubbles are linked by means of excitatory connections, and 
synchronize their oscillatory activity. In particular, a neuron coding for a single feature of 
the object after training receives excitatory synapses from four different bubbles of neurons, 
representing the other four features of the same object and their minimal variations. 
In summary, intra-area lateral connections implement a similarity principle, while inter-area 
trained connections implement a “previous knowledge” principle.  
An important aspect of our model is that, after training, multiple objects can be 
simultaneously recovered in memory and oscillate in time division with their frequency in 
the gamma-band.  Moreover, an object can be recovered even if some features are lacking, or 
even if some features are reasonably altered compared with those of the prototypical object 
used during the learning phase. Fig. 3 shows an example in which three previously trained 
objects, characterized by three, five and seven features respectively, are simultaneously 
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Fig. 2. An example of the inter-area synapses linking neurons in the feature areas, obtained 
after training a single object with five features,  located at positions [50 15], [50 30], [30 30], 
[50 45], and [30 45]. The figure represents the synapses entering the neuron at position 
[30,30]. It is worth noting that this neuron, representing an individual feature of the object, 
receives synapses from four different bubbles, each centered at the remaining features of the 
object. 
presented to the network. Moreover, as described in the figure legend, the objects are 
recovered despite the presence of incomplete information (some features are lacking) and 
corrupted data (some features are slightly changed).  
2) The lexical network and its training – In order to associate objects with words, the model 
includes a second layer of neurons, denoted “lexical network”. Each computational unit in 
this network codes for a word (or a lemma) and is associated with an individual object 
representation. Even for what concerns this network (as the previous one), the input must be 
considered as the result of an upstream processing stream, which recognizes the individual 
words from phonemes or from written texts. Description of this processing stream is well 
beyond the aim of this model:  some exempla can be found in recent works by others 
(Hopfield & Brody 2001). Moreover, units in this network  can also be stimulated through 
long-range synapses coming from the feature network; hence the network represents an 
amodal convergence zone, as often hypothesized in the anterior temporal lobe (Damasio 
1989; Snowden et al. 2004; Ward 2006).   
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Fig. 3. Snapshots showing the activities in the feature areas at some instants of the 
simulation, after the presentation of three different objects: object1, three features at 
positions [6 17], [6 26], [37 16]; object2, five features at positions [50 15], [50 30], [30 30], [50 
45], [30 45]; object 3, seven features at positions [15 5], [15 35], [55 5], [25 5], [45 55], [5 55] [25 
55]. The objects were learned during a previous training phase. During the simulation, one 
property of the object1 was shifted compared with the normal one, while one property of 
both object2 and object3 was lacking. Despite this corrupted/lacking information, the 
network can reconstruct and segment the three objects. 
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For the sake of simplicity, computational units in this network are described via a simple 
first-order dynamics and a non-linear sigmoid relationship. Hence, if stimulated with a 
constant input, these units do not oscillate but, after a transient response, reach a given 
steady-state activation value (but, of course, they oscillate if stimulated with an oscillating 
input coming from the feature network). 
In order to associate words with their object representation, we performed  a second training 
phase, in which the model receives a single input to the lexical network (i.e., a single word is 
detected) together with the features of a previously learned object. Synapses linking the 
objects with words, in both directions (i.e., from the lexical network to the feature network 
and viceversa) are learned with Hebbian mechanisms.  
While synapses from words to features ( ,
L
ij hkW in Fig. 1) are simply excitatory and are trained 
on the basis of the pre and post synaptic correlation, when computing the synapses from 
features to words ( ,
F
ij hkW in Fig. 1) we tried to address two major requirements, that are 
essential for correct object recognition. First, a word must be evoked from the corresponding 
object representation only if all its features are simultaneously on. This corresponds to a 
correct solution of the binding problem. Second, the word must not be evoked if spurious 
features (not originally belonging to the prototypical object) are active. This second situation 
may occur when two or more objects, simultaneously present, are not correctly segmented, 
and some of their features pop up together. Hence, the second requirement corresponds to a 
correct solution of the segmentation problem.  
In order to address these two requirements, in previous works we implemented a complex 
“decision network” (see (Ursino et al. 2009)). Conversely, in the present model we adopted a 
more straightforward and physiologically realistic solution. First, we assumed that, before 
training, all units in the feature network send strong inhibitory synapses to all units in the 
lexical network. Hence, activation of any feature potentially inhibits all lexical units. These 
synapses are then progressively withdrawn during the training phase, on the basis of the 
correlation between activity in the feature unit and in the lexical unit. The consequence of 
this choice is that, after training, a word receives inhibition from all features that do not belong 
to its object representation, but no longer receives inhibition from its own feature units. 
Moreover, we assume that all feature units can send excitatory synapses  to lexical units: 
these are initially set at zero and are reinforced via a Hebbian mechanism. Moreover, we 
assumed that excitatory synapses from features to words are subject to an upper saturation 
level, i.e., the sum of all excitatory synapses reaching a lexical unit must not overcome a 
maximum level. This is a physiological rule, since the amount of neurotransmitter available 
at a neuron is limited. This rule warrants that, after prolonged training, the sum of synapses 
entering a lexical unit is constant, independently of the number of its associated features.  
Using quite a sharp sigmoidal characteristic for lexical units, the previous two rules ensure 
that a word in the lexical network is excited if and only if all its features are simultaneously 
active: if even a single feature is not evoked, the word does not receive enough excitation 
(failure of the binding problem); if even a spurious feature pops up, the lexical unit receives 
excessive  inhibition (failure of the segmentation problem): in both conditions it does not 
jump  from the silent to the excited state. 
Two exempla of model behavior are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In the first figure, one word and 
two objects are simultaneously given to the network. The word evokes the corresponding 
object representation in the feature network, while the objects evoke the corresponding 
words in the lexical network. It is worth noting that all objects in the feature network 
oscillate in time division, and thus are all individually recognized. In the second figure, two 
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incomplete objects are given to the feature network. The first is characterized by five 
features, but only four of them are given as input. However, these four features are 
sufficient to recover the whole object representation and the corresponding word is 
activated in the lexical area. Conversely, the second object is characterized by seven features, 
while only three features are given as input. These are insufficient to recover the overall 
object representation, and the corresponding word is not activated (i.e., the subject did not 
recognize the object starting from such an incomplete information). It is worth noting that 
the number of incomplete information necessary to recover the whole object depends on the 
strength of inter-area synapses in the feature network, hence on the duration of the previous 
training period. In our simulations, we always assumed that, after training, at least 50% or 
more of the object features are required to attain the overall object reconstruction. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Snapshots showing the activities in the feature areas (left panels) and in the lexical 
area (right panels) at some instants of the simulation, after the presentation of two different 
objects and of one word. Objects and words were previously learned during the training 
phases. Objects are the same as in Fig. 3. The associated words were located at position [5,5] 
(object1), [15,15] (object2) and [15,35] (object3).  During the simulation, object1 and object3 
were given as input to the feature areas, while the word2 was given as input to the lexical 
area. It is worth noting that the three object representations oscillate in time division in the 
feature areas, while the three words are evoked in the lexical area. Word2 (constantly given 
as input) is partially inhibited during the appearance of the other two words. 
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were given as input to the feature areas, while the word2 was given as input to the lexical 
area. It is worth noting that the three object representations oscillate in time division in the 
feature areas, while the three words are evoked in the lexical area. Word2 (constantly given 
as input) is partially inhibited during the appearance of the other two words. 




Fig. 5. Snapshots showing the activities in the feature areas (left panels) and in the lexical 
area (right panels) at some instants of the simulation, after the presentation of four features 
of object2, and just of three features of object3. As a consequence, object2 is correctly 
reconstructed in the feature areas, and the corresponding word is evoked in the lexical area. 
Conversely, object3 is not reconstructed (its three features given as input do not synchronize 
nor evoke the remaining four features), and the corresponding word fails to appear in the 
lexical area. 
The structure of the model can also be used to study the formation of categories starting 
from a distributed representation of features. A widely shared idea, in fact, is that a category 
can be realized by objects which share some common features (for instance, “dog” and “cat” 
belong to the category “pet” and have many common characteristics). This idea is supported 
by experiments on the so-called “semantic priming”, i.e., object recognition can be 
modulated by the previous recognition of another object which is “semantic congruent” 
(Rossell et al. 2003; Matsumoto et al. 2005). The explanation may be that the two objects 
activate some common neural structures, resulting in a classic priming phenomenon. 
Category formation can be reproduced in our model by simply assuming objects that have 
some common features, and assuming that these common features are associated with a 
specific word, having a more general meaning (i.e., denoting a category).  
Let us consider an example in which two objects (for convenience, “cat” and “dog”), with 
seven features each, are trained and associated with two different words. Moreover, we 
assumed that these two objects have four common features (representing the common 
characteristics of “pets”). It is worth noticing that, after the training phase 1, the inter-area 
synapses in the feature network are the sum of synapses learned during each object 
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presentation. As a consequence, the four common features are linked together by means of 
stronger synapses compared with the remaining specific features distinguishing cats from 
dogs, which are more weakly linked together and to the other four features. Hence, we have 
an irregular pattern of synapses (Fig. 6).  
 
 
Fig. 6. An example of the inter-area synapses linking neurons in the feature areas, obtained 
after training two objects with a significant number of common features.  In particular, the 
first object (“cat”) has seven features located at positions [15 5], [15 35], [55 5], [25 5], [45 55], 
[5 55], [25 55]; the second object (“dog”) has seven features at positions [15 5], [30 30], [55 5], 
[25 5], [45 55], [50 30], [35 55] (the first, third, fourth and fifth features are in common and 
may represent “pets”). The figure shows the synapses entering the neuron at position [15,5]. 
It is worth noting that this neuron, representing a common feature, receives synapses from 
nine different bubbles, each centered at the remaining features of the two objects. Three 
synaptic bubbles (coming from the other three common features [55 5], [25 5], [45 55]) are 
much stronger; other six synaptic bubbles (coming from the remaining six specific features) 
are weaker. The stronger synapses contribute to the category representation. 
We assumed that, after the first training phase, the four common features alone are unable 
to recover the three remaining features (otherwise, any pet would retrieve the words “dog” 
and “cat”). During the second training phase, the features representing objects “dog”(7 
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features), “cat” (7 features) and “pet” (4 common features) were separately given to the 
network together with the corresponding words, to generate three distinct lexical links.  
Simulation results are presented in Fig. 7. In this figure, all seven features describing a cat 
were initially given to the network (during the first half of the simulation). In this condition, 
the corresponding word is activated in the lexical area (a similar result, of course, would be 
obtained giving seven features of “dog” to the network). It is worth noticing that the word 
“pet” is not active in the lexical area, due to inhibition coming from an excessive number of 
features. Conversely, when the number of features given to the network is reduced to four 
(second part of the simulation), all belonging to the category “pet”, the network does not 
recall the features specific of cats and dogs, and the word “pet” is now emerging in the 
lexical area, without the emerging of the words “dog” and “cat”.  
 
 
Fig. 7. Time pattern of neuron activities in the feature areas (upper panels) and in the lexical 
area (bottom panels) during a simulation, in which the seven features of the object “cat” (see 
legend of fig. 6) were given as input to the feature areas during the first 100 ms; at 100 ms, 
the three specific features were set at zero, and only the four common features remained as 
input. The upper panel shows the oscillatory activity of the four neurons in the feature areas 
representing the common attributes of “pets”. They oscillate in synchronism throughout the 
simulation. The second panel represents the synchronized activities of the three neurons 
representing the specific attributes of cats. The third panel represents the neuron in the 
lexical areas coding for “pet”. The fourth panel represents the activity in the lexical area of 
the neuron coding for “cat”. It is worth noting that the word “cat” is inhibited, and the word 
“pet” excited, as soon as the specific features are withdrawn. 
3. Discussion 
The present work intends to summarize several different ideas on semantic memory, appeared 
in the neurocognitive and psycholinguistic literature over past years, into a coherent and 
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comprehensive neural network model. The main points that characterize model functioning 
are briefly discussed below, together with their neurophysiological support:  
i) The model assumes that binding and segmentation of multiple objects occur via 
synchronization of neural activity in the gamma-band. This idea, originally proposed with 
reference to vision problems (Singer & Gray 1995; Engel & Singer 2001), is now widely 
supported also for what concerns high-level cognitive problems. For instance, a role of 
gamma-activity has been demonstrated in recognition of music (Bhattacharya et al. 2001), 
faces  (Rodriguez et al. 1999), as well as during visual search tasks (Tallon-Baudry et al. 
1997) and delayed-matching-to-sample-tasks (Tallon-Baudry et al. 1998).  ii) Each object is 
described by means of a different number of features, which spread over different cortical 
areas. This is quite a common idea in conceptual models of semantic memory (Caramazza et 
al. 1990; Gainotti 2006; Hart et al. 2007). iii) Features are topographically organized. Results 
supporting this idea can be found in recent works by Barsalou et al. (Simmons & Barsalou 
2003; Barsalou et al. 2003). iv) Knowledge of previous objects is stored in the model by 
means of inter-area synapses, which realize excitatory links learned via a Hebbian 
mechanism. Hence, it is sufficient that several features of an object occurred together for a 
sufficient long period in the past, for the creation of a permanent link. v) Words are 
represented in a different cortical area, separate from features. Although it is difficult to find 
a specific cortical location for this area, the existence of cortical regions especially devoted to 
lexical aspects of language has been hypothesized in cognitive neuroscience for decades 
(Ward 2006). vi) Links between lexical aspects (words) and semantic aspects (i.e., object 
representation) are learned via Hebbian mechanisms too. This requires the simultaneous 
presentation of an object with its representative word. vii) Objects can evoke words only if 
all their features have been correctly restored in memory and segmented from features of 
other objects. In other terms, the present model implies that a complete semantic recognition 
is a prerequisite for evocation of words. viii) The presentation of a word (from phonemes or 
from written texts) is able to evoke the representation of the object. Some recent data in the 
neurophysiologic literature support this idea: presentation of an action word can evoke 
activity in the motor and premotor cortex (Pulvermller et al. 2005a; Pulvermller et al. 2005b) 
and presentation of a smell can activate olfactory areas (González et al. 2006). ix) Categories 
can be represented by features which belong to different objects simultaneously, assuming 
that these shared features can be associated with a new word, and that activities of these 
features, when presented alone, remain bounded without spreading to reconstruct the 
original individual objects. x) The relationships from objects to words require the presence 
of both excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms, to evoke objects separately from their 
category, or to avoid that the presence of an excessive number of features (as in the failure of 
the segmentation task) evokes erroneous words.  
Using the previous basic ideas, the model is able to simulate semantic memory and its link 
with lexical aspects in a variety of conditions which, although drastically simplified 
compared with the reality, can provide some cues to drive future ideas and to test the 
reliability of existing theories.  
The present simulations (recognition of different simultaneous words and objects, even in 
the case of absent or corrupted features) represent just a few aspects of the potential model 
applications. Future challenges may be concerned with the following major issues, which 
have not been explicitly treated here due to space limitations: 
Semantic relationships among words - An important problem that can be simulated with the 
model consists in the semantic priming, i.e., the possibility that a previous word or a 
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previous object (a cue) may affect (facilitate or depress) recognition of a subsequent word or 
subsequent object (a target) which is “semantically congruent” (Rossell et al. 2003; 
Matsumoto et al. 2005). This sort of priming mechanism, which may have important 
implication in language, may be simulated assuming that the two semantically congruent 
objects share some of their activated features, and that the representation of the first object is 
still partly active when the second object is presented to the network.  
Bilingualism - A further aspect which may be simulated with the model is the lexical 
organization in bilingualism. This may be simulated assuming that two words in the lexical 
area (i.e., a first word already learned in a native language, say L1, and a second word in a new 
language, say L2) are associated with the same object representation in the feature area. 
During the learning procedure of the second language, the L2 word may exploit the already 
existing links between the L1 word and the object representation, to create its own excitatory 
synapses. As commonly suggested in the psycholinguistic literature (Abutalebi 2008), the new 
language may depend on L1 to mediate access to its object representation, i.e.,  L2 words are 
generally acquired with reference to existing L1 concepts. In the final bilingual subject, 
however, who exhibits high proficiency for L2, managing bilingualism requires the addition of 
further competitive mechanisms, and sophisticate control strategies (Green 1998), which allow 
the selection of the chosen word  (or language) by inhibiting the other one. The interested 
reader can consult (Green 1998; Abutalebi 2008) for conceptual theories on the subject.  
Lexical deficits – The model can be used to simulate patients with category-specific lexical 
deficits, i.e., patients unable to recognize certain categories of objects (Warrington & 
McCarthy 1983; Warrington & Shallice 1984; Warrington & McCarthy 1987; Humphreys & 
Forde 2001). To this end, one may suppose that only synapses in certain feature areas are 
weakened (for instance, as a consequence of a local lesion) thus resulting in a deficit for 
those words and those objects only, which make an intensive use of these areas. 
These last aspects are just exempla of how the model may have a large applicative domain 
in future research. Its validation, amelioration and extension, however, and its use for the 
analysis and the theoretical formalization of different semantic/lexical problems, will 
necessarily require a strong multidisciplinary approach. This should entrain researchers in 
different domains: such as neurophysiologists, cognitive neuroscientists, experts of 
psycholinguistics, mathematicians and neuro-engineers.  
4. Appendix 
4.1 The bidimensional network of features 
In the following, each oscillator will be denoted with the subscripts ij or hk. In the present 
study we adopted an exemplary network with 9 areas (F = 9) and 400 neural groups per area 
(N1 = N2 = 20).  
Each single oscillator consists of a feedback connection between an excitatory unit, xij, and 
an inhibitory unit, yij while the output of the network is the activity of all excitatory units. 
This is described with the following system of differential equations  
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where H() represents a sigmoidal activation function defined as 
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significantly influences the amplitude of oscillations. Parameter γ  is the reciprocal of a time 
constant and affects the oscillation frequency. The self-excitation of xij is set to 1, to establish 
a scale for the synaptic weights. Similarly, the time constant of xij is set to 1, and represents a 
scale for time t.  ϕx and ϕy are offset terms for the sigmoidal functions in the excitatory and 
inhibitory units. Iij represents the external stimulus for the oscillator in position ij, coming 
from the sensory-motor processing chain which extracts features. Eij and Jij represent 
coupling terms (respectively excitatory and inhibitory) from all other oscillators in the 
features network (see Eqs. 5-8), while LijV  is the stimulus (excitatory) coming from the lexical 
area (Eq. 9). z(t) represents the activity of a global inhibitor whose role is to ensure 
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According to Eq. 4, the global inhibitor computes the overall excitatory activity in the 
network, and sends back an inhibitory signal (z = 1) when this activity overcomes a given 
threshold (say θz). This inhibitory signal prevents other objects from popping out as long as 
a previous object is still active.  
The coupling terms between elements in cortical areas, Eij and Jij in Eqs. (1) and (2), are 
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where Lhkx  represents the activity of the neuron hk in the lexical area and the symbols 
L
hkijW ,  
are the synapses from the lexical to the feature network (which are subject to Hebbian 
learning, see below).  
4.2 The bidimensional lexical area 
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where hkx  represents the activity of the neuron hk in the Feature Areas (see Eq. 1) and 
F
hkijW ,  
the strength of synapses. These synapses may have both an excitatory and an inhibitory 
component (say FexhkijW , and 
Fin
hkijW , , respectively) which are trained in different ways (see 
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4.3 Synapses training 
Phase 1: Training of inter-area synapses within the feature network 
In a first phase, the network is trained to recognize objects without the presence of words.   
Recent experimental data suggest that synaptic potentiation occurs if the pre-synaptic inputs 
precede post-synaptic activity by 10 ms or less (Markram et al. 1997; Abbott & Nelson 2000). 
Hence, in our learning phase we assumed that the Hebbian rule depends on the present 
value of post-synaptic activity, xij(t), and on the moving average of the pre-synaptic activity 
(say mhk(t)) computed during the previous 10 ms. We define a moving average signal, 
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where βij,hk represents a learning factor.  
In order to assign a value for the learning factor, βij,hk, in our model we assumed that inter-
area synapses cannot overcome a maximum saturation value. This is realized assuming that 
the learning factor is progressively reduced to zero when the synapse approaches its 
maximum saturation. Furthermore, neurons belonging to the same area cannot be linked by 
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where Wmax is the maximum value allowed for any synapse, and max0Wβ  is the maximum 
learning factor (i.e., the learning factor when the synapse is zero).  
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network together with its corresponding word.  
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where Lhkij ,β   represents the learning factor and )(tm
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Conversely, synapses from the feature network to the lexical network (i.e., parameters 
F
hkijW , in Eq. 13) include both excitatory and inhibitory contributions: 
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The excitatory portion is trained (starting from initially null values) using equations similar 
to 16 and 17, but assuming that the sum of synapses entering a word must not overcome a 
saturation value (say FexsumMaxW ). Hence 
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where the average activity mhk(t) is defined as in Eq. 15, and the sum in the right-hand 
member of Eq. 23 is extended to all synapses from the feature network entering the neuron ij 
in the lexical network.  
The inhibitory synapses start from a high value (say FinMaxW ) and are progressively 
withdrawn using an Hebbian mechanism: 








hkij β  (24) 
where the function “positive part” ([]+) is used in the right hand member of Eq. 24 to avoid 
that these synapses become negative (i.e., that inhibition is converted to excitation). 
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1. Introduction     
Unprecedented progress in the field of genetics and genomics has offered the opportunity to 
explore the human brain to a larger extend than ever before. Especially the acquisition, 
coding, storage, recall, and decoding of information that form the response to an ever-
changing environment are very active areas of research. The sequencing of the entire human 
genome and the description of inter-individual genomic variations ranging from single base 
pair changes to large-scale structural variations allow to link individual differences in 
cognitive ability to genomic changes, therefore advancing our understanding of information 
processing, storage, learning and memory (Subramanian et al., 2001).  
In recent years, a major advancement in cognitive neuroscience in recent years has been the 
discovery of germline mutations in genes of the ras-induced mitogen-activated protein 
kinase (RAS/MAPK) signalling cascade, a unique signalling pathway transmitting signals 
from cell surface receptors to the nucleus with subsequent changes in gene transcription. A 
group of individuals affected with developmental disorders and variable degrees of 
cognitive impairment, who shared additional abnormalities in other body systems, have 
been instrumental to this process (Tidyman & Rauen, 2008; Tidyman & Rauen, 2009). 
Individuals with Noonan syndrome, LEOPARD syndrome, Costello syndrome, Cardio-
Facio-Cutaneous syndrome, and Neurofibromatosis (NF1) have clinical symptoms in a 
number of body systems, including variable abnormalities in learning and memory. Cardiac 
malformations, skeletal abnormalities, skin manifestations, an increased risk for cancer, and 
characteristic facial features are often found in individuals affected with these rare genetic 
syndromes. Even though each syndrome represents a unique clinical entity that can be 
differentiated based on the combination of clinical symptoms and disease course, they also 
share a number of overlapping symptoms suggesting that these syndromes could be 
causally related disorders. The majority of individuals affected with these syndromes were 
found to have rare mutations in a variety of genes that could be linked to the RAS/MAPK 
signalling pathway. The identification of unique mutations in each disorder ultimately shed 
some light on the pathophysiology of the neuro-cardio-facial-cutaneous syndrome family. 
These rare Mendelian developmental disorders are instructive example for the successful 
application of classical genetic linkage studies, positional focused sequencing approaches, 
and candidate gene approaches in combination with detailed phenotyping that eventually 
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1. Introduction     
Unprecedented progress in the field of genetics and genomics has offered the opportunity to 
explore the human brain to a larger extend than ever before. Especially the acquisition, 
coding, storage, recall, and decoding of information that form the response to an ever-
changing environment are very active areas of research. The sequencing of the entire human 
genome and the description of inter-individual genomic variations ranging from single base 
pair changes to large-scale structural variations allow to link individual differences in 
cognitive ability to genomic changes, therefore advancing our understanding of information 
processing, storage, learning and memory (Subramanian et al., 2001).  
In recent years, a major advancement in cognitive neuroscience in recent years has been the 
discovery of germline mutations in genes of the ras-induced mitogen-activated protein 
kinase (RAS/MAPK) signalling cascade, a unique signalling pathway transmitting signals 
from cell surface receptors to the nucleus with subsequent changes in gene transcription. A 
group of individuals affected with developmental disorders and variable degrees of 
cognitive impairment, who shared additional abnormalities in other body systems, have 
been instrumental to this process (Tidyman & Rauen, 2008; Tidyman & Rauen, 2009). 
Individuals with Noonan syndrome, LEOPARD syndrome, Costello syndrome, Cardio-
Facio-Cutaneous syndrome, and Neurofibromatosis (NF1) have clinical symptoms in a 
number of body systems, including variable abnormalities in learning and memory. Cardiac 
malformations, skeletal abnormalities, skin manifestations, an increased risk for cancer, and 
characteristic facial features are often found in individuals affected with these rare genetic 
syndromes. Even though each syndrome represents a unique clinical entity that can be 
differentiated based on the combination of clinical symptoms and disease course, they also 
share a number of overlapping symptoms suggesting that these syndromes could be 
causally related disorders. The majority of individuals affected with these syndromes were 
found to have rare mutations in a variety of genes that could be linked to the RAS/MAPK 
signalling pathway. The identification of unique mutations in each disorder ultimately shed 
some light on the pathophysiology of the neuro-cardio-facial-cutaneous syndrome family. 
These rare Mendelian developmental disorders are instructive example for the successful 
application of classical genetic linkage studies, positional focused sequencing approaches, 
and candidate gene approaches in combination with detailed phenotyping that eventually 
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led to the discovery of a neurophysiological system that might play a key role in cognitive 
and developmental processes.     
Developmental disorders with cognitive disabilities in general are common, affecting about 
1-2% of the population; however, the identification of the underlying genetic cause is 
hindered by the heterogeneity of the disorders. Many different genetic and environmental 
causes could potentially lead to the rather non-specific symptom of cognitive impairment. 
Genetic mutations that have been identified in some affected individuals are usually rare 
and may constitute new changes that have not been inherited from the parents. This makes 
the identification of underlying genetic factors difficult. Large-scale genetic mapping 
techniques, such as genome-wide association studies or linkage analysis in a large number 
of families are impractical under these scenarios. In the neuro-cardio-facio-cutaneous 
syndromes, it took the careful delineation of the clinical phenotype of the patients, prior 
knowledge of signalling pathways, and knowledge of genomic variance to link the 
phenotype to specific genomic variants. Researchers focussing on x-linked mental 
retardation took a different approach (Tarpey et al., 2009). Direct sequencing of all coding 
regions on the X chromosome in a heterogeneous group of families, in which mental 
retardation was inherited in an X-linked mode, led to the discovery of new genes involved 
in mental retardation. Nevertheless, much more inter-individual genomic variability was 
discovered than ever expected and a large proportion of this variability was found not to be 
related to mental retardation.   
The progress in the field of mental retardation research can be helpful in understanding 
what to expect and how to approach other common mental disorders such as schizophrenia 
and mood disorders. In these conditions progress has been less impressive. Developmental 
syndromes, non-syndromic mental retardation, and psychiatric disorders share many 
common features, sometimes even overlapping symptoms. In this article, we will try to 
explore and compare approaches to brain function in different but intimately related 
disciplines of research and to open up ways for new approaches to the complexity of the 
brain. Great progress has been made in understanding the function of the brain and much 
more will be learned now that direct sequencing of single individuals is within reach as a 
cost-effective approach to the study of inter-individual genomic variation. However, it also 
has become clear that an overly simplistic understanding of the relationship between 
genomic variation and physiological consequences is questionable (Raymond et al., 2009). 
2. The RAS/MAPK signalling cascade 
The identification of mutations in proteins linked to the RAS/MAPK cascade in individuals 
with severe impairment of cognitive functions has led to the discovery of a signal pathway 
that appears to play a central role in cognitive development (Figure 1) (Aoki et al., 2008). 
Through cascading protein phosphorylations, information is transmitted from the cell 
surface to the cell nucleus leading to long lasting changes in cell metabolism and cell growth 
(Hancock, 2003). A key component of the RAS/MAPK signalling pathway is a family of 
small G-protein coupled molecules known as the RAS kinase family. These molecules, 
which have been implemented in cancer (Gibbs et al., 1984), transition between two 
functional states, an inactive form, which is bound to guanine-dinucleotide-phosphate 
(GDP) and an active form, which is bound to guanine-trinucleotide-phosphate (GTP). The 
transition between the inactive and the active state is facilitated by guanine-nucleotide-
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exchange factors (GEFs), whereas the transition from the active state back to the inactive 
state is catalyzed through GTPase-stimulating proteins (GAPs). The RAS GTPase activity 
can be stimulated among others by tyrosine kinase-coupled growth factor receptors. The 
tyrosine kinase recruits a docking protein, for example growth factor receptor-bound 
protein 2 (GRB2) or Src-homology-2-containing tyrosine phosphatase (SHP-2), which is the 
protein product of the gene tyrosine-protein phosphatase non-receptor type 11 (PTPN11). 
The tyrosine kinase/SHP-2 complex subsequently activates the GEF proteins, which then 
transform RAS from its inactive to its active state. Activation of RAS proteins leads to the 
recruiting of Raf kinases, for example CRAF, encoded by the gene v-raf-1 murine leukemia 
viral oncogene homologue 1 (RAF1) and v-raf murine sarcome viral oncogene homologue 
B1 (BRAF) to the membrane. This event leads to the subsequent phosphorylation of the first 
member of the RAS/MAPK cascade, which starts a phosphorylation cascade of kinases, 
including the dual specificity mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1/2 (MEK1/MEK2), 
the MAP kinase kinase (MAP2Ks), and the extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 
(ERK1/ERK2), also known as MAP kinases (MAPKs). Activated ERK1 and ERK2 
phosphorylate both nuclear and cytosolic substrates, connecting the cell surface receptors to 
nuclear transcription factor complexes and signalling molecules in the cytoplasm (Yoon & 
Seger, 2006). The ribosomal S6-kinase 2 (RSK2) is one of those proteins that connect the 
RAS/MAPK cascade to the cAMP response-element (CRE) binding (CREB) protein, a 
transcriptional regulator. Subsequent changes in gene expression lead to long lasting 
alterations in cell metabolism, cell growth and mobility. In the brain, alterations in synaptic 
strength, changes in the electric properties of the cell membrane, increase in the 
responsiveness to neurotransmitters, and even changes in the number and size of synapses 
have been observed (Weeber et al., 2002). In addition to tyrosine-kinase bound growth factor 
receptors, this cascade can also be activated through other mechanisms. Phospholipase C 
(PLC) and phosphokinase C (PKC) can activate RAS and provide links to neurotransmitter 
pathways of metabotropic glutamate receptors, acetylcholine (ACH), and serotonin 
receptors.      
3. The neuro-cardio-facio-cutaneous syndrome family 
Several excellent recent reviews of the neuro-cardio-facio-cutaneous syndromes and their 
underlying genetic risk factors have recently been published (Tidyman & Rauen, 2008; 
Tidyman & Rauen, 2009). Therefore, only a brief overview summarizing the clinical features 
and mutations found in these syndromes will be given in this text. 
3.1 Noonan syndrome 
Noonan syndrome (MIM 163950) is an autosomal dominant disorder with characteristic 
craniofacial features, congenital heart defects, and short stature. Ophthalmological 
abnormalities, musculoskeletal and cutaneous anomalies are common in these patients as 
well (Noonan, 1968; Shaw et al, 2007). Impairment in cognitive functions, such as learning 
and memory, is a variable symptom and occurs only in about 25-30% of individuals with 
this syndrome (Lee et al., 2005). Genetic linkage studies have mapped this disorder to a 
region on chromosome 12. Subsequently, mutations in the coding region of the gene 
PTPN11, located on chromosome 12q24.13, were found in patients with Noonan syndrome 
by positional sequencing of candidate genes in the region (Tartaglia et al., 2001). PTPN11 
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PTPN11, located on chromosome 12q24.13, were found in patients with Noonan syndrome 
by positional sequencing of candidate genes in the region (Tartaglia et al., 2001). PTPN11 
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encodes the protein tyrosine phosphatase SHP-2, which is an initiator of the RAS/MAPK 
signalling cascade (Figure 1). Mutations in PTPN11 led to structural and functional changes 
in SHP-2, and therefore, an involvement of the gene in the pathophysiology of Noonan 
syndrome appeared likely. Soon, however, it became clear that missense mutations in this 
gene could explain only a portion of the cases clinically diagnosed with Noon syndrome 
indicating genetic heterogeneity (Tartaglia et al., 2001). Subsequently, mutations in the 
coding regions of other genes involved in the RAS/MAPK pathway were found. 
Sequencing of candidate genes identified mutations in the genes son of sevenless homolog 1 
(SOS1) (Roberts et al., 2007; Tartaglia et al., 2007), v-raf-1 murine leukaemia viral oncogene 
homolog 1 (Raf1) (Pandit et al., 2007; Razzaque et al., 2007), and Kirsten rat sarcoma viral 
oncogene homolog (KRAS) (Schubbert et al., 2006; Zenker et al., 2007). Even though the most 
frequent genetic cause of Noonan syndrome is a mutation in the gene PTPN11, individual 
mutations are rare and scattered throughout several coding regions of the gene prohibiting a 
simple predictive genetic test. All known mutations affect the stability of the inactive form 
of the protein leading to a gain of function and increased signalling activity through the 
RAS/MAPK phosphorylation cascade. A simple genotype/phenotype correlation has not 
been feasible. Especially cognitive impairment is variable in this syndrome and not linked to 
a specific mutation. A recent comparison of patients with mutations in the genes PTPN11 
and SOS1, however, indicated that learning disabilities were absent in patients with 
mutations in SOS1 (Pierpont et al., 2009), whereas cognitive impairments were common 
among individuals with PTPN11 mutations and those with unknown mutation status. In 
addition to the effect of specific mutations, individual specific genetic background, gene-
gene interactions, and compensatory mechanisms might account for the variability in the 
phenotype (Tartaglia et al., 2002).  
3.2 LEOPARD syndrome 
LEOPARD syndrome (MIM 151100) is an allelic disorder to Noonan syndrome, because it is 
caused by mutations in the same genes, PTPN11 and RAF1 (Digilio et al., 2002; Legius et al., 
2002; Pandit et al., 2007). In LEOPARD syndrome the functional consequence of mutations 
in PTPN11  is a loss of function instead of the gain of function usually found in Noonan 
syndrome. LEOPARD syndrome is characterized by cutaneous changes (Lentigines), EKG 
abnormalities, ocular abnormalities, pulmonary valve stenosis, abnormal genitalia, 
retardation of growth, and deafness. The clinical phenotype of the affected individuals is 
quite similar to Noonan syndrome despite opposite effects of the mutations on the function 
of the protein.  
3.3 Costello syndrome 
In 1971, Costello described a new genetic syndrome with characteristic facial features, 
ectodermal anomalies, especially nasal papillomas, and developmental delay (Costello, 
1971; Costello, 1977). Subsequently, extensive reviews have summarized findings in 
similarly affected individuals and have delineated the clinical phenotype now known as 
Costello syndrome (MIM 218040). Even though this genetic syndrome is clearly distinct 
from Noonan syndrome, both syndromes share some overlapping features (Hennekam, 
2003). Individuals affected with Costello syndrome have more severe cognitive impairment 
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than individuals affected with Noonan syndrome (Axelrad et al., 2007; Delrue et al., 2003). 
Search for mutations in genes of the RAS/MAPK signalling pathway led to the 
identification of a variety of mutations in the gene v-Ha-ras Harvey rat sarcoma viral 
oncogene homologue (HRAS) (Aoki et al., 2005; van Steensel et al., 2006; Zampino et al., 
2007). The functional consequences of these mutations are increased HRAS activity and an 
increase in signalling through the RAS/MAPK pathway. The phenotype in patients with 
Costello syndrome is variable even with identical mutations in HRAS (Gripp et al., 2006; 
Kerr et al., 2006).  
3.4 Cardio-facio-cutaneous syndrome  
Cardio–facio–cutaneous (CFC) syndrome (MIM 214080) is characterized by distinct facial 
features resembling Noonan syndrome; ectodermal abnormalities, musculo-skeletal 
findings, and cardiac malformations. Ocular symptoms are frequently present as well 
(Reynolds et al., 1986, Borradori & Blanchet-Bardon, 1993; Wieczorek et al., 1997; Young et 
al., 1993; Grebe & Clericuzio, 2000; Sabatino et al., 1997; Herman & McAlister, 2005; Chan et 
al, 2002). Many features of this syndrome are overlapping with Noonan syndrome causing 
diagnostic uncertainty especially in young infants. However, in contrast to Noonan 
syndrome, cognitive impairment is universally present in patients with CFC syndrome 
(Yoon et al., 2007). Ultimately, the identification of a wide variety of mutations in the gene 
BRAF helped to clarify the diagnostic uncertainties (Rauen, 2006; Schulz et al., 2008; Narumi 
et al., 2007; Nava et al., 2007; Gripp et al., 2007). Mutations in three other related genes, 
MAP2K1, MAP2K2 (Rodriguez-Viciana et al., 2006) and Ki-ras2 Kisten rat sarcoma viral 
oncogene homologue (KRAS) (Schubbert et al. 2006; Niihori et al., 2006) have also been 
identified in patients with CFC syndrome.  
3.5 Neurofibromatosis    
Neurofibromatosis (NF1) is clinically quite distinct from the neuro-cardio-facio-cutaneous 
syndrome family. NF1 occurs in about 1 in 4,000 birth and is characterized by the 
development of benign neurofibromas of the peripheral nervous system and skin 
discolorations (Riccardi, 1981). Gliomas of the peripheral nerves and skeletal dysplasias can 
occasionally occur. Mild cognitive impairment manifested as learning disability is present in 
about 40% to 60% of patients. Neurofibromatosis is characterized by incomplete penetrance, 
which means that even if an individual carries a disease-causing mutation the expression of 
the disease phenotype is highly variable. The identification of mutations in the gene 
neurofibromin shed light on possible underlying pathomechanisms in this disorder 
(Viskochil et al., 1990; O'Connell et al., 1992). Neurofibromin is a GAP protein, which 
transforms activated RAS protein back to the inactive state. The neurofibromin gene is 
highly expressed in the developing brain of the embryo. In the adult brain, expression can 
be found in the Purkinje cells, pyramidal cells, Schwann cells and oligodendrocytes. The 
RAS/MAPK signalling pathway plays a critical role in memory formation and learning 
through long lasting alterations of gene expression in neuronal cells. Therefore, learning 
deficits could be explained by alterations in this important signalling pathway, however, 
learning disabilities in patients with Neurofibromatosis are variable (Costa et al., 2001; Costa 
et al., 2002). Neurofibromin knock-out mice have confirmed learning deficits in mice due to 
RAS hyperactivity. Treatment with a farnesyl-transferase inhibitor could reverse some of the 
effects of the mutation in mice (Costa et al., 2002). 
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Fig. 1. The Neuro-Cardio-Facio-Cutaneous syndrome family and its relationship to 
mutations in proteins of the RAS/MAPK signalling cascade. Solid lines indicate associations 
to mutations in the proteins involved in the signalling cascade. Arrows indicate activating 
and inactivating events. Abbreviations: Ca2+, ionic calcium; ACH, Acetylcholine; CaMk, 
Calcium-calmodulin kinase; PLC, Phospholipase C; PKC, Phosphokinase C; SHP-2, Src 
homology 2 domain-containing-transforming protein; NF1, neurofibromatosis type 1; GDP, 
guanine dinucleotide phosphate; GEF, guanine-nucleotide-exchange factor; SOS1, son of 
sevenless homologue 1; GTP, guanine trinucleotide phosphate; GAP, GTPase-stimulating 
proteins; cAMP, cyclic adenosine monophosphate; PKA, Protein kinase A; CRAF, RAF1 v-
raf-1 murine leukemia viral oncogene homolog 1;  BRAF, v-raf murine sarcome viral 
oncogene homologue B1; MEK, mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase; MAPK, mitogen-
activated protein kinase; ERK, Extracellular signal-regulated kinase; RSK2, ribosomal S6-
kinase 2; CREB, CRE binding protein; CBP, CREB binding protein; CRE, cAMP response-
element; CFC, cardio-facio-cutaneous. 
3.7 Coffin-Lowry syndrome 
Coffin-Lowry syndrome (MIM 303600) is a severe mental retardation syndrome with 
mutations in the ERK/CREB pathway, which is activated by the RAS/MAPK signalling 
cascade (Figure 1). This rare mental retardation disorder is characterized by an abnormal 
gait, facial abnormalities including protruding forehead, wide nose, and irregular teeth. 
Individuals affected with this syndrome are often short with poor bone mineralization and 
underdevelopment of the musculature (Coffin et al., 1966; Lowry et al., 1971). Coffin-Lowry 
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syndrome is caused by a wide variety of mutations in the gene 90 kDa ribosomal S6 serin-
threonine kinase 2 (RSK2) located on chromosome Xp22.2 (Trivier et al., 1996). The spectrum 
of mutations includes splice site alterations, missense mutations, frame-shift alterations, and 
nonsense mutations. In the hippocampus, RSK2 phosphorylates and activates a number of 
nuclear proteins including CREB when activated by the ERK pathway (Jacquot et al., 1998; 
Xing et al., 1996). The RSK2 mutant mouse model resembles the Coffin-Lowry syndrome 
patients in that it shows marked deficits in motor development, coordination and spatial 
learning (Dufresne et al., 2001). 
 
Syndrome Gene Chromosome References 
Noonan syndrome PTPN11 12q24.13 Tartaglia et al., 2001 
 SOS1 2p22-p21 Roberts et al., 2007 
Tartaglia et al., 2007 
 RAF1 3p25 Pandit et al., 2007;  
Razzaque et al., 2007 
 KRAS 12p12.1 Schubbert et al., 2006;  
Zenker et al., 2007 
LEOPARD syndrome PTPN11 12q24.13 Digilio et al., 2002;  
Legius et al., 2002 
 RAF1 3p25 Pandit et al., 2007 
Costello syndrome HRAS 11p15.5 Aoki et al., 2005 
Cardio-facio-cutaneous 
syndrome 
BRAF 7q34 Rauen, 2006;  
Schulz et al., 2008; Narumi et 
al., 2007; Nava et al., 2007; 
Gripp et al., 2007 
 MAP2K1 15q22.31 Rodriguez-Viciana et al., 2006 
 MAP2K2 19p13.3 Rodriguez-Viciana et al., 2006 
 KRAS 12p12.1 Schubbert et al. 2006;  
Niihori et al., 2006 
Neurofibromatosis NF1 17q11.2 Viskochil et al., 1990 
Coffin-Lowry syndrome RSK2 Xp22.2 Trivier et al., 1996 
Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome CBP 16p13.3 Petrij et al., 1995 
    
Table 1. Genetic syndromes linked to genes in the RAS/MAPK pathway 
3.8 Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome 
A patho-mechanistically related disorder is the Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome (MIM 180849), a 
rare mental retardation syndrome occurring with a frequency of 1 in 125,000 live births. This 
autosomal dominant syndrome is characterized by distinct facial features, broad digits, 
angulated thumb, and blunted growth (Rubinstein & Taybi, 1963; Rubinstein, 1990). A 
variety of mutations in the gene transcriptional co-activator CREB-binding protein (CREB) 
have been identified in about 50% of patients (Petrij et al., 1995; Blough et al., 2000). CREB is 
located on chromosome 16p13.3. Mutations in this gene lead to protein changes that 
interfere with the binding of the transcription factor CRE through alterations in the 
chromatin structure within the promoter regions of the CRE regulated genes (Ogryzko et al., 
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chromatin structure within the promoter regions of the CRE regulated genes (Ogryzko et al., 
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1996). A mouse model carrying a dominant negative mutation in CREB displayed nearly all 
the features of Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome including deficits in long-term memory (Oike et 
al., 1999). The short-term memory was unimpaired.    
From this short overview of the neuro-cardio-facio-cutaneous syndromes is becomes clear 
that despite the common effect of increased signal transmission through the RAS/MAPK 
pathway, known mutations in component of this pathway lead to highly variable but 
distinct effect on the phenotype (Cesarini et al., 2009; Niihori et al., 2006; Rodriguez-Viciana 
et al., 2006; Garnett et al., 2005). The degree of cognitive impairment varies among 
syndromes, ranging from normal cognition in some cases of NF1 and Noonan syndrome to 
severe impairment in some cases of CFC-syndrome (Denayer et al., 2008). Overall, it can be 
said that mutations upstream of RAS seem to have less severe and more variable effects on 
cognitive impairment, whereas mutations in genes closer to the nucleus appear to have 
more detrimental effects. The success in identifying the underlying genetic mutations in 
these rare developmental Mendelian disorders was based on the presence of overlapping 
clinical phenotypes that pointed to possible candidate pathways. Common symptoms in 
many body systems allowed for the identification of groups of patients that were similar in 
their underlying pathophysiology and their genetic risk factors. Nevertheless, even in these 
homogeneous patient populations the genetic causes of the disorders were highly variable 
often involving several genes in the same pathway. Despite the success described above, the 
known mutations still explain only a portion of all the cases diagnosed with a particular 
syndrome on clinical grounds.  
X-linked mental retardation is another example of a condition that is characterized by 
extensive heterogeneity.  Only a percentage of cases can be explained by known genetic 
mutations. The absence of additional clinical features prohibits the sub-classification of 
patients into more homogeneous groups based on clinical presentation. The underlying 
heterogeneity of the genetic causes hinders the utilization of family-based linkage analyses 
and population-based association studies. Therefore, this disease category required a 
substantially different approach to the identification of the underlying genetic causes.        
4. X-lined mental retardation 
The frequency of mild to moderate mental disability defined as an IQ between 50 and 70 is 
about 2-3% in the general population; more severe intellectual impairment is found in 0.5 to 
1% of the population (Raymond, 2006). A significant portion of these disorders is inherited 
in an X-linked mode. About 80 genes located on the X-chromosome are known to be 
involved in mental retardation to date and many more are likely to be discovered. Many 
families have rare or even private disease-causing mutations that are not shared with other 
families and in a large percentage of these families mental retardation is the only symptom 
present. Direct re-sequencing approaches appear to be the only way to identify the 
underlying mutations in these families.   
A recent study involving patients affected with X-linked mental retardation used a large-
scale systematic re-sequencing approach to explore genomic variants present in the patients 
compared to their unaffected relatives. The study involved 208 families and focussed on the 
coding exons of all the genes located on the X-chromosome in a systematic approach 
(Tarpey et al., 2009). First, protein truncating changes in the coding regions of genes were 
analyzed since these changes could be expected to have the most severe consequences for 
the function of the protein. Using this approach mutations in four new genes were detected 
that were not previously known to be involved in mental retardation. A large number of 
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truncating mutations were identified. Overall, the majority of truncating mutations were not 
associated with disease status at all and even loss of about 1% of genomic material on the x-
chromosome was compatible with a normal phenotype. Truncating mutations associated 
with the phenotype were found in 10% of the genes located on the X-chromosome. 
However, each particular genomic change explained only a very small portion of mental 
retardation in the sample and in the majority of families the underlying genetic mutation 
could not be identified.   
In addition to truncating mutations, a large number of single nucleotide polymorphisms were 
found. Almost 2,000 single-nucleotide genomic variants were detected in the coding sequences 
of the genes alone. Almost half of these mutations were missense mutations leading to amino 
acid substitutions in the encoded proteins. Rare small insertions and deletions were also 
present. Nearly half of the mutations were found only once in the sample. Slightly more than 
half of the recurrent variants could be found in public databases for common genomic 
polymorphisms. On average, the genomic sequence of any two individuals differed by about 
100 variants in the coding regions alone. These results demonstrate the large amount of 
genomic variability that is present between any two individual genomes. Evaluation of the 
functional consequences of those genomic variants would be a daunting task. In addition it is 
likely that many variants with physiological consequences have been missed since introns of 
genes, the promoter regions or other non-coding regions have not even been sequenced in this 
study. These genomic regions are known to have important regulatory functions for gene 
expression and are even more variable than the coding regions themselves.  
In summary, it could be said that substantial genetic heterogeneity was found underlying X-
linked mental retardation. At least 10% of the genes located on the X-chromosome were 
involved, individual mutations were generally rare and each identified gene accounted only 
for a small portion of the cases. In addition to disease-causing mutations, a large number of 
rare non-synonymous mutations were identified that had no apparent effect on the 
phenotype. A surprising result of this study was that a large number of mutations 
interrupting the function of the gene were not causally related to mental retardation at all. In 
fact, loss of about 1% of genetic material on the X-chromosome was compatible with a 
normal phenotype. In this context it is important to stress that the identification of a rare 
truncating mutation in studies with large sample size will still require careful follow-up 
evaluation of the functional consequences and should not be considered as evidence for 
disease causation per se (Raymond et al., 2009). Despite its success, this study paints a 
daunting picture of the task ahead in the search for genomic variants underlying common 
complex disorders. Nevertheless, even the identification of rare mutations in a small 
number of cases might shed some light on underlying pathomechanisms of the disease.   
Schizophrenia is another disorder that is heavily researched, because improvement in the 
understanding of the underlying pathophysiology of this disorder promises to provide new 
treatment options. Schizophrenia shares many features with developmental disorders, as 
well as mental retardation syndromes including strong evidence for a genetic cause of the 
disease. Until now much uncertainty still exists regarding specific genetic variants that 
might contribute to the phenotype.    
5. Schizophrenia  
Schizophrenia is a common psychiatric disorder affecting about 0.5%-1% of the population. 
The clinical phenotype is characterized by dissociation of thoughts and emotions, distorted 
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perception of reality manifested as hallucinations and delusions, as well as emotional 
flattening over the disease course. The age of onset is usually in adolescence. Schizophrenia 
is often conceptualized as a complex disorder caused by multiple common genomic variants 
with small effect size in combination with environmental risk factors (Williams et al., 2009). 
Significant familiality and heritability have been demonstrated for this disorder (Cardno & 
Gottesman, 2000). Despite the fact that genetic risk factors play an important role in the 
manifestation of the disease, it has been difficult to replicate genome-wide significant 
linkage signals consistently (Williams et al., 2009). Even genome-wide association studies in 
thousands of individuals still left some doubt about underlying genetic risk factors (Allen et 
al, 2008; Need et al., 2009). The increase in power that was hoped for by collecting ever 
larger sample sizes might have been counteracted by increased heterogeneity of the disease 
(Craddock et al., 2008). If the same degree of heterogeneity is present in schizophrenia as it 
was found in developmental disorders or X-linked mental retardation, these results would 
not be surprising.  
Schizophrenia is often conceptualized as a developmental disorder. Candidate gene studies 
based on various hypotheses of disease pathology have been numerous with inconsistent 
results (Allen et al., 2008). In particular, these studies have been hindered by the fact that the 
symptoms of schizophrenia are rather non-specific and manifestations in other body 
systems are often lacking. Due to possible heterogeneity, replication of candidate gene 
association studies has been difficult and results have often not been convincing. Positional 
candidate gene studies that follow-up on significant family-based linkage studies have been 
more successful revealing several potential risk genes including neuregulin 1 (NRG1), 
dystrobrevin-binding protein 1 (DTNBP1), and D-amino acid oxidase inhibitor (DAOA), 
among others (Williams et al. 2009). However, overall mutations in these genes could 
explain only a very small percentage of cases.  
Recently, the focus of research has shifted from common single nucleotide polymorphisms 
to rare structural variants. This shift might have been inspired by the finding that about 10% 
of neuro-developmental disorders including autism and mental retardation are caused by 
non-inherited deletions and insertions of genetic material (Sebat et al, 2007; Autism Genome 
Project Consortium, 2007). Recent genome-wide studies in schizophrenia reported large 
multigenic deletions located on chromosomes 1q21.1 and 15q13.3, which were present in a 
very small number of individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia (International 
Schizophrenia Consortium, 2008; Stefansson et al., 2008; Need et al., 2009; Kirov G, 2009). In 
addition, exon-disrupting copy number variations have been identified in the gene NRXN1 
(Rujescu et al., 2009). Several of the deletions associated with schizophrenia had previously 
been associated with mental retardation, autism, ADHD, and other neuro-developmental 
disorders, including seizures (Mefford et al., 2008; Wassink et al., 2001; Sharp et al., 2008). 
Subsequent studies have confirmed these associations in a number of individuals (van Bon 
et al, 2009; Helbig et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2009; Ben-Shachar et al., 2009). It is long known 
that autism and other mental disorders share common symptoms with schizophrenia. The 
presence of a small number of individuals affected with these mental disorders in a large 
sample of thousands of cases affected with schizophrenia could lead to statistically 
significant results. Especially in large samples diagnostic uncertainty cannot always be 
completely excluded, and therefore, careful follow-up with functional studies on the results 
in schizophrenia would be prudent. Overall, research in schizophrenia points to the 
possibility of heterogeneity similar to results in rare Mendelian developmental disorders 
and complex X-linked mental retardation.    




Finding genetic risk factors in common complex mental disorders is an area of intense 
research. Linkage studies, positional candidate gene sequencing approaches, as well as the 
search for truncating mutations that severely disrupt the function of a protein are traditional 
tools that have been applied successfully to rare Mendelian genetic syndromes leading to 
the identification of rare Mendelian variants. In common complex mental disorders, on the 
other hand, it has been the accepted hypothesis that different genetic risk factors might play 
a role. Common complex disorders are thought to involve common genomic variants 
present in at least one percent of the population. Genome-wide association studies have 
been designed to find few common risk variants that would explain the pathophysiology of 
common complex disorders. Even though these studies have been successful in identifying 
common variants with low associated risk in some disorders, it has to be admitted that the 
majority of cases still remains unexplained. This scenario leaves several open questions. 
Could it be that common complex disorders after all are not so different from rare 
Mendelian disorders? Could it be that the effect of the mutations involved is only less 
pronounced and easier to compensate? Could it be that common complex disorders are as 
heterogeneous as Mendelian disorders, as demonstrated in X-linked mental retardation? In 
this disorder close to hundred different genetic causes have been identified, each of which is 
individually rare. Nevertheless, the majority of cases still remains unexplained. Could 
psychiatric disorders such as bipolar disorder and schizophrenia be more heterogeneous 
with regard to their underlying pathophysiology and genetic risk factors than we ever 
would have imagined?  Could it be that these disorders are caused by many rare genetic 
mutations, some of which would be present in only a small number of families? The answer 
to these questions can only come from further research. However, even considering these 
scenarios would require different strategic approaches. It might be useful to reconsider 
proven technologies, such as positional candidate gene sequencing and family based studies 
in addition to large-scale genome-wide approaches. It could be useful to consider the 
possibility that collecting an ever-larger number of samples might only increase the 
heterogeneity of the cases. In the end it might be useful to refocus on the evaluation of 
functional consequences of mutations instead of being mesmerized by bio-statistical p-
values. The answer to these questions must remain unknown. The comparison of different 
research strategies in related fields might be instructive and inspiring. After all, mental 
retardation is about as frequent as psychotic disorders in the general population and 
developmental syndromes might actually be among samples of schizophrenia patients, 
since they often share symptoms of hallucinations and delusions. In the end, considering all 
possible approaches might be the way that will enhance our understanding of mental 
disorders. 
7. Conclusion 
As the focus in common complex mental disorders has shifted from hypothesis-based 
candidate gene approaches to genome-wide explorations, the focus might shift from 
common genomic variants to the detection of rare variants. Research strategies might adjust 
as well moving from genome-wide association studies of common variants to re-sequencing 
approaches of entire genomes. While this shift takes place it could be instructive to study 
some of the lessons learned from hypothesis driven re-sequencing approaches in 
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perception of reality manifested as hallucinations and delusions, as well as emotional 
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is often conceptualized as a complex disorder caused by multiple common genomic variants 
with small effect size in combination with environmental risk factors (Williams et al., 2009). 
Significant familiality and heritability have been demonstrated for this disorder (Cardno & 
Gottesman, 2000). Despite the fact that genetic risk factors play an important role in the 
manifestation of the disease, it has been difficult to replicate genome-wide significant 
linkage signals consistently (Williams et al., 2009). Even genome-wide association studies in 
thousands of individuals still left some doubt about underlying genetic risk factors (Allen et 
al, 2008; Need et al., 2009). The increase in power that was hoped for by collecting ever 
larger sample sizes might have been counteracted by increased heterogeneity of the disease 
(Craddock et al., 2008). If the same degree of heterogeneity is present in schizophrenia as it 
was found in developmental disorders or X-linked mental retardation, these results would 
not be surprising.  
Schizophrenia is often conceptualized as a developmental disorder. Candidate gene studies 
based on various hypotheses of disease pathology have been numerous with inconsistent 
results (Allen et al., 2008). In particular, these studies have been hindered by the fact that the 
symptoms of schizophrenia are rather non-specific and manifestations in other body 
systems are often lacking. Due to possible heterogeneity, replication of candidate gene 
association studies has been difficult and results have often not been convincing. Positional 
candidate gene studies that follow-up on significant family-based linkage studies have been 
more successful revealing several potential risk genes including neuregulin 1 (NRG1), 
dystrobrevin-binding protein 1 (DTNBP1), and D-amino acid oxidase inhibitor (DAOA), 
among others (Williams et al. 2009). However, overall mutations in these genes could 
explain only a very small percentage of cases.  
Recently, the focus of research has shifted from common single nucleotide polymorphisms 
to rare structural variants. This shift might have been inspired by the finding that about 10% 
of neuro-developmental disorders including autism and mental retardation are caused by 
non-inherited deletions and insertions of genetic material (Sebat et al, 2007; Autism Genome 
Project Consortium, 2007). Recent genome-wide studies in schizophrenia reported large 
multigenic deletions located on chromosomes 1q21.1 and 15q13.3, which were present in a 
very small number of individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia (International 
Schizophrenia Consortium, 2008; Stefansson et al., 2008; Need et al., 2009; Kirov G, 2009). In 
addition, exon-disrupting copy number variations have been identified in the gene NRXN1 
(Rujescu et al., 2009). Several of the deletions associated with schizophrenia had previously 
been associated with mental retardation, autism, ADHD, and other neuro-developmental 
disorders, including seizures (Mefford et al., 2008; Wassink et al., 2001; Sharp et al., 2008). 
Subsequent studies have confirmed these associations in a number of individuals (van Bon 
et al, 2009; Helbig et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2009; Ben-Shachar et al., 2009). It is long known 
that autism and other mental disorders share common symptoms with schizophrenia. The 
presence of a small number of individuals affected with these mental disorders in a large 
sample of thousands of cases affected with schizophrenia could lead to statistically 
significant results. Especially in large samples diagnostic uncertainty cannot always be 
completely excluded, and therefore, careful follow-up with functional studies on the results 
in schizophrenia would be prudent. Overall, research in schizophrenia points to the 
possibility of heterogeneity similar to results in rare Mendelian developmental disorders 
and complex X-linked mental retardation.    




Finding genetic risk factors in common complex mental disorders is an area of intense 
research. Linkage studies, positional candidate gene sequencing approaches, as well as the 
search for truncating mutations that severely disrupt the function of a protein are traditional 
tools that have been applied successfully to rare Mendelian genetic syndromes leading to 
the identification of rare Mendelian variants. In common complex mental disorders, on the 
other hand, it has been the accepted hypothesis that different genetic risk factors might play 
a role. Common complex disorders are thought to involve common genomic variants 
present in at least one percent of the population. Genome-wide association studies have 
been designed to find few common risk variants that would explain the pathophysiology of 
common complex disorders. Even though these studies have been successful in identifying 
common variants with low associated risk in some disorders, it has to be admitted that the 
majority of cases still remains unexplained. This scenario leaves several open questions. 
Could it be that common complex disorders after all are not so different from rare 
Mendelian disorders? Could it be that the effect of the mutations involved is only less 
pronounced and easier to compensate? Could it be that common complex disorders are as 
heterogeneous as Mendelian disorders, as demonstrated in X-linked mental retardation? In 
this disorder close to hundred different genetic causes have been identified, each of which is 
individually rare. Nevertheless, the majority of cases still remains unexplained. Could 
psychiatric disorders such as bipolar disorder and schizophrenia be more heterogeneous 
with regard to their underlying pathophysiology and genetic risk factors than we ever 
would have imagined?  Could it be that these disorders are caused by many rare genetic 
mutations, some of which would be present in only a small number of families? The answer 
to these questions can only come from further research. However, even considering these 
scenarios would require different strategic approaches. It might be useful to reconsider 
proven technologies, such as positional candidate gene sequencing and family based studies 
in addition to large-scale genome-wide approaches. It could be useful to consider the 
possibility that collecting an ever-larger number of samples might only increase the 
heterogeneity of the cases. In the end it might be useful to refocus on the evaluation of 
functional consequences of mutations instead of being mesmerized by bio-statistical p-
values. The answer to these questions must remain unknown. The comparison of different 
research strategies in related fields might be instructive and inspiring. After all, mental 
retardation is about as frequent as psychotic disorders in the general population and 
developmental syndromes might actually be among samples of schizophrenia patients, 
since they often share symptoms of hallucinations and delusions. In the end, considering all 
possible approaches might be the way that will enhance our understanding of mental 
disorders. 
7. Conclusion 
As the focus in common complex mental disorders has shifted from hypothesis-based 
candidate gene approaches to genome-wide explorations, the focus might shift from 
common genomic variants to the detection of rare variants. Research strategies might adjust 
as well moving from genome-wide association studies of common variants to re-sequencing 
approaches of entire genomes. While this shift takes place it could be instructive to study 
some of the lessons learned from hypothesis driven re-sequencing approaches in 
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developmental disorders and chromosome-wide re-sequencing studies in X-linked mental 
retardation. Re-sequencing approaches have been successful in identifying new genes of 
unknown function, for which prior hypothesis did not exist before. On the other hand, 
follow-up and evaluation of the large amount of common and rare variants identified by 
this approach could be challenging. As genome-wide re-sequencing studies will most likely 
reveal a tremendous amount of genomic variants, hypothesis driven approaches might be 
very useful in follow-up of genome-wide sequencing approaches, particularly in a world of 
limited resources of time and money. Family-based re-sequencing approaches as compared 
to population-based approaches will allow detecting the segregation of the phenotype with 
the genotype. This might be a useful prerequisite for separating random noise of genomic 
variability from disease causing variants. Functional tests will in the end be required to 
ultimately inform about disease patho-physiology. Last but not least, rare and private 
mutations might be more commonly involved in disease pathology than we would have 
ever imagined.     
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developmental disorders and chromosome-wide re-sequencing studies in X-linked mental 
retardation. Re-sequencing approaches have been successful in identifying new genes of 
unknown function, for which prior hypothesis did not exist before. On the other hand, 
follow-up and evaluation of the large amount of common and rare variants identified by 
this approach could be challenging. As genome-wide re-sequencing studies will most likely 
reveal a tremendous amount of genomic variants, hypothesis driven approaches might be 
very useful in follow-up of genome-wide sequencing approaches, particularly in a world of 
limited resources of time and money. Family-based re-sequencing approaches as compared 
to population-based approaches will allow detecting the segregation of the phenotype with 
the genotype. This might be a useful prerequisite for separating random noise of genomic 
variability from disease causing variants. Functional tests will in the end be required to 
ultimately inform about disease patho-physiology. Last but not least, rare and private 
mutations might be more commonly involved in disease pathology than we would have 
ever imagined.     
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